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ABSTRACT

Da a are presented on the recipients of Foreign
udies (FLAS) fellowships, a federally-funded
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received FLAS fe
completed
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doctoral studies.
not to earn a Ph.D. or have not yet
(1)
to
present
a
profile of
The study's purpose is three-fold:
characteristics,
type and,
fellowship recipients, their background
depth of graduate training, employment history, and the extent to
which they currently use their language and area studies training;
(2) to explain differences in the extent of language and area studies
usage across occupational categories, world areas, degree cohorts,
and academic disciplines; and (3) to identify the policy implications
of the findings. It was found that although the training of the
specialists has remained relatively static, major changes have
occurred in employment and skill utilization patterns. The majority
of recipients are currently teaching in colleges and universities,
but the proportion has steadily decreased over cohorts, raising
questions about whether or not recipients' will be able to use and
disseminate their skills. It is suggested that the program is in a
transitional period and may need to be reshaped to reflect the
current situation more accurately. Notes on data collection and the
survey questionnaire are appended. (MSE)
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PREFACE

This is the second and final report of a tour -year investigation of
international studies training that is partially supported by the federa!,
government through Title VI of the Higher Education Act. The work
wad sponsored by the U.S. Department -f Education under Contract
No. 300-79-0777. It focuses both on the institutions that train
language and area specialists and on the specialists themselves. This
report exami-,es the training and careers of individuals who received
support through the Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) fellowship program. It profiles their training, employment history, and
on-the-job usage of language and area skills, and algo assesses the
extent to which such usage varies across occupational Lktegories, world
areas. degree cohorts, and academic disciplines:
The report should be useful to federal policymakers, institutions
that train language and area studies specialists, and organizations that
employ such specialists in considering ways to respond,to major shifts
in demand for their skills.
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SUMMARY

Specialists who have expert knowledge about other countries are
not only essential for the conduct of U.S. foreign policy, but are also a
critical resource in an increasingly interdependent global economy.
One of the largest and most important components of U.S government support for training such specialists has been the Foreign Language and Area Studies (FI. AS) fellowship program which, since its
inception in 1958, has supported the graduate training of ovel 20,000
students.
From its beginning, the FLAS program was designed to produce
specialists with expert knowledge of other languages and cultures,
particularly non-Western ones. This objective was made especially
clear by its inclusion, along with science and mathematics, under thp
National Defense Education Act (NDEA), which Congress enacted in
1958 largely as a response to the launching of Sputnik. Its purpose
was to "insure trained manpower of sufficient quality and quantity to
meet the national defense needs of the United States." Although the
original NDEA legislation and subsequent additions to it authorized a
range of international studies programs, the support of specialist
training through FLAS fellowships has remained a major prim ity.
Policymakers have assumed that the award of an FLAS fellowship,
along wi the requirement to take language courses during dm fellowship' period, will motivate students to achieve the high degree o
competence required of advanced foreign language and area specialists.

This assumption has not been recently tested, however. Despite
more than twenty years of program funding, there is no recent infor-

mation about FLAS fellowship recipients: We do not know how well
they have been trained or the extent to which they are now using that
training in their careers.' This study provides such data. It is based on
two surveys; the first consists of FLAS,recipients who earned a Ph.D.

between 1967 and 1979, and the second, a sample of those who
received FLAS fellowships between 1962 and 1978, and who either
chose not to earn a Ph.D. or have not yet completed their doctoral
studies. Its purpose is three-fold:.

'The last 'systematic data were collected as part of Richard Lambert's compreherisive
1969 survey of foreign language and area specialists. See his Language and Area Studies Review, Monograph 17 of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,
Philadelphia, October 1973.
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To present a profile of' those who have received FLA S fellow-

ships: their background characteristics, type and depth of
graduate training, employment history, and the extent to
which they currently use their language and area studies
training.
P'14) explain differences in the extent of language and area
studies usage across occupational categories, world areas, degree cohorts, ant'. academic disciplines.
To identify the policy implications of study findings.

THE PREPARATION AND TRAINING OF FLAS
RECIPIENTS
The FLAS fellowship program has functioned well as a meritocratic

syStem that has brought good students from a very wide variety of
undergraduate institutions to the best universities in the country for
language and area studies training. Most FLAS recipients between
1962 and 1979 majored in history or the humanities, with a smaller
number in the social sciences and even fewer in professional disciplines. The humanities orient tion of the FLAS program is most evident among Soviet specialists, half of whom majored in language and
literature.
The portrait that emerges of the typical FLAS recipient is that of a
serious student who entered graduate school with some prior exposure
to international studies and who, while in graduate school, spent con-

siderable time in language training and related disciplinary study.
On average, FLAS recipients obtained more language training than
the av'erage undergraduate and the vast majority had some first.hand
experience in another country or region of the world. However, only
about half had either coursework or first-hand, experience in the region in which they later specialized; but most of them entered graduate school armed w'th the skills required for foreign language study
and motivated to immerse themselves in the study of another culture.
Although all FLAS recipients spent considerable time in graduate
school (five to seven years on average), the amount of time needed to
complete various milestones in the training process is one major factor that distinguishes between those who did and did not earn doctor-

ates. Non-Ph.D.s spent significantly more time reaching each
milestoneperhaps one of the factors that influenced their decision to
leave graduate school.
In most other respects, however, training was much the same for
these two groups. The distribution of graduate coursework for both
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groups was also quite consistent across cohorts, with students in the
late 1970s receiving basically I he same education as those in the mid1960s. Since the proportion of graduate training that a student can
devote to language and area studies depends largely on a student's
academic major and its amenability to international studies, historians, humanists, and area studies majors were able to spend more time
in such courses than those in economics, sociology, and various professional fields. Only a quarter of all FLAS recipients took any type of
applied courses (e.g., in statistics or policy analysis) or courses offered
by professional schools. Despite the FLAS program's emphasis on interdisciplinary study, only about half of all FLAS recipients took
courses outside their academic majors, and even these people spent
relatively little time in such courses. Consequently, most FLAS
recipients have little applied training and only a cursory introduction
to how disciplines other than their own approach the study of foreign
cultures.
Language study is another factor that distinguishes non-Ph.D. from
Ph.D. FLAS recipients. The non-Ph.D.s studied fewer languages for a
shorter period; nevertheless, both groups invested considerable time
in language study (an average 5.75 years for non-Ph.D.s and 6.63
years for Ph.D.$) and received more extensive training than did specialists in earlier periods. Self-ratings of linguistic competence indicate that FLAS recipients also possess greater language skill than an
earlier generation of specialists.
However, these overall improvements mask continuing differences
in training opportunities and competeno3 levels. For example, only
about half of all FI .AS recipients were able to obtain some language

training in a country where the language they were studying is

spoken. Students of East Asia were twice as likely to have such an
opportunity as those specializing in Southeast Asia. In addition, the
formal training period for'FLAS Ph.D.s specializing in Western
Europe, East Asia, the Middle East; the Soviet Union/Eastern Europe,
and Latin America was significantly longer (range: 9.34 to 6.87 years)
than it was for those specializing in South Asia, Africa, or Southeast
Asia (5.33-4.14 years). Similar differences in language training prevail across academic disciplines, with FLAS Ph.D.s in language and
literature averaging more formal language training (10.21 years)
than respondents in all other disciplines. Sociologists, economists,
geographers, and anthropologists spent the least amount of time in
language study, averaging less than 4 years of formal training. Consistent with the shorter duration of their language study, non-Ph.D.
FLAS recipients indicate lower levels of linguistic competence at the
end of training than Ph.D.s, and unlike the Ph.D.s who report increased competence over time, the non-Ph.D.s report significant skill

attrition between the ('11(1 Of training and the present, Even Ph.D.s,
however, indicate difficulty ill perfOrming some tasks that might MU
monably la. expected of language lInd area 1-4ieci1Ilists (e.g., teaching a

course in their most proficient Ibreign language). In addition, a significant gap between reading and speaking skil hi persists, despite an
overall improvement in linguistic competence over the past fifteen
years.

On balance, the FLAS program has played an important role in a
training process that has attracted a broad base of competent and
highly Motivated Students. These stude its spent considerable time in
language and area. studies training and now rate the education they

received very highly. To the extent that comparisons are possible,
FLAS recipients are receiving more training than older specialists
did, and are more competent; but they are seriously concerned about
the lack of opportunity for language study abroad, and the seeming
unresponsiveness of the graduate training process to a changing job
market for their skills. In fact, throughout this profile of former FLAS
recipients, one finding has emerged repeatedly: The training of lan-

guage and area studies specialists has remained relatively static,
while major changes have occurred in employment and skill utilization patterns.

EMPLOYMENT AND SKILL UTILIZATION
PATTERNS

The vast majority (over 75 percent) of FLAS Ph.D.s are currently
teaching in colleges and universities, but the proportion has steadily
decreased over cohorts. More than twice as many Ph.D.s in the 197779 cohort hold nonacademic jobs as do those who earned their doctorates in the 1967-70 cohort (28.6 percent versus 13.7 percent). FLAS
Ph.D.s with academic jobs are currently teaching in over 450 colleges
and universities, and most of them work in institutions.'that are nonselective in their undergraduate admissions policies. In "this very important way, then, the specialist expertise produced with FLAS assistance is now being disseminated broadly to undergraduates.in all
types of institutions. In, addition, the majority of academics, regardless of the type of institution in which they teach, report using their
language and area studies expertise all or most of the time.
Employment and skill utilization patterns for Ph.D.s working outside academia, and for most non-Ph.D.s, are much different. Most re-

port that they never or only rarely use their language and area
studies expertise in their current jobs, and over 60 percent of non-
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Ph.D. 1,1,AS recipients who are employed full-time are currently
working outside their field of 14raduate study. Nevertheless, about a
quarter of those working in nonacademic jobs have been able to find
positions that make extensive oat' of their specialist training; either
..their jobs require language skills or language and aoa studies expertise was heavily weighted in the hiring decision. Such jobs include
ones, in the diplomatic corm.international banking, agricultural development abroad, foreign broadcasting,, political risk analysis, and
the like. Still, these frequent users remain a minority among former
FLAS recipients working outside academia. Because of the condition
of the academic labor market, we have ever:, reason to expect that
this problem of skill underutilization will continue and even increase
over time, Unless that pattern changes markedly, the majority of future FLAS recipients may be unable to use their skills, thus jeopardizing a critical national resource.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Although the primary purpose of this study was to present an indepth profile of FLAS recipients, findings,.about their training and
employment raise a number of policy issues for the federal government, the institutions that train these specialists, and the organizations that employ them. Clearly, none of these institutions can resolve
the problems of skill underutilization alone; in fact, a full resolution
of this dilemma probebly depends on major changes in the American
economy and the way in which the United States'deals with the rest
of the world. Still, our findings suggest that certain modifications in
the training and placement process could mitigate the problem.
Our data raise several issues about the distribution of FLAS fellowships. A particularly important one relates to the disciplinary majoi-s
of recipients specializing in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
Recently, U.S. government officials have expressed serious concern
about the lack of analysts qualified to examine social and political
trends in the Soviet Union. Our data suggest that this lack may be
due at least partially to the concentration of FLAS fellowships in Ian-.
guage and literature. Soviet specialists are being produced, then, but
not in the fields for which the ,U.S. government has a critical need.
Consequently, we have a situation in which there is both above-average unemployment among FLAS Ph.D.s and at least modest demand
for Suviet specialists with a different disciplinary focus. At the sax&
time, U.S. policymakers have expressed concern about a recent decline in the number' of Russian language speakers. Therefore, Ian-
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gouge and literature needs to In' maintained Os one disciplinary focus
lot. Soviet specialists, but 501110' 1.1AS fellowships HI10111(1 In' r(111110CIII.I'd Intl) OW I-106111 tiell'11(494,
HOVVI'Ill 1181)(!etH of the trainOur In.01111' of FLAS recipients suggests

ing process where changes might be made. In both surveys, respondents will that t hey had taken too fm applied courses and too few
area studies courses outside their Own discipline: They argued that
courses in statistics, computer science, and policy analysis, and
courses Offered by various professional schools, were not only likely to
make them more competitive on the jolt market, but also would equip

them with additional research tools that could improve their understandineof a particular world area, whether they were working inside
or outside academia. The need for interdisciplinary study is becoming
even more important as area specialists find themselves either working in colleges and universities or in nonacademic institutions that
have no other.ernployees with to similar world area speciality. In these
cases, the area specialist needs to function as a generalist with a
broad-based knowledge of his or her world area. Respondents' assessments of their training confirm the appropriateness of the FLAS pro:
gram's emphasis on interdisciplinary approaches to area studies and
its increased interest in the link between area studies and'applied
disciplines. Changing what has basically been a static curriculum to
include such emphases makes sense not only in light of the current job
market, but also as a way to expand the theoretical and analytical
perspectives, that inform the study of other cultures.
The internatipnal studies community universally agrees on the
need for language study in a country where the language is spoken,
and our data clearly confirm that judgment. We found that only about
half of all FLAS recipients-receive such training, and that studentS
specializing in Africa, South, and Southeast Asia are much less likely
to obtain this type of training as those in other world areas. Therefore,
we can only reiterate what others have argued: If the U.S. government is concerned about the number and quality of people who are
linguistically competent in non-Western languages, it will need to
support more language study abroad and help equalize such opportunities across world areas.
The finding that a large proportion of FLAS Ph.D.s are teaching in
smaller institutions with only a few other faculty members specializing in their region of the world suggests yet another important role
for the large universities that train FLAS Ph.D.s. By offering seminars, workshops, and library privileges to faculty teaching in smaller,
nearby colleges,- these larger institutions can help in maintaining
their language and area skills and in preventing intellectual isolation. We also know from our analysis that having an organized pro-

gram in language and area studies, even at smaller institutions, is it
significant, factor in the ability of academics to use and maintain their
skills, This suggests that institutional support, for programs at. smaller institutions IN also necessary if the .goal of disseminating language
iiad area studies knowledge broadly is to be mitt

The final change that thiti study implies fir training institutions

.

.,

may be the most difficult to make. Universities have well-established
networks for helping graduates find academic jobs, but de little for
thoke who want or must accept nonacademic job's. Itespon'tlents noted
bodkin! reluctance and inability of their professors and academic departments in that respect,.
Since our than indicate that more and more FLAS recipients will
need to look to theonacademie labor market over the next few years,
it seem; that training institutions have little choice but to strengthen
their nonacadeinic placement networks. Universities now need as
-much information about nonacademic jobs as about, academic jobs that
use language and area studies skills. There are beveral ways to obtain
this inforiSation. One is to keep track of graduates who are now work-

ing in these types of jobs. Although they can be a useful source of
information about other positions in the same field and about the
training needs for these jobs, we found it universities know the
least about their graduates working outs e 'academia.
A, second way to build an effective plat ment network is to develop
systematic, ongoing links with government, nonprofit, and private
sector organizations that use language and area studies skills. This
can be done as part of area center outreach programs or as part of the
graduate training process. For example, a number of respondents sug-

gested that internships in such organizations be included as part of
the training process, and some universities have already begun to
incorporate these into their international studies programs. Although
_.such internships may not lead directly to permanent jobs, they at
listic sense of the
least give students practical experience and a
range of available options. Internships can also provide universities
with information about training needs as they work to update their
curricula, and such a program will alert potential employers to a pool
.
of available expertise.
t

Clearly, graduate institutions and those responsible for FLAS

policy need to modify their approach to graduate training and placement, but their efforts will make little difference unless American
employers, particularly those in the private sector, alter the way they
do business. Because of attitudinal and organizational factors,mark
American businesses have chosen either to stay out of intern tional
markets or to staff their overseas operations with foreign r vtiOnals..
Convincing U.S.-firms that expanding into international markets can
<-;
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be profitable and that using American language, and area specialists
has advantages over relying on foreign nationals is not something
that universities can or necessarily should be expected to do on their
own. U.S. firms, particularly smaller one's, reed to be provided with
in-depth information on how other firms take advantage of area specialists' expertise. Large U.S. banks, for example, are now earning a
large proportion of their profits from overseas operations. Language
and area studies expertise is no substitute for technological and price
competitiveness, of course, but it can be a critical tool in such activities as marketing and risk assessment. However, many American
firms remain to be convinced of that fact.
Our profile of former FLAS recipientssuggests that language andarea studies is now moving through a transitional period. There is no
question that universities have provided high-quality training to a
group of talented and motivated students. The task now is to reshape
that training in the face of new realities, so that an important national resource will not be wasted.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

The availability of expert knowledge about other countries is not
only essential for the conduct of U.S. foreign policy, but is also a critical resource in today's global economy. One of the largest and most
important components of federal support for graduate international
studies has been the Foreign. Language and Area Studies (FLAS) fel-

lowship program.' Since its inception in 1958, it has supported the
training of over 20,000 -students.2

From its beginning, the FLAS program was designed to produce
specialists with expert knowledge of other languages and cultures,
particularly non-Western ones. This objective was made especially
clear by its inclusion under the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA). Largely as a response to the Russian launching of Sputnik,
Congress enacted NDEA in 1958. Its purpose was to "insure trained
manpower of sufficient quality and quantity to meet the national defense needs of the United States." Along with science and matheiriat-

ics, modern foreign languages were among the areas in which

training was to be supported.3 Besides providing graduat6 fellowships,
the NDEA legislation supported university language and area studies
centers to provide a fOcal point for training and research about other
cultures, and establish a research program to develop more effective
pedagogical methods and curriculum materials for foreign language

teaching. Subsequent additions to the legislation expanded its
purpose to include funding for disseminating international knowledge

to other levels of the educational system and to the general public.

1During its early years, FLAS was referred to as the National Defense Language
Fellowship (NDFL) program.
2FLAS fellowships are awarded competitively to academic institutions with foreign
area studies programi and these institutions; in turn, award the fellowships to individual students. FLAS fellowships cover a student's tuition costs and currently provide a

yearly stipend of $4000. Now included under Title VI of the Higher Education Act
(HEA), the FLAS program provided 700 academic year and 205 summer fellowships
during FY1981.
3Until FLAS was included under the HEA in 1980, program regulatione required
that fellowship recipients plan either to teach or enter public service. Since 1980, no
such restriction has been imposed, and students planning to work in the private sector

are now eligible for FLAS fellowships. Of course, even when tha restriction was in force,
former fellowship recipients were in no way prevented from changing their initialplans
and deciding- to work in the private sector.
1
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Despite this expansion of program goals, however, the support of
specialist training through FLAS fellowships has remained a major
priority. Policymakers have assumed that the award of a FLAS
fellowship, along with the requirement to take language courses
during the fellowship period, will motivate students to achieve the
high degree of competence required of advanced foreign language and
area specialists..
That assumption has not been recently tested. Despite over twenty

years of program funding, no recent information exists about the
training and subsequent careers of FLAS fellowship recipients: We do
not know how well they have been trained or the extent to which they

are now using their training.; This study provides such data. It is
based. on two :surveys: The first consists of FLAS recipients who
earned a Ph.D. between 1967 and 1979, and the second, a sample of
those who received FLAS fellowships between 1962 _,and 1978, and
who either chose not to earn a Ph.D. or who have not yet completed
their doctoral studies.5 Its purpose is three-fold:

To profile recipients of FLAS fellowships: their background
characteristics, type and depth of graduate training, employ-

ment history, and the extent to which they currently use
their training;
To explain differences in the extent of language and area
studies usage across occupational categdries, world areas, degree cohorts, and academic disciplines; and
To identify the policy implications of study findings.

As this report will reveal, the FLAS, fellowship program has functioned well as a meritocratic system for bringing good students from a
broad range of undergraduate institutions to the best universities in
the country for graduate language and area studies training. Once in
4The last systematic data were collected as part of Richard Lambert's comprehensive
1969 survey of foreign language and area specialists. See his Language and Area Studies Review, Monograph 17 of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,
Philadelphia, October 1973.
5Where appropriate, we make comparisons between r samples and Lambert's ear-

lier one, and between FLAS Ph.D.s and respondents in the much larger Survey of

Doctorate Recipients (SDR) conducted by the National Research Council.
The National Research Council (NRC) maintains a Doctorate Records File (DRF)
that contains basic information on virtually all individuals who have received Ph.D.s
from U.S. universities since 1920. In addition, the NRC conducts a biennial, longitudi-

nal survey, based on a stratified sample of all Ph.D.s who received their degree in

science, engineering, and the humanities. In 1981, this sample included 39,547 respondents who had earned their degrees between 1936 and 1978; of these, approximately
8100 earned a Ph.D. in the humanities. See Betty' D. Maxfield, Science, Engineering,
and Humanities Doctorates in the United States, 1981 Profile, National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C., 198t

graduate. school, these students spent considerable time there and
now rate their education very positively. Although their level of linguistic competence is not as high as might be desired, and although
language training opportunities vary widely across world areas and
disciplines, FLAS recipients received more and better language training than older generations of specialists. Nevertheless, a significant
number of FLAS recipients are not using their expertise in their current jobsa problem that is likely to became more serious as the academic market continues to contract and graduates have to look for
employment in government or the private sector. Throughout this report, then, we will see -a discrepancy between the training of FLAS
recipients (which has remained relatively static) and the subsequent
uses of their skills (which have undergone major changes).

THE FLAS PROGRAMS
Although the original purpose of the FLAS program was to encourage students to study uncommonly taught languages and their related
world areas, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) has attempted to
influence both the number and the distribution of specialists by world
area and academic discipline. Using Lambert's 1969 survey of language and area specialists, ED established priority disciplines for
each world area. These disciplines were selected not so much because
labor market demand actually existed for them, but rather because
Lambert found that these disciplines were less well represented
among specialists in a given world area.? Consequently, university

area studies programs applying for FLAS fellowship quotas are
considered more competitive if they offer courses in these priority
disciplines.8

6The following section is based on findings from an earlier phase of this project. At

that time, we evaluated the Title VI program and most of its various components by
focusing on the program's original goals and how they have been modified over time;
program management at the fel;..:al level; and actual implementation in individual

colleges and universities. In evaluating FLAS operations, we used record and interview
data collected from those respondents at 18 postsecondary institutions that receive approximately 25 percent of the FLAS fellowships awarded nationwide. For an expanded
assessment of the FLAS programs, see L. M. McDonnell, S. E. Berryman, M. D. Scott,
J. Pincus, and A. Robyn, Federal Support for InternationO I Studies: The Role of IVDEA
Title VI; The Rand Corporation, R-2270-ED, May 1981.
7Lambert. For example, see the discussion on pp. 326-331.
8The priority disciplines by world area are: Africa: economics, history, hunianities
(consisting, throughout this footnote, of art, drama, music, philosophy, and religion),
sociology and languages other than Swahili; East Asia: anthropology, economics, geography, sociology, and humanities; Eastern Europe: anthropology, geography, humanities, sociology, and languages other than Russian; Latin America: humanities,
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In, choosing FLAS recipients, institutions are expected to use these
same priority disciplines as one of the selection criteria. So, for example, in African studies a student who is studying Twi and majoring in
sociology should be more likely to receive an FLAS fellowship than a
student of equal academic quality studying Swahili and majoring in
political science. In theory, then, FLAS was designed as an incentive
system to influence the number and distribution of specialists by academic disciplin, and world area.
However, thi ogs have not worked out that way in actual practice.
For several reasons, universities and area studies centers largely ignore the priority disciplines in awarding FLAS fellowships. Since they
are based on data that are over ten years old, the priority disciplines
are unlikely to reflect current disciplinary and linguistic gaps within
a world area. But even if they are updated, universities are still reluctant to make these priority disciplines a major factor in fellowship

decisions. Area center directors and other faculty responsible for

awarding FLAS fellowships argue that the priority disciplines do'not
take into consideration the strengths of individual centers. For example, the strongest disciplines at a particular Latin American center
may be anthropology and political science, neither of which are priority disciplines for Latin America. Yet because these subjects constitute
the center's (or university's) greatest strengths, the best students will
be iin these areas. Adhering to Ell's priority disciplines would mean

awarding FLAS fellowships to weaker students at the expense of
stronger ones.
Some centerdirectors also argue that even independent of a center's
particular strengths, the priority, disciplines and student quality often
work in opposite directions. Because the humanities have tradition-

ally been the most amenable to area. studies, the best history and
literature students are also often the best area specialists. Or the
other hand, some priority disciplines, such as economics, have been
antagonistic toward area studies. Consequently, the best students in
those disciplines do not choose area specialties. In selecting FLAS
recipients, then, an emphasis on student quality may result in more
humanities students being chosen, while an emphasis on the priority
sociology, Portuguese, and Amer-Indian languages; Middle East: anthropology, economics, geography, humanities, political science, sociology, and languages other than
Hebrew; South Asia: anthropology, humanities, linguistics, literatwe, sociology, and
geography; Southeast Asia: economics, history, humanities, linguistics, literature, and
sociology; Western Europe: anthropology, economics, geography, philosophy and religion, political economy, sociology, and languages other than French, German, Italian,
and Spanish.
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disciplines could mean that students of lesser overall ability, but majoring in the hard social sciences, would be selected.9
ED has also encouraged universities io award some of the FLAS
fellowships to professional students as part of the Department's inter,
est in establishing stronger ties between area studies programs and
professional schools. However, this strategy hasj produced limited results for much the same reasons that few students in economics are
awarded FLAS fellowships. Professional students are usually required to follow a very specific and demanding curriculum, and there-

fore have less time for the language courses required of FLAS
recipients. Also, most of them are employable without FLA)S.skills. As
the FLAS program is currently structured, then, it holds little attraction for such students.
These weaknessQs aside, the FLAS program has strongly affected
the amount of language training that fellowship recipients undergo,
and has provided an additional incentive for many good students in a
variety of disciplines to engage in advanced language and_area studies. University area studies centers report that the FLAS program has
allowed them to influence the composition of some academic deptc5ments, particularly those that typically enroll a large number of area
specialists. The FLAS fellowship has also meant that recipients, especially those in social science disciplines that consider language study
less important than the humanities do, have both the positiVe incentive of fellowship support and the requirement for language study to

ensure that they obtain training that they might not otherwise receive. In sum, the FLAS program has met its original purpose of in-

creasing the national pool of language and area studies specialists. It
has also ensured 'that these specialists are better trained than they
might otherwise be. On the other hand, FLAS has not significantly
affected the disciplinary distribution of specialists within each world
area, nor has it had a measurable effect on linking the selection of
fellowship recipients to the realities of the current labor market.

STUDY METHODS

This study was originally designed to focus only on those FLAS
recipients who subsequently earned Ph.D.s. We assumed that since
most FLAS fellowships are awarded to doctoral students, the majority
9Although history is a priority discipline-for only two world areas (Africa and South-

east Asia), some of the humanities (art, drama, music, philosophy, and religion) are t
among the priority disciplines for seven of the eight world areas. Consequently, universities can select humanists in some disciplines as FLAS recipients and be considered
responsive to ED's guidelines.

Q
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of former fellowship recipients would have 'Ph.D.s. Therefore, we believed that focusing on this group would generate suffipieilt informa-

tion about language and area specialists, and would constitute the
most cost-effective use of study resources.
Once. w/eibegan our survey of FLAS Ph.D:s, however, we found that
a sole fo6us on them would pot produce a comprehensive picture of all

FLAS recipients. Less than half of the group (44 percent) earned
Ph.D.s, and most who did (over 75 percent) are now employed in academic institutions. Thus, a study limited to FLAS Ph.D.s would describe only a minority of FLAS recipients and would generate limited
data on language and area specialists employed in business and government. Consequently, we felt it important to revise our initial study
design to include a survey of non-Ph.D.s.
The non-Ph.D. survey was conducted after the data on Ph.D.s had
been collected and analyzed. Its focus'and questions essentially paralel those on the Ph.D. questionnaire. However, time and resource constraints limited the size of the completed non-Ph.D. sample to about
one-quarter that of the Ph.D. group."'

Ph.D. Sample
The Ph.D. sample consist', of 1711 FLAS recipients, and represents
60 percent of all those who received an FLAS fellowship between 1962
and 1979, and who then xrned a Ph.D. in the period between 1967
and 1979." Because of r inability to locate all FLAS Ph.IY.s, and a
,1 survey of approxithately 28 percent, we
nonresponse rate on ti

ended up with less

he entire universe of FLAS Ph.D.s.

Therefore, we needed to L. lk .1-Win that our respondent sample, was
representative of the population as a whole. We ran significance tests

comwing respondent characteristics with those of non-respondents
1°Because the data on non- Ph.D.s1were collected after the Ph.D. analysis was already completed, the results of this survey are presented separately. However, Chap. 5,
which reports the major findings from the non-Ph.D. survey, incluiles extensive comparisons of the two groups.
11We included FLAS recipients from as early as 1962 in our sampling frame in order
to pick up those who received a fellowship some years before they earned a Ph.D. Given

that the period of Ph.D. training is long for language and area specialists, selecting

1962 as a cut-off point may have resulted in a slight undercount of Ph.D.s for 1967, the
first year of the study. However, we decided that allowing for a five-year lead time was
reasonable and that it would not have been cost-efficient to go back farther.
For the 9534 students who received FLAS fellowships between 1967 and 1979, we
were only able to identify 2836 or 29.7 percent who had earned a Ph.D. between 1967
and 1979. Whin our error rate in identifying Ph.D.s (approximately a 5 percent underestimate) is factored in and we include those who earned Ph.D.s prior to 1967 or after
1979, the Ph.D. completion'ritte rises to 44. percent.
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and found that there are no significant differences (at p < 0.05)

between the two-groups on world area, Ph.D. year, and sex. Since world,

area and Ph.D. year are the major variables of interest in thik study,
we are confident that our sample is representative and that inferences
can be made from it to the entire FLAS Ph.D. population.
Although resource constraints and the study design proposed by ED
prevented us from comparing FLAS recipients with other language
and area studies specialists, we intended to make at least minimal
comparisons by sampling a small group of Ph.D.s who had been nominated as alternates, but who had never received an FLAS fellowship.12
Consequently, we drew a random sample of FLAS alternates, equal to
about one-third of the universe of those nominated as alternates
between 1962 and 1979. We identified 451 Ph.D.s in this group and,
taking into account tracking failures and survey nonresponse, we
ended up with a sample of 238 FLAS alternates who had earned
Ph.D.s between 1967 and 1979.
The major reason the sample of FLAS alternates is so small is that
the Ph.D. completion rate forothis group is less than 15 percent, a
Considerably lower rate than that of recipients. This differential sugin increasing the'likeli7
gests that the FLAS fellowship is

hood of earning a Ph.D., but we have no data to verify such a

conclusion. It may simply be that more alternates than recipients lack
either the motivation or the competence to complete their degrees. If
so, we could conclude that university selection procedures that distinguish between recipients and alternates are effective in selecting a
group more likely to complete graduate school than those_ranked in
the second tier as alternates. Without additional data, however, such.
a conclusion cannot be substantiated.
On the other hand, We found no significant differences between
those alternates who obtained Ph.D.s and recipients, who did soi.We

ran significance tests on the two groups and compared recipitent
respondents with alternate respondents on Ph.D. year, world area,

sex, and a variety of survey responses that tap background characteristics, graduate training, language competence, current employment,
and job satisfaction. We found that alternates who earned Ph.D.s were
not significantly different in any important way from Ph.D.s who had
the benefit of an FLAS fellowship. Given this finding, there was no
reason or Seven a basis for comparing-the two groups. Consequently,
I2Selecting alternates was judged to be the most cost-effective way to obtain a tom,
parison group because their names Were already on file at ED. Another option would
have beatrto contact individual universities to obtain lists of their graduates. Since
language and area studies specialists take their degrees in a number of different disciplinary departments and the quality of student4.ecords varies from institution to institution, this procedure was found to be too costly and time-consuming.
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we decided to combine them, and subsequent references to FLAS
Ph.D.s refer to that combination. We also felt that this strategy was
preferable to separate analyses because the size of the alterns-,te sample is so small as to make detailed analyses within this group limited

in their statistical reliability.
Appendix A discusses the procedures used in identifying and tracking FLAS Ph.D.s. The majority of them were identified through a
cross-check of NRC's commencement bulletin file with a number of
other sources used to validate and supplement this original poo1.13 A

series of validation procedures indicated that our error rate in

identifying Ph.D.s is 5 percent. Allowing for this margin, then, we are
confident that we have identified 95 percent of those who received an
FLAS fellowship and subsequently earned Ph.D.s.

We obtained current addresses for 91 percent (N = 2994) of the
FLAS Ph.D. population from professional association directories, university records, and, for about thirty percent of the group, from tele-

phone calls to former teachers, colleagues, employers, and the
respondents themselves.
A questionnaire was mailed to these people beginning in November
1981. (A copy appears in App. B.) Data collection, including telephone
reminders, continued through March 1982. Of the 2,994 people, who
were mailed questionnaires, 1,949 or 65 percent completed and returned them; 280 questionnaires (9.4 percent) were returned as undeliverable and subsequent efforts to locate these respondents failed.
Thus the response' rate for those who were actually contacted is 72
percent. Table 1.1 shows the distribution of FLAS recipients and, alternates by world area.

Non-Ph.D. Sample
In formulating the sample design for the non-Ph.D. survey, we took
two constraints into consideration. First, it is more difficult to obtain
current addresses for non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients than for Ph.D.s. Uni-

versities generally have less up-to-date information about students
who leave school after earning a terminal M.A. or before earning a
Ph.D. Other sources, such as faculty directories that were used in
.tracking Ph.D.s, are-less-relevant fornon-Ph.D.s-,who tend to be employed in a wider range of occupations. Consequently, we could rea-13Our-origina I plan- was to-computer-mateh- our- RAS- file-with-NRCA-Doetorate--prevented
Records File. However, NRC's confidentiality assurances to its
us from using this method. NRC maintains a file of commencement bulletins from all
institutions that grant doctorates, so these were used as a substitute. NRC staff handchecked our file of names agalfist these bulletins.
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Table 1.1
OVERVIEW OF THE FLAS POPULATION
A. FLAS Recipients
Ph.D.

Fellowship
Recipients°

Ph.D.sb (1967-1979)

Survey
Respondentsc

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/E. Europe
Western Europe

891
2284
1509
1468
924

486
1806
166

9.3
24.0
15.8
15.4
9.7
5.1
18.9
1.7

257

686
543
384
262
134

534
36

-9.3

172
419
303
205
160,

4.7
18.9
1.3

89
33:
32

9.3
24.2
19.2
13.5

B.

1.9

1711

2836

9534

10.1
24.5,
17.7
12.0
9.4
5.2
T9.3

FLAS Alternates
Ph.D.

Designated
Alternatesd

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/E. Europe
Western Europe

%

N

Ph.D.s (1967-1979)

q

N

10
45
69

107
5

1.1

11

22
99
134

860
59

1.6

103

%

N

4.8
21.8
29.5
9.2
5.9
4.2
23.5

6.3
24.7
22.5
13.2
6.2
2.7
22.8

237
931
846
497
234

Survey
Respondentse

42
27
19

17
13
12

61

--3767

455

See following page for footnotes.
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4.2
18.9

29.0
7.1
5.5
5.0
25.6
4.6

Table 1.1Continued
a

Includes all students who received a FLAS/NDFL graduate
fellowship between 1962 and 1979.
b Latin America is represented in the Ph.D. population in greater

proportion than in the fellowship populatiOn because the Ph.D. completion rate for this world area is significantly higher than for
the others, 54.5 percent as compared with a mean of 44 percent.
cFourteen respondents designated their world area as UralicAltaic studies. However, since it would have been impossible
to analyze such a small group separately, they were recoded into
other world areas according to respondent information about the
countries each studied. Those studying Finland were included in
Western Europe, Mongolia and Tibet in.East Asia, and the Uralic
peoples of the USSR, Latvia, and Estonia into USSR/EaStern Europe.
dBased on a random sample of approximately one-third of those
who were nominated by their universities as alternates and who
never received a FLAS/NDFL fellowship.
e
The increase in the number of Western European specialists
between the Ph.D. and respondent groups is a result of some Latin
American alternates changing their country specializa:ion to Spain.
The other Western. European specialists in both the alternate and
recipient samples concentrate on the Scandinavian countries of
Finland, Norway,' and Sweden. The particular focus of this group
is an artifact of ED policy, which encourages that FLAS fellowship!
in Western.Europe be given to those studying languages other than
French, German, Italia'., and Spanish.

sone* expect to obtain current addresses for only about half of those
for whom we searched. Also, it would take longer to track each nonIlia respondent than to track a Ph.D. Second, tracking costs and
limited study resources meant that the non-Ph.D. sample necessarily
-Hhad tolie smallertlian the FILI).iiiiliEDnitiever,we had to make
certain that our fin 1 sample waslarge enough to provide statistically
reliable compariso s across world areas and cohorts. It was-decided
that a completed s'mple of 500 was the minimal size adequate for
.._analytical_purpose4.given_theinajorsariables by which the sample
would be disaggre4atedlfour fellowship cohorts, eight world areas
with perhaps tvm_o the 'smallest excluded, and degree status B.A.
only,terminalM.A, planning to earn a Ph.D.).
f 'success rate in obtaining current addresses.
Assuming a 50 percent
and a 60 percent reiponse rate, we needed to begin with 1800 cases in
order to obtain 500 Completed questionnaires. Because we lbund some
interesting differen es between Ph.D.s from the fourteen universities
.O,

\
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that receive the majority of FLAS fellowships and those from the
more than eighty institutions that receive considerably fewer FLAS
fellowships, we decided to oversample from the group of smaller institutions to make certain that they were adequately represented in the

non-Ph.D. sample as well. Consequently, we first stratified by this
institutional variable; within each of these two groups, we then sampled on a probability proportionate to size basis for six world areas.
Western Europe was deleted because the small number of FLAS
recipients in this world area meant that statistical estimates would
have unacceptably high standard errors; for the same reason, the relatively few recipients with a Southeast Asian focus were combined
with those specializing in South Asia.
Our original sample consisted of 1891 recipients. Of these, 271 or
14.3 percent were found to have Ph.D.s; with most earning their degrees in the period since we identified Ph.D.s for the first survey.
Largely through telephone contacts with recipients' graduate institutions, parents, friends, and employers, we were able to obtain current
addresses for 897 recipients (55 percent of all non-Ph.D.$). Questionnaires were mailed to potential respondents during the first week of
November 1981. Data collection, including telephone reminders, continued through January 1982. We received 537 completed questionnaires for a 60 percent response rate."
To correct for differences in the proportion of people tracked within
each fellowship cohort15 and for the purposive oversampling of smaller
schools, we reweighted the sample on these factors before beginning

our analysis. All results from the non-Ph.D. analysis, then, are based
on a sample that has been weighted to reflect the incidence in the
entire population of recipients from each fellowship cohort and from
large and small institutions.
In sum, this study is based on two surveys: one of 1949 FLAS recipients andalternates who received their Ph.D.s between 1967 and 1979,
14We believe that the response rate fcr non-Ph.D.s was lower than that for the

earlier Ph.D. survey for two reasons. First, project deadlines forced us to compress the
data collection period for the non-Ph.D. survey into two months as compared with an
over-four-month period for the Ph.D. survey. Consequently, fewer follow -up rontacts
were made with each respondent. Second, a number of those in the non-Ph.D. sample
left -area-studies-arid-graduate_school_before_completing_theindegrees._Our_telephone____
contacts with these people suggest that some failed to respond because language and
area studies were no longer relevant to their own lives or because they were embarrassed at having accepted an FLAS fellowship, only to leave the field.
15Fellowship recipients were divided into four cohorts of appropriately equal size:
those who received fellowships between 1962 and 1966, 1967 and 1970, 1971 and 1974,
and 1975 and 1978. As expected, it was more difficult to locate recipients in the earliest
fellowship cohort than those in the most recent one. Consequently, we obtained current
addresses for only 30 percent of the oldest cohort as compared with 81 percent for the
most recent one.
I

and the other of 537 FLAS recipients who attended graduate school
but did not earn Ph.D.s. Unlike the earlier Lambert work, this study
is not a comprehensive survey of all language and area specialists, or
even of all those with Ph.D.s.16 In addition, except for knowing that
FLAS alternates with Ph.D.s do not differ from recipients, we have no
other evidence about, the extent to which recipient Ph.D.s are similar
to other Ph.D.s who did not receive Title VI support. Basically, then,
this is a study of two groups of language and area specialists and is
meant to assess how 'hlir training relates to subsequent career
patterns and language and area studies usage.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
Chapter 2 presents a profile of FLAS Ph.D.s, including their background characteristics, undergraduate and graduate training, employment and profeosional activities, language and area studies

usage, and assessment of their own training. Since it lies at the core of
international studies, Chap. 3 presents a detailed analysis of FLAS
Ph.D.s' foreign language training and their self-reports of language
competence at the conclusion of otudy as compared with their competence now. Chapter 4 develops multivariate models to help explain

differences in the extent of language and area studies usage across
16We initially attempted to obtaii: late on the total number of language and area
specialists receiving their Ph.D.s between 1967 and 1979 by using a computer search_of
dissertation abstracts with specific regions, countries, language, and population groups
as keywords. However, printing out all the actual dissertation titles and then verifying
them for inclusion in our count was beyond project resources. At the same time, having
the computer generate only an aggregate total would have introduced too much error
into our calculations (e.g., dissertations on Spanish literature would have been counted
whether they dealt with Spain or countries in Latin America). Therefore, we abandoned
this effort because it was expensive and peripheral to the study's main purpose.
However, we do have some information about FLAS recipient Ph.D.s as a proportion
of all Ph.D.s in various subgroups. For example, using Warren Eason's Dynamic Inventory of Soviet and East European Specialists and the annual dissertation listings in the
Slavic Review, we found that Ph.D.s who received an FLAS fellowship represent 15..3
percent of all the Soviet and East European spetialists produced between 1967 and
1979. FLAS Ph.D.s constitute 28.8 percent of the 1973 international studies Ph.D.s and

26:3-percent- of -the- -1976- group produced- bye- sixteen- major universities included- in-McCaughey's study (Robert A. McCaughey, The Permanent Revolution: An Assessment

of the Current State of International Studies in American Universities, a report to the
International Division of the Ford Foundation, Spring 1979). Using Frank Schulman's
various Asian studies dissertation bibliographies (listed in App. A), we found that
FLAS recipients wrote approximately 18.2 percent of the dissertations on China between 1967 and 1970; 11.3 percent of all dissertations on Japan from 1969 to 1979; and
9.6 percent of the South Asian dissertations between 1967 and 1971. Although these
data are sketchy, they indicate that FLAS recipients constitute only a small fraction of
all Ph.D.s with a foreign language or area studies specialization.

FLAS Ph.D.s. Chapter 5 describes the training and skills usage of
those FLAS recipients who chose not to earn doctoral degrees. Some
in this group left graduate school before obtaining an M.A., others
have terminal M.A.s or professional degrees, while still others plan to
earn Ph.D.s in the future. Together they provide a profile of the range
of career options available to those with graduate language and area
studies training, but without the level of specialization required for a
Ph.D. Chapter 6 discusses the implications of our findings for federal

policy and for the institutions that train language and area specialists.

Chapter 2
A PROFILE OF FLAS PH.D.s
The ovel whelming majority of FLAS Ph.D.s are white males who
currentlf work in academic institutions as either humanists or historians. Yet this rather general description masks significant variation across Ph.D. cohorts,i world areas, and academic disciplines. For
example, although women constitute only 21.9 percent of the entire
sample (Table 2.1), their proportion has steadily increased from 14.9
pctrcent in the earliest cohort (1967-70) to 29.3 percent in the latest
(1971 -79).2 The racial composition of the sample, however, has
re..nained stoble across cohorts.
ne of the most striking changes has been the increase in nonacademic empli yment among FLAS Ph.D.s. More than twice as many of
those who received their degrees between 1977 and 1979 have nonacademic jobs at those who earned their Ph.D.s between 1967 and 1970.
As we wilt cc in subsequent sections, this change has profound implications Co,- the extent to which FLAS Ph.D.s are using their expertise.

D spite this mnjor shift in employment and skill utilization over
Ph.D. cohorts, we found few such differences in training characteristics. Even though employment patterns have changed considerably
over the thirteen years included in this study, the training that FLAS
Ph.D.s receive has changed very little in this period. Rather, training

differences are explained more by world area and academic discipline
than by Ph.D. cohort. In other words, language and literature majors
are likely to be trained differently from social scientists and African
specialists, v:to are, in turn, trained differently from East Asian specialists; but a 1979 Ph.D. is likely to have received basically the same
training his older colleague in a similar discipline and world area.
To profile FLAS Ph.D.s, this chapteil examines their training, career patterns, and skill utilization in some detail. It also summarizes
ost.ndents' assessments of the type and quality of their training.
analy.

In,

rease the number of cases in each cell and thus facilitate our descriptive
respondents receiving Ph.D.s in each of the thirteen years included in the

study s. 'ere combined into four multi-year cohorts of roughly equal size. .
2Thn proportion of females in our sample (21.9 per :eat) is slightly smaller than that
. in thf NRC's 1981 survey of all Ph.D.s in the humanities (27.2 percent). See Maxfield,
p. 44-. Other studies have also documented the increased proportion of female Ph.D.s
that occurred between 1967 and 1979. For example, see Helen S. Actin and Mary Beth
Snyder, "Affirmative Action 1972-1982: A Decade of Response," Ch,znge, Vol. 14, No. 6,
July/August 1982, p. 28. C
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Table 2.1
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS.OF FLAS
IN

1949)

Characteristic
Sex
Male
Female

78.1
21.9

Racial /ethnic group

White/cuucasian
Minority group
Black
Hispanic
Asian
American Indian
No report
Age in 1982
Under 35
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55 or over
No report
Median age (years)

93.1
5.7
0.9

2.2
2.3
0.3
1.3

Ph.D. Year

%

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

4.6
5.5
6.3
8.4
8.0
9.4
10.0
8.5
9.1
8.7
7.1
7.7
6.6

7.9

29.3
36.8
15.0
6.8
3.3
0.8
40.9

GENERAL DESCRIPTICN OF FLAS PH.D s

fable 2.2 shows the distribution of FLAS Ph.D.s by world area,
academic discipline, and Ph.D. cohort. Roughly a quarter of the entire
sample are historians, a quarter humanists, and a quarter social
scientists with political science dominant. The remainder includes lin-

guists, area studies majors, those with professional degrees, and a
small group majoring in several diverse subjects. Particularly notable
for their small incidence in the sample (<4 percent each) are economists,geographers, sociologists, and those with professional degrees.
The disciplinary distribution, for several world areas differs substantially from the sample-wide distribution. For example, the lack of
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Table 2,2

FLAS PH.D.S BY WORLD AREA, ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE,
AND PH.D. COHORT
Total,
All
Vivid'.

(1s:1912)

Discipline and Cohort
Academic discipline
History
Language and literavAro
Linguistics
Other humanities"
Area studios
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political science

Africa
;N=176)

29.0
4:5
14.8
2.8
2.8

26.3
23.1

6.3
2.8
9.7

14.8
0.6
4.5

7.3
2.9
2.9
3.7
12.2

Other':

Ph.D. cohort
1967-70
1971-73
1974-76
1977-79

24.8
27.4
26.4
21.4

8This category .includes:
b
This catogory includes:
education.

cThis category includes:

32.8
20.0
2.6
4.7
12.6
5.6
3.5
1.7

' 13.6
7.4
1.1

1.3

16.5

21.7
27.1
27.8
23.4

23.9
36.4
23.3

Latin
America
(N=362)

Middle
East
(N=217)

South
Asia
(N=171)

24.9
27.6
3.3

26.3

1.1

4.7

4.6
29.5

22,8
6.4
10.5
5.3
14.6

9.7

5.5

12.')

3,9
3.6
5.0
11.3
2.2
2.8

1,4
1.4
1.8

13.4
2.8

12.9
0.0
0.5

34.3
26.5

25.3

22.')

27.6
24.9

16.3

22.1

4.7
2.3
14.0
1.2
2.9

19.3
31.6
27.5
21.6

Southoast
As In

USSR/
Eastern
lillrOIM

(N=385)

(N=100)

22.6
46.8
6.2
0.5

23.0
0.0
17.0
0,0
0:0
16.0
S.0
5.0
9.0
18,0
5.0
2.0

3.9
0.5
2.9
2.3
1.0
11.4
0.5
1.3
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34
25
24

,

26.0
29.9
22.3
21.8

Wostern
Europe
(N=40)

12.5

55.0
12.5
2.5
5.0
0.0
2.5

5.0
0.0
2.5
0.0
2.5

40.0
27.5
20.0
12.5

music, speech, religion, and philosophy.

agricultural economics, home economics, law, social work, library science, and
botany, eCology, communications': general social sciences, and archaeology.

f't;
L'Li)..{

(N,=461)

3.0
11.5
0.7

4.0

1.7
1.7

Professional,'

East
Asia

r
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a written literary tradition in Africa probably accounts for the small
proportion of African language and literature milers. Both East Asia
and, particularly, the Middle East have a larger than average number
of area studios majors, most, likely reflecting the tradition of Oriental
studies departments.3 One 'potentially serious finding is the large
number of language and literature majors in the Soviet/East
European field; almost half of FLAS Ph.D.s in this world area majored

in language and literature/1 Although the link is circumstantial
instead of causal at this point, this finding needs to be considered in
light of the above-average unemployment among Soviet and East

European specialists and among language and literature majors
(Table 2.6).

FLAS Ph.D.s earned their doctorates at 100 institutions, but most
(70.4 percent) did so at only 14: Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, Harvard,
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Princeton, Stanford, UC Berkeley, UCLA,
Washington, Wisconsin, and'Yale. The reason for this concentration,

however, was that over :70 percent of the FLAS/NDFL fellowships
available during the period were awarded to these 14 institutions.

UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING
In,contrast with this graduate-level concentration, FLAS Ph.D.s received their I3.A.s from 465 institutions. As Table 2.3 indicates, these

institutions vary considerably in the selectivity of their admissions
policies. The large number of undergraduate institutions attended by
individuals in our sample and their distribution on the selectivity index indicate that, in language and area studies, the highest-quality
Ph.D.-granting institutions are recruiting from a very broad base and
not merely from institutions like themselves. In this sense, then, recruitment into advanced training in language and area studies is an
open, meritocratic process.
The undergraduate grade point average (GPA) for the entire sample

is 3.4, with 38 percent earning an A (3.7) or above. There being no
significant differences5 over cohorts, student quality has not declined
over time, at least on this measure.
3Area studies'majors are those who coded themselves as receiving their Ph.D.s in
African studies, East Asian studies, etc., and who were not affiliated with a disciplinary

department during their graduate training.
4The proportion of language and literature majors is also very high for the Western
European areas, but since few FLAS fellowships are awarded in this world area, the
cell size is too small to make any valid comparisons.
5Unless otherwise noted, all reported differences are significant at p tc. .05. A t-test
was used to compare pairs of means and Duncaii:s Multiple range test was used for
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Table 2.3
INHTITUTIONAL RANKING DY UNDERGRADUATE SELECTIVITY INDEX
(In percent)

Ranking of Institutions
Attended by FLAS Ph.D.s

as Undergraduates
Category

Most selective
Highly (+) selective
Highly selective
Very (+) selective
Very selective
Selective (+)
Selective
Unranked
Professional school/
no undergraduates

(N = 1915)

Ranking of Institutions
Currently Employing
FLAS Ph.D,sh
(N = 1393)

20.9
9.3
5,7
9,2
7.2
3.7
17.0
27.0

5.3
2.9

4.4
5.3
6.1

4.6

-.

19.7
51.1

C.7

Institutions were categorized according to an,undergraduate
NOTE:
selectivity index developed by James Cass and Max Birnbaum, Comparative
Guido to American Colleges, 10th ed., Harper & Row, New York, 1981.
The categories are based on the percentage of applicants accepted by
an institution, the average test scores of recent freshman classes, the
ranking of recent freshmen in their high school classes, and other
relevant data that measure the scholastic potential of the undergraduate
student body.
Most
Examples of institutions in each category include:
selectiveDartmouth,,University of Chicago, Reed, and Harvard;
highly.(+) selective--Brandeis, Middlebury, and Northwestern;
highly selective--Tulane, Vassar, and University,of Virginia; very
(+) selective -- Bennington, University of California, Berkeley, and
Sarah Lawrence; very selective--the University of Illinois, George
Washington University, and SUN?, Stony Brook; selective (+)--tho
University. of Minnesota, Boston University, 'and Rutgers; selective- University of Florida, University of Southern California, and University
of Texas; and unranked--the California state college system, Arizona
State, and University of Ok'ahoma.
This index does not, however, measure the selectivity or quality
In fact, a few institutions that are very selective
of graduate programs.
in their graduate programs related to language and area studies (e.g.,
University of Washington and Indiana University) are unranked at the
undergraduate level.
aFLAS Ph.D.s received their B.A.s from 465 institutions.
FLAS Ph.D:s currently teach in 456 institutions.
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For most disciplines, one-hall to two-thirds of' the sample took their
Ph.D.s in the same discipline 1114 their I3.A. Undergraduate history,

language and literature, and political science majors are the most
likely to have continued in the same discipline for their Ph.D.s. As
expected, given their primarily graduate focus, area studies and the
professional fields have the lowest match between B.A. and Ph.D. majors. The majority of Ph.D.s with an area studies major obtained their
B.A.8 in history or in language and literature. The few professional

Ph.D.s in the sample majored in u broad variety of disciplines us
undergraduates.11

Chapter 3 discusses respondents' language and area studies train-

ing in greater detail, but several aspects of their undergraduate
preparation are noted here. The majority of the sample had at least
limited exposure to international :Audios as undergraduates, with 60
percent of them taking three or more courses dealing with some region of the world. Only 45 percent, however, took courses on the same
world area in which they specialized during their Phil training. This
suggests that over half the sample entered graduate school with little
formal knowledge about the area in which they chose to specialize.
Fully 71 percent of the sample studied at least one Western language,
as und rgraduates, and 23 percent a non-Western language.
The proportion of people taking undergraduate area studies c9.drses

does n t differ significantly over cohorts. Rather, differences..across
world reas and academic disciplines are significant. History, geography, anguage and literature, and political science majors reported
Lakin such courses more frequently than those in other disciplines.
East sian and Latin American specialists took world area courses in
signi scantly greater numbers than South Asian, African, and Southeast Asian specialists. Although we do not know the precise reasons
for t ese differences, we can speculate about one potential factor. Given t e broad range of undergrdduate institutions attended, it is likely
tha many do not offer extensive coursework outside of the more
est i Wished world area specialties,' such as Latin America and East
Asi:. So the relative differences in undergraduate preparation that
we .bserved across world areas may reflect unequal opportunity more
th: n varying levels of motivation.
comparing more than two means. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used for comparing
pairs of medians; this procedure is equivalent to the Mann-Whitney U-test. A percentage
difference coefficient was used to compare frequencies across groups. (For a discussion
of the percentage difference coefficient, see quinn McNemar, Psychological Statistics,
3d ed., John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1965, pp. 63-69.)
6Because such a small group of FLAS Ph.D.s earned their doctorates in professional
fields, it is not possible to identify any systematic trends .=ross either cohorts or undergraduate majors for those who switched to a professionai field in graduate school.
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GRADUATE TRAINING
Not surprisingly, most respondents reported intellectual interest or
curiosity as the primary reason flnt their decittion to specialize in a
particular country c.r region (Table 2.41. 1.loweve , about a third of the
sample gave it reason related to their personal xperience in that region (e.g., Peace Corps service in the area, miss )(airy work, military
service, or time spent living in the region as a eh 41). For example, 79
percent of tlaise who had been in the Peace Corp cited that experience as their primary motivation, The Peace Corps experience was

particularly important for African specialists: Over one-quarter of
them cited it as their primary motivation. Similarly, one-quarter of
those who had served in the military abroad cited that experience as
their primary motivation. About a fifth of those who had taken undergraduate world area courses mentioned them as the major influence
on their decision to concentrate on a particular country or region.
Once they decided to specialize, graduate samel became a major
time investment. On average, respondents took slightly over 8 years
to complete their Ph.D.s, although they were officially enrolled in

Table 2.4
INITIAL MOTIVATION FOR WORLD AREA

SPECIALIZATION OF HAS Ph.D.s
era

1901)

Motivation

Intellectual interest or curiosity
An undergraduate course or teacher
Travel experience
Peace Corps service in the area
Native (or family's native) country/region
Missionary/religious work abroad
Research in the area
Military service in the area
Family lived in the area
*
Contact in U.S. with'area nationals
Other

40

Percent
41.5
14.7

8.6
7.6
5.7
3.9
3.1
3.0
2.5
2.1
7.3
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graduate school for only about 5.7 of those years. East Asian specialists spent the longest time in graduate school (8.9 years total, 6.3
years officially enrolled), a significantly longer period than for all
other world areas except Western Europe and Southeast Asia. Similarly, historians, anthropologists, and language and literature majors

took significantly longer tr complete their Ph.D.s . than their colleagues in economics.?

The time spent in graduate school has steadily increased over cohorts,.with the latest two spending significantly more time earning
their Ph.D.s than the two earliest cohorts. The 1977-79 cohort spent,
on average, almost an entire year more enrolled in graduate school
than the 1967-70 cohort. Since the training each group received was
about the same, the extra time may simply be due to the depressed job
market. Students may have decided to improve their employment
chances by completing more of their lissertation before leaving graduate school, or merely to stay in school until they could find an appropriate job.
All but a fraction of FLAS Ph.D.s received an M.A. before earning
their doctorate, with most receiving the degree in a specific discipline
(Table 2.5). A few respondents (5.5 percent) earned a second M.A.,
usually in a professional field such as business, law, public health, or
agriculture. About one-eighth of the sample earned at least one of .
their degrees (BA., M.A., or Ph.D.) in some professional field.

Graduate Financial Aid
Simply by virtue of the sample's composition, the most common

funding source for their graduate training was the FLAS/NDFL

fellowship,8 and on average, respondents received FLAS support for
2.5 years.9 FLAS recipients also received an additional 2.4 years of
70n average, FLAS recipients took longer to complete their Ph.D.s, than Lambert's
earlier sample of specialists. Lambert reported that the 1967-69 program graduates in
his sample spent an average 6.33 years from first graduate registration to completion of
the Ph.D.; this comparei with an average of slightly over eight years for FLAS Ph.D.s.,,
However, like those in the FLAS Ph.D. group, the East Asian specialists in Lambert's
sample spent the longest time completing their doctoral studies (an average 7.25 years).

lambert, p. 342.

8Only 67.6 percent of those who received FLAS'NDFL fellowships recall having had
them. We believe that this problem in respondent recall may be due to our listing of

"NDEA Title IV" immediately after "NDFL/FLAS Title VI" on the questionnaire. Some
respondents confused the two, thus causing an undercount of FLAS fellowships and an
overcount ofthe old NDEA Title IV fellowships.
8Theit-were no systematic differences in the length of the FLAS funding across
either cohorts or disciplines. However, on average, Africanigts received FLAS funding
for a significantly shorter period (1.96 years) than.did South Asian (2.4 years), Middle
Eastern (2.5 years), or East' Asian (2.6 years) specialists.
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Table 2.5
TYPE OF M.A. EARNS]) BY FLAS

PH.D.s
(N = 1691)

Type of M.A.

Disciplinary

Area studies ......
Professional

75.3

20.0
4.7

12.5 percent
NOTE:
IL(N = 244) of the sample did
not obtain an M.A.

fellowship support from one or two other sources.") The largest
funding sources after. FLAS were internal university fellowship funds

(36.6 percent of the sample received them), NDEA Title IV (31.2
percent), and the Fulbright-Hays student fellowship program run by
ED (17.6 percent)."
Respondents supplemented these fellowship resources in a number
of ways. Over half the sample (53.6 pefcent) supported at least part of
their graduate training through their own savings and non-trainingrelated employment. Half the group also held teaching assistantships
and 27.1 percent worked as research assistants. Other supplemental
°There were no significant differences across cohorts in the total years of fellowship
funding received from all sources and only modest differences exist across disciplines,

with historians and sociologists receiving significantly more years of funding than
those in professional fields. Differences among the other disciplines were not significant.

The world areas, however, do vary somewhat in the total years of funding that
students received. Students with an East Asian specialization received, on average,
significantly' more years of funding than students in every other world area except
Southeast Asia. Those focusing on Western Europe received significantly fewer years of
funding than their counterparts in every other world area. Differences among the other
world areas were not significant.
"There have been some changes in the major sources of financial aid over time. For
example, -Ford Foundation support, both 'through the Foreign Area program and general Foundation fellowships, has declined. Likewise, the proportion of people receiving
NDEA Title IV fellowships significantly decreased as that program was phased out. Oh
the other hand, Fulbright-Hays support has remained essentially stable over time. One

major funding source has actually increased the proportion of students it supports.
Internal university fellowship funds (as distinct from either teaching or research assistantships) supported a significantly greater proportion of students in the latest Ph.D.
cohort than it did in the earliest one. In this sense, universities have attempted not only

to supplement the external funding available to students, but also to increase their
gap-filler role as outside funding has declined.

sources included familial contributions, loans, and employer support.
About 10 percent of the sample received funding under the G.I. Bill.
About a third of the sample indicated that the availability of financial support affected either their choice of a world area or dissertation
topic. In responses to open-ended questions, a number of people indicated that without financial assistance like Title VI, they would have
been unable to attend graduate school. Others noted that it had affected, their choice of a region, because proportionately more money was
available in some world areas than in others (e.g., several respondents
reported moving from Western European studies to other areas such
as Slavic and Latin American studies). As would be expected, the
availability of financial support also determined whether dissertation
data could be collected abroad.

Graduate Coursework
pportioned their time in graduate school in a number
FLAS Ph.D.s apportioned'
of different ways. But somewhat surprisingly, given the significant
change in employment patterns over time, these differences are unrelated to when a respondent received his or her Ph.D. Rather, they
stem from the world area and disciplinary choices that respondents
made.

For example, there are no significant differences across cohorts in
the proportion of graduate coursework devcted to language acquisition. However, as Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 indicate, significant differences
exist across world areas and disciplines. As might be expected, East

Asian, Middle Eastern, and South Asian specialists spent significantly more time on language study than students in other world
areas. This additional time was needed not only because these languages are more difficult to learn, but also because students of other
world areas, particularly Latin America and the USSR/Eastern
Europe, enter graduate school with more prior language training.
When we examine the time spent in language study by discipline,
four distinct groups emerge. Students in professional fields, sociology,
economics, geography, political science, and anthropology spent the
leaSt amount of time in language study. History students and those in
linguistics and the other humanities devoted similar amounts of their
coursework to language study. Language and literature students
spent significantly more time than those in the other two groups, and
those-in area studies spent significantly more time on language acquisition than students in all other disciplines.
We can get a sense of the centrality oNrea studies to various disciplines by looking at the percentage of gradtate coursework devoted to
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NOTE:

50

Rtudents'specializing in East Asia and the
Middle East spent significantly more time
in language study (p < .05) than those in
South Asian specialists
all other world areas.
spent significantly more time than students
with a USSR/East European, Southeast Asian
West European, African, or Latin American
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Fig. 2.1Proportion of graduate coursework that FLAS Ph.D.s devoted
to language acquisition, by world area
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world area courses within a respondent's academic major: 45.6 percent
for history majors, 39.7 percent for area studies majors; and roughly
20 to 25 percent for anthropology and political science majors. Eco-

nomics majors spent only 10 percent of their coursework on area
courses in economics, and sociology and professional majors spent less

than 15 percent. Conversely, economics students spent the greatest
amount of time in non-area courses in their major (56 percent); history and area studies majors the least (17 and 13 percent, respectively).

To determine the extent of interdisciplinary training that FLAS
Ph.D.s received, we asked them about the proportion of their coursework devoted to their world area specialization, but outside their
academic major. Slightly over half the sample (57 percent) took at
least some area courses in an academic discipline other than their
major one. Soviet, Southeast Asian, and WesternEuropean specialists
spent the greatest amount of time, with East Asian specialists spending the least, taking courses outside their academic disciplines. However, no world area had students spending more than an average 20
percent of their coursework ,pn such interdisciplinary courses. Economics was the least interdisciplinary, and geography, area studies,
the other humanities, and history, the most interdisciplinary. There
were no significant differences across cohorts, thus strongly suggesting that language and area studies have not become more interdisciplinary over time.
In responses to open-ended questions, -a number of FLAS Ph.D.s
recommended that students currently considering graduate training
in language and area studies be certain to take courses in statistics,
policy analysis, and computer science along with their discipliner/
and language courses. For' the most part, however, this recommendation comes not from respondents' own experience taking these courses,
but from their sense of what the current job market demands. Only a
quarter of our sample took any such COUTies and for those who did,
only about 11 percent of their course vork was devoted to these more

applied subjects. The eight world areas do not differ significantly in
the amount of applied coursework taken by their students, and only
slight differences emerged across cohorts, with the latest cohort taking 'significantly more of these courses (those in the 1977-79 cohort
who took such 'courses spent an average 12.2 percent of their coursework on them) than the earliest one (9.9 percent). When we com-

pare by discipline, we find, as -Might be expected, that those in
sociology, geography, and the professional fields spent the greatest
proportion of their time on these applied subjects, and area studies,
linguistics,- and history, the least.
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Across the entire sample, about the same amount of coursework
was devoted to the pre-1800 time period as to the 1800-1945 and 1945
to the present periods. Similarly, about the same proportion of respondents (approximately 17 percent) took no coursework in the first time
period as took none in the two later periods.12

This examination of graduate coursework confirms some major
findings from our earlier examination of the Tale VI program as it
operates in those universities with Title VI-funded centers and FLAS
fellowships. First, both studies point to the importance of a student's
academic discipline in determining how much time the student can
devote to language acquisition. Language and literature, area studies,
and linguistics 'are, almost by definition,' the most receptive to language and area studies, and tend to encourage their students to spend
considerable time on language study. Because other disciplines, par
ticularly economics, sociology, and the professional fields, do not value

language and area studies highly, students in these disciplines have

little incentive to acquire any depth of language competence.13

Second, we found in both studies tha the amount of actual

interdisciplinary -work in language and -area studies is minimal.
Although university area centers encourage scholarly exchange
among area specialists from various disciplines, this usually happens
at the level of periodic seminars and informal discussions.

Interdisciplinary research and teaching, however, is often quite

limited. Not surprisingly, then, we found that FLAS Ph.D.s have only
a cursory exposure to area courses in disciplines other than their own.

Finally, both' studies indicate that the language and area studies

curriculum for most FLAS Ph.D.s has remained relatively stable over
the past fifteen years, despite major changes in the job market these
students must enter.14

Dissertations and Postdoctoral Study
About two-thirds of the sample (65.9 percent) collected dissertation
materials in the country or region in which they specialized.15 The
12Stucients specializing in Africa spent the least amount of time studyiag the pre1800 period in their world area (16.7 percent); with Middle Eastern specialists spent by'

far the most (52 percent). On the other hand, students with a Soviet/East European
,

focus concentrated, on average, almost half their coursework (44 percent) on the 18001945 period. Also interesting is the'finding that those with an area studies major devoted an average 52 percent of their coursework to the pre-1800 period and only 20 percent
to the post-World War II period. At the same time, there are no significant differences
across Ph.D. cohorts in the emphasis given these three historical periods. .
"McDonnell et al., pp. 55-56.
"Ibid., p. 154.
IFfElte-propoi lion of-FLAS-Ptri):s-wiro-calletted-dissita ion materials abroad is significantly higher than it was for the Ph.D.s in Lambert's earlier study of language and

proportion of respondents who were able to travel abroad

for..

dissertation work is quite stable over Ph.D. cohorts, but differs by
world area and discipline. African specialists are the most likely to
have gone abroad for such work (80.8 percent did so) and Soviet/East

European specialists the least likely (42.5 percent). Historians,
anthropologists, and geographers are the most likely to have collected
dissertation materials abroad, with over three-fourths of the students
in these disciplines doing so; language and !iterature majors were the
least likely, with less than half of them doing so.
One-third of the sample has engaged in some type of postdoctoral
study, and over a third of this group undertook postdoctoral work. in a
different field from their Ph.D.16 For example, a number of people

used this time to study an applied discipline, such as public health,
business, university administration, and library science. Others used
it to learn languages outside their world area, while others spent the
time improving their methodological skills in economics and
statistics.
Upon leaving graduate school, then, the majority of our Ph.D. sample had at least some first-hand experience in their region of specialization, largely through, dissertation research and language study
abroad. However, the depth of their language and area studies training varied significantly across world areas and disciplines. In addition, most were 'educated to be academics; few received any type of
applied training.
The next section examines what happened to these 'FLAS Ph.D.s
once they entered the job market:

CAREER PATTERNS AND SKILL UTILIZATION

Employment Status and Salary
Several very clear findings emerge from an examination of our sample's current employment (Tables 2.6 and 2.7). The first is the significant difference between the employment status of men and women.
Even when we exclude from our calculations those who are voluntarily out of the labor force because of marital or parenting responarea specialists. Less than half the Ph.D.s in Lambert's sample were able to collect
dissertation materials in the country or region in which thfy specialized during graduate training.
16The proportion of FLAS Ph.D.s who engaged in postdoctoral study does not vary
significantly across world areas, but there are some sirnificant differences over cohorts.

A significantly greater proportion of those in the 1967-70 Ph.a.sohortia7-24ercent)._
engaged in postdoctoral study than did those in the 1977-79 cohort (29.1 percent).

Table 2.6
EMPLOYMENT STATUS BY SEX, WORLD AREA, DISCIPLINE,
AND PH.D. COHORT

Full-time
Employed

Part-time
Employed

Not employed

1469
416.

90.3
79.6

5.7
8.9

3.9
11.5

179

89.9
87.6
88.3
89.3
81.9
87.0
88.7
92.7

4.5
6.6
6.9
4.4
11.4
11.0
4.5
4.9

5.6
5.8

6.1
6.3

55
59
225
31
32

89.4
84.7
89.8
90.2
84.2
87.5
96.3
89.1
88.1
89.8
93.5
87.5

467
518
496
404

91.4
88.0
88.1
83.7

N
Sex

Male
Female

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/Eastern Europe
Western Europe
DisciplineHistory
Language & literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies

Anthropology
Economics
deOgraphy
Sociology
Political science
Professional
Other
Ph.D. Cohort
1967-70
1971-73
1974-76
1977-79

452
360
205
166
100
382
41

489
480
118
51
177
136

54

4.7
6.3
6.6
2.0
6 8
2.4

3.9
9.6
8.1
3.7
9.1
8.5

4.5
9.1
8.5
5.9
6.2
4.4
0.0
1,8
3.4

5.8
3.2

3.2

12.5

0.0

4.7
6.8
6.0
8.4

3.9
5.2
5.8
7.9

1.7

4.4

Table 2.7
CURRENT EMPLOYERS AND PRIMARY WORK ACTIVITIES

OF EMPLOYED FLAS PH.D.S
(In percent)

N = 1810
Employer
Junior/2-year college
Four-year college
University
Professional school
Elementary/secondary school
Private sector financial institution
Export/import firm
Personal service sector
(hotel, airlines, etc.)
Manufacturing firm
Managemen l. consulting firm
Private foundation
Museum or historical society
Research library or archives
Nonprofit organization
International agency
U.S. Government
State or local government
Othera

1.3
12.2

61.9
1.5
1.0
1.2

0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2
0.5
0.6
4.2
0.7
5.3
0.9

N = 1798

Primary work activity
Teaching
Basic research
Applied research
Report or other technical writing
,Journalistic writing
Curatorial/librarian
Management or administration
Diplomatic corps
Otherb

70.9
2.4
4.7
1.3

0.6
1.1
11.9
0.3
6.7

a Includes all respondents employed by nonacademic
organizations who could not place themselves in any
of the given categories (e.g., those in private law
practice, publishing, real estate, and the selfemployed).
b Indicates nonacademic; work activities that could
not be classified in the speCifie&-categories (e.g.,
secretarial, translating, and sales work).
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sibilities, the unemployment rate tor women is a. ( percent nut only 4
percent for men."
Although the proportion of those not currently rmployed varies by
world area, none of these differences is statistically significant. However, there are some significant differences : _inong disciplines. The
unemployment rate for language and liter-,cure majors and for those
with Ph.D.s in linguistics is significantly higher than it is for political
scientists and historians, and especip' y FT_ AS economists, who are all
currently employed. (Differences r am! ether d;sciplines are not significant, largely because of sma;' cell sizes.)
Another very important finding, in addition to the major differen.

tial between the employmerr status of men and women, is the increased unemployment over Ph.D. cohorts. Not only is the proportion
of those not currently employed significantly higher in the most recent cohort than in tho earliest one, but when cohort is regressed on
unemployment, it shows a. strong positive trend (b = 1.26, R2 = 0.95).
In sum, those in the most recent Ph.D. cohort are twice as likely to be
currently unemployed or to have only a part-time job.
These differences among Ph.D. cohorts persist when we examine
t e positions held by those who are currently employed full-time. In
fac one of the strongest findings to emerge from our data is the sharp
increase in nonacademic employment across Ph.D. cohorts (Fig. 2.3).18
Twice s many people in the latest cohort as in the earliest hold

nohaca mic jobs. Yet only 40 percent of those currently holding
nonacade is jobs entered Ph.D. training with the intention of later
seeking su h employment, and most of them have always been
:ie academia. However, the other FLAS Ph.D.s who
employe
now worh.

,

_ ,Ps'

%atlemic employers all held academic jobs at some

"The unemployment rate (i.e., the proportion of those who are not currently ernployed, but who wish to be) for our sample as a whole is 4.8 percent. This compares with
a national unemployment' rate for professional and technical workers of 2.9 percent in
January 1982 (the midpoint in our surveydata collection). Employment and Earnings,
U.S. Department of Labor, V91. 29, No. 4, April 1982, p. 34.

No comparable data are available on other Ph.D.s for the same time period. However, in February 1981 (the most recent period for which data are available), the unem-

ployment rate was 2.5 percent for all humanities Ph.D.s who earned their degrees
between 1975 and 1980; the rate was 3.2 percent for modern language and literature
majors and 3.1 percent for history. Majors. Maxfield, p. 47.
18Not only are FLAS recipients in the most recent Ph.D. cohorts more likely to have
nonacademic jobs than those in the earlier ones, but a greater proportion of these younger Ph.D.s have nonacademic jobs than' do other humanities Ph.D.s of approximately

the same age. In its 1981 survey, the NRC found that 20.4 percent of all humanities
Ph.D.s who received their degrees between 1975 and 1980 are employed in nonacademic
jobs. (Maxfield, p. 50.) This compares with 28.1 percent of the 1974-79 cohorts of FLAS
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Fig. 2.3Current employment: percent academic vs.
nonacademic, by Ph.D. cohort

point in their careers.19 As we will see later in the chapter, thii
growing shift froth' academic._ to nonacademic employment has
profound implications for the extent to which language and area
specialists are able to use their training.
19The fact that most FLAS Ph.D.s planned to teach, and indeed have done so, is
consistent with the purpose and regulations governing.the NDFL/FLAS program. Until
the 1980 reauthorization of Title VI removed the restriction, ED regulations required
that FLAS recipients either plan to teach or enter public service.

We can also see the changes that have occurred in the employment
market for FLAS Ph.D.s when we examine the reasons respondents
left their previous jobs (Table 2.8). The major reason that members of
the earliest cohort took their current jobs was the prospect of a better
position or, in effect, upward professional mobility. On the other hand,
the primary reason that ,members of the most recent Ph.D. cohort
changed employers was because their previous jobs were only temporary. In addition, the 1977-79 cohort was significantly more likely to
cite inadequate wages as a reason for their job changes than the 1967.70 cohort. In sum, the oldest cohort changed jobs primarily for reasons
of upward mobility. The youngest cohort did so mainly to avoid negative consequences.

Table 2.9 summarizes the median annual salaries for those FLAS
Ph.D.s employed full-time. The salaries earned by the academics in
our sample are basically comparable by rank and discipline to the
1981-82 median salaries of all academics teaching in the humanities
and social sciences.2°

Table 2.8
REASONS FOR LEAVING PREVIOUS JOB BY PH.D. COHORT
(In Percent)

Ph.D. Cohort

Reason for. Leaving

Did not receive tenure
or was fired
Temporary position
(nonrenewable)
Unable to use training
Wages inadequate
Promotion prospects uncertain or inadequate
Family or personal considerations
..Offered a better job

1967-70
(N=209)

1971-73
(N=264)

1974-76
(N=264)

1977-79
(N=202)

17.4

8.0

4.5

22.0

31.1

42.6

5.3

2.7
2.3
3.0

2.3
2.3
5.7

4.5
6.9
3.0

8.6

13.3

10.2

6.9

46.4

39.4

40.5

31.;

14.4

22.5
0.9
1.9

y

'

NOTE: About 44 percent of the sample (N=748) have held
only one job since earning their Ph.D.s. This group is
divided almost evenly across the four Ph.D. cohorts.

2°"Faculty Salaries for 1981-82 by Rank and Discipline," prepared by John Minter
The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 18, 1981, p. 14.

Associates for

Table 2.9
MEDIAN 1981-82 ANNUAL SALARY OF FLAS PH.D.s EMPLOYED
FU11L-TIME BY SEX, PH.D. COHORT, TYPE OF EMPLOYER,
WORLD AREA, AND ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE
(In $ thousand)

Item
Sex
Male
Female

Ph.D. Cohort
1967-70
1971-73
1974-76
1977-79

Employer
Academic
Assistant professor
Associate professor
Professor
Othera
emic
ness/industry
G
ernment
N nprofit organizationb

Salary

$25.0

22.0
28.0
25.5
23.0
20.0

20.0
24.9
30.0
24.0

Nonac
Bu

30.0
33.5
30.0

Salary

Item

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/E. Europe
Western Europe

$24.0
24.5
25.0

25.0.
24.0
2$_6
24.0
21.5

Academic Discipline
History
Language and literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political science
Professional
Other

24.0
23.0
24.0
23.0
25.0
23
.0

5.5
25.0
26.0
30.0
23.1

a Includes instructors, lecturers, research associates, and those
who used the "Other" category in describing their present rank.
b lncluiled in this category ve all respondents who designated their
employer as a nonprofit organization as well as those who indicated
employment with a private foundation, museum or historical society,'
research library, or international agency. -.

Profile of FLAS Ph.D.s Employed as Academics
Despite a sharp rise in the number of FLAS Ph.D.s employed in
nonacademic positions, the vast majority are currently teaching in
colleges and universities. Most are tenured-(66.1 percent)21 most are
21This ratio is comparable to the 69.3 percent tenure rate for the large . NRC sample
of humanists, whose median age is about four years older than our sample's.Maxfield,
pp. 44, 65.
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able to combine teaching and research; and most work in institutions
with some type of organized language and area studies program.

One particularly important finding relates to where these FLAS
Ph.D.s currently teach. Those who argued that a program like FLAS,

which supports graduate training at a relatively small number of
high-quality institutions, would.produce a cadre of specialists who
would then teach in a broad range of institutions are essentially correct. Largely because of the academic job market, FLAS Ph.D.s are
now teaching at 456 institutions nationwide, most ,of which are not
highly selective in their admissions policies (Table 2.3). Only 17.2
percent of the academics in our sample currently teach in institutions
with a Title VI-funded center in their world areas and only 13.4 percent teach in the fourteen institutions that produced the bulk of FLAS
Ph. D.s.22

The fact that FLAS Ph.D.s are teaching at such a large number of
diverse institutions means that many now work in an atmosphere
quite different from where they were trained. For example, over half
the academics in our sample teach in institutions with six or fewer
faculty specializing in the same world area. For 8 percent of the sample, there is no other specialist on campus in the same world area. In
addition, across all the campuses where FLAS Ph.D.s teach, the median number of specialists in the same world area has not int,l'eased
significantly between' the time these faculty members were hired and
now.

Some of our respondents expressed disappointment about having to
teach in smaller institutions that do not provide them with sufficient
opportunity to use their language and area studies training. One respondent summarized such sentiment in this way:
My graduate training prepared me to teach undergraduate and grad-

uate students at a university, but the job market has offered only
smaller four-year colleges with limited opportunities for specialization. My present position affords little chance to pursue research op-

portunities and language training at home or abroad; it demands
utmost versatility rather than exclusive area specialization. One
tends to fall between two stoolsfinding it tough to keep up with
one's area specialty, and at the same time handle the wide range of
more traditional courses in undergraduate Western civilization and

the humanities.... \
Many others, however, have found ways to pursue their specializa-

tion and even define a new sense of mission for themselves while
22About 5 percent of the academics in our sample teach in foreign institutions, mainly in Canada, New Zealand, and Australia.
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is typical of this more adaptive approach:
I am very happy with my careerit's stimulating, challenging and

rewarding. I once hoped that I would get a super job at a university
with an area studies program, but my position was one of the last in
South Asian history. I wanted to teach and I am doing that. I have
been able to do research and publish, and my book won a major
award. Having "produced," I have been able to get support for further
research. Conferences, seminars, research trips, and writing provide
me with contacts and intellectual stimulation. Generally, I have
become more concerned with the role of area specialists in popularizing area studies than I was. I no longer yearn for an office at the
University of Chicago!

One way in which those teaching at smaller institutions avoid intellectual isolation and skill attrition is to take advantage of the international studies resources at other, larger institutions. Almost half
(45.4 percent) of the academics in our sample use the facilities or
regularly participate in the activities of an area center at an institution other than their own. Also, despite the small number of specialists on many campuses, about 60 percent of the FLAS academics who
stayed in area studies23 teach in institutions with an organized
language and area .studies prograin in their world area. Fifty-seven
percent of those with such a program rate it as providing them with

substantial benefits, while the remainder report that it does not
provide considerable benefits.24 Major benefits for respondents
include: research and travel funds, interaction with colleagues and
students having similar interests, good library facilities, the
opportunity to bring other experts to campus, and .assistance in

recruiting good graduate students. The primary reasons for a negative
assessment stem froth either a lack of program_or center funding,_a_

weak organizational structure (e.g., a program in name only),
internecine fights that exclude certain disciplines or time periods
(e.g., classical vs. modern), or a feeling that the work required of

faculty is not worth th6 benefits.
For the most part, then, the academics in our sample are working as
language and area specialists despite having fewer colleagues and in\

23About 5 percent of the a ademics in our sample have left area studies. Major
reasons given were the develop ent of i.ew interests in their core discipline and a belief
that career opportunities would better for a non-area studies Ph.D.
24The proportion of FLAS ac demics with an. organized language and area studies
program in their world area is vi wally identical to that reported by the academics in
Lambert's earlier study. Similarl , the proportion reporting that the program provides
them with substantial benefits is also about equal for the two groups.
_

ternation al studies resources where they now teach than where they
were trained. This finding was reinforced when we asked academic
respondents to rate their teaching, research, and outside professional
activities on a five-point scale according to the extent to which these
activities focus on their disciplines as compared with their regional
specializations. These data show that for most academics in our sample, their professional activities focus more on their regional than on
their disciplinary specialization (Fig. 2.4). The strength of the area
focus is most striking in research and professional activities, where

faculty members are likely to have greater autonomy in deciding

what to concentrate on than they do in their teaching. When we compare disciplinary vs. regional focus across world areas, we find the
pattern is similar for all: A greater proportion of academic specialists
rate their work as having more of a regional than a disciplinary focus.
However, the pattern is most pronounced for East Asia, where over 70
percent of the academic specialists describe their research and outside
professional activities as more focused or wholly focused on their area
specialty. About half of this group rate their teaching activities in the
same way. On the other hand, Western European specialists tend to
have the greatest disciplinary focus.
Lest this finding be overinterpreted to suggest that area specialists
completely neglect disciplinary perspectives in their work, it is important to consider several factors. First, depending on the activity, onefifth to one-third of academic respondents rated their professional activities as equally balanced between their disciplines and area specializations. If we exclude those at the extremes of the distribution
(i.e., wholly regional or wholly disciplinary), we find that at least half
the sample falls within these boundaries. Second, our respondents
may simply have been using a very .strict definition of "wholly concerned with region." Rather than implying_that they do not use their
disciplinary training at all, they may have meant that their work is
not transnational or transregional in its focus. In other words, the
work is not comparative in the way a strictly disciplinary social scientist would define it. However, as most area specialists know, that ap/ proach is particularly difficult, especially when area studies expertise
allows the analyst to identify the full range of variation across societ/
,
ies: \Grand comparative theory is hard to apply in the face of subtle
and complex realities.25
On the whole, FLAS academics complement their teaching with an

active research and scholarly production agenda. Almost two-thirds

25We are grateful to Robert Ward of Stanford and Stephen Weatherford of the University of California, Santa Barbara, for suggesting the distinction between transregional research and.within-region research using disciplinary tools.

Are your current teaching, research, and other activities
more concerned with your disciplinary or with your regional/
area expertise?
Disciplinary
without regional

Wholly concerned
with region

focus
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Fig. 2.4Disciplinary vs. regional/area focus in academic activities
for FLAS Ph.D.s
(64 percent) of the academic sample received some kind of research
funding over the past three years. About half of those receiving funding obtained it from either a foundation or governmental source; 42
percent received their support from internal university sources; and
the remaining grants and contracts came ,from other sources, primar-

ily in the private sector. The median amount received was about
$5000, although 59 awards were between $100,000 and $750,000 and
three were between $1 million and $1.2 million.26 Despite growing

fiscal stringency in higher education, respondents reported only
slightly increased difficulty in obtaining research fu-ids over the past
three years as compared with the period prior to th ee years ago.27
26The time period for individual research grants and contracts ranged from one
month to seven years with a median period of about six months.
27Respondents were asked to rate the level of difficulty thdtthey have experienced
in obtaining research funds on a five-point scale with 1 = very difficult and 5 = little
or no difficulty. The proportion reporting little or no difficulty is exactly the same for
the two time periods (18 percent). However, the proportion rating the level of difficulty
as "1" or "2" is significantly higher for the current period (30 percent) as compared with
three years ago (25 percent).
,

Table 2.10 presents an overview of the scholarly productivity of
FLAS Ph.D.s and indicates some significant differences among world
areas and disciplines. For example, African and Southeast Asian specialists have produced the highest median number of books, significantly more than Middle Eastern, South Asian, or Latin American

specialists. African specialists have also written significantly more
books than those with an East Asian or Soviet specialty.
The pattern shifts slightly when we examine scholarly journal articles and popular articles in magazines and newspapers. Latin American and Soviet specialists write significantly more journal articles
than their colleagues in East and Southeast Asian studies. East Asian
and Middle East specialists account for the highest proportion of authors of popular articles and the highest median number of such articles.

Table 2.10
SCHOLARLY PRODUCTION OF FLAS PH.D.S BY WORLD AREA,
DISCIPLINE, AND ACADEMIC VS. NONACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT
Authored Rooks

% of

4 of
1.,1111,

4+2 d

rift
wik.h

Itrm

Popular Articles

Journal Articles

Al11.14.1

..i

Median
:4,4., of
ettth it,

X of
Croup
with
Articles

Median
Number of
Articles
.

.

-

World area
Africa

182

42.6

1..45

Eat Asia

464

Latin America
Middle East
south Asia

1.25
1.34

222
173

44.1
37,6
51.4

Southeast AAia
USSR/Easteni Europe
Western Europe
All areas
Academic discipline
History
Language and literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political science
Professional
Other
All disciplines
Current employer
Academic
Nonacademic

172

46.8

43

36.6
41.3
53.5

1949

44.3

504
442

43,8
42,1
49.6
52.8
50.5
44.6
36.4
32.1

101

192

121
53
186
139
55
56

1.17
1.18
1.43
1,22
1.27
1.26

1.22
1.25
1.1:
1.20

28.3

1.23
1.30
1.33
1.33
1.19

1915

41.2
42.4
45.5
43.4

1.15
1.26
1.38
1.26

417

48.5
34.3

1.26
1.2'

60
233
33
33

65.9
66.2
61.3
60 "

13.6
67.3
62.5
60 5
63.7.

64.5
5

.9

60.4

66.0
55.4
78.4
49.1
75.0
65.0
67.8
51.5
66.7
62.4

70.9

42

.

V.9
36.0
34,1
31.1
33,7
32.6
35.6

4.!--.

5.13
4.1.1

2,44
3.31
2.40
3.64
7.05
2.35
2.69
2.50
l,.74

3..4
4,46
4.58
3.75
3,46
3.96
5.50
4.50
5.13
3.44
4.13
7.60
4.08

35.9
29.6
29.8
35.8
36.0
35.3

2.53
2.70
2.14
3.20

40.0

.1.50

44.6
45.0
44.2
42.4
51.6
34.8

2.67
2.42

4.30
3.20

37.2
33.G

2.76
3.05

ris

4

2.1

4.00
3.36
4.79
4.31
3.89
3.50

-L:

59

'F

14

2.07

2.75
2.76
2.8.,

2.74

We know that scholarly norms generally vary from discipline to
discipline and al ;o differ for the humanities and the social sciences.
Among FLAS Ph.D.s, linguists write significantly more books than
toeir colleagues in other humanities-oriented disciplines, such as history and language and literature. The anthropologists in our sample
have written significantly more than the sociologists. The differences
between political scientists and economists are not significant for
either books or journal articles. As expected, a much larger proportion

of FLAS Ph.D.s have authored journal articles than have written
either books or articles in popular publications.28
In sum, most of the academics in our sample are doing exactly what
they were trained to do. They are using their language and area studies expertise quite extensively in all their professional activities and,
by teaching at many diverse institutions, are steadily increasing the

opportunities for a more heterogeneous group of students to be exposed to international studies.

Profile of FLAS Ph.D.s Employed as Nonacademics
The approximately one-quarter of FLAS Ph.D.s who do not hold jobs

in postsecondary institutions work for a variety of employers, with
profit-making organizations predominant. When those who coded
themselves as "other" are reclassified, the distribution of nonacademic employers is as follows (N = 417):
Profit-making organizations
Nonprofit organizations

Governmentall levels
Elementary andsecondary schools

38.3%
30.2
26.9
4.6

281t is always difficult to interpret the meaning of scholarly productivity data since
there is so much variation by discipline and institution. However, when we compare our
findings with those from a much larger sample of academics surveyed by the American
Council on Education (ACE) in 1973, we find that the average number of books and
articles produced by the humanists in our sample is greater than it was for humanists
in the larger ACE sample. On the other hand, the mean number of books and journal
articles for FLAS social scientists is lower than for those in the. ACE sample. (Comparisons between the FLAS and ACE data are based on differences' between means. However, Fig. 2.5 reports medians because the distribution on the scholarly productivity
variables is quite skewed.) For an analysis of the ACE data, see Richard A. Wanner.
Lionel S. Lewis, and David I. Gregorio, "Research Productivity in Academia: A Comparative Study of the Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities," Sociologj, of Education, Vol. 54, No. 4, October 1981.
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Only 9 percent of those with nonacademic jobs chose their current
positions because they did not want to work in an academic institution. 'File remainder took a nonacademic job because it was the best or
only one available. Like their academic colleagues who find themselves working in places quite different from where their graduate
training prepared them, the nonacademics in our sample vary in how
they feel about their present circumstances and in their optimism
about how much they can use their language and area studies training. For example, one 1976 Ph.D. in Slavic studies is typical of those
who are quite pessimistic about what the nonacademic job market
offers for the use of their skills:
When the bottom dropped out of the academic market, I was just
beginning to look for full-time teaching. My Ph.D. in Slavic languages and literature from Harvard, while a source of personal satisfaction to me, has been an object of 1) curiosity, 2) bewilderment, 3)
amusement, and 4) scorn for me in my pursuit of nonacademic employment. With a degree like that, it is hard to convince a nonacademic employer that I can do even those things a newly-graduated
B.A. in English can do. It seems so esoteric, so removed from everything. It has been an uphill battle to have prospective employers look
beyond the degree to the skills and expertise to which it testifies.

Typical of those who are more optimistic about their professional fu-

ture is another Soviet specialist who received a Ph.D. in the late
1970s:

I don't know whether my situation is typical for those Ph.D.s who
now have unrelated nonacademic careers, but I have gone through
some very distinct stages: first, the search for a job, any job, in order
to survive; then, the pursuing of a new career with an acceptable
level of prestige and pay. But now, I've reached another stage where
once again I am trying to combine my graduate training and new
professional experience. In other words, I find it inconceivable in the
long run that I will be unable to use my Russian language abilities
and knowledge of the Soviet Union in a professional capacity. In the
years since I stopped teaching, I have continued to keep up to date in
my field arid have recently started w"iting againnow in a journalistic capacity rather than as a scholar.

However, when we look at the work environment of FLAS Ph.D.s
employed in nonacademic jobs and at the reasons why they were
hired, we find some cause for pessimism about their opportunities to
use their language and area studies expertise. For example, nonacademic respondents were asked to rank-order the skills that were most
important in the decision to hire them for their current job. Of those
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answering the question,21) most listed skills other than either
language or area studies knowledge as most importr nt in the hiring

decision. These other skills include: management experience, editing
and writing ability, and a variety of technical skills in such areas as
finance, computers, and engineering.
About hall' (N = 131) of the nonacademic.; who answered questions
about the workforce composition where they are employed reported
that none of their fellow employees have similar language or world
area expertise. However, about 20 percent (N = 54) work in organizations employing ten or more people with similar language and area
skills. A comparable pattern emerges when we examine disciplinary
concentration in the nonacademic workforce: Over 40 percent are employed by organizations in which no one else has similar disciplinary
training.
Those who are able to use their languague and area studies expertise on-the-job do so in several predictable ways. Language skills are
most often used in translating documents and in communicating with
foreign officials and clients. Area studies knowledge is used primarily
for economic and political analyses. However, only a few respondents
report using their expertise in formulating either government or corporate policy. With only a few exceptions, most nonacademic respondents function below the organizational level at which U.S. public and
private sector policy is made for the regions in which they specialize.

Ove,. a quarter of the entire nonacademic sample reported that
their employers had either required or provided additional training
outside their areas of graduate specialization. Much of this training
has been technicalfor example, in computer languages, commodity
trading, and epidemiology. However, a few respondents reported receiving additional foreign language training.
FLAS Ph.D.s who hold nonacademic jobs are a very diverse group.
At one end of the continuum are building contractors, musicians, &BCretaries, and clergymen for whom language and area studies expertise
is neither required nor, in some cases, even desired as a condition of
employment. (In fact, several respondents reported trying to hide such
skills from their employers.) However, this same sample of nonacademics also includes foreign service officers, political risk analysts,
journalists, and translators, all of whom need and can use, at least to
some extent, their graduate training in foreign language and area
29For the majority of questions on this survey, the proportion of missing data was
less than 5 percent. However, for several of the questions applicable only to nonacademics, the proportion who did not answer them sharply increased to between 25 and 35
percent of the nonacademic sample. We do not know why this happened, except that
those nonacademic respondents who use their language and area studies skills the least
may have found the questions irrelevant'and simply skipped them.
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studies. Still, as a group, nonacademic respondents differ significantly
from their academic counterparts in their level of relevant skill utilization.

Comparing Academics and Nonacademics
Our data clearly show that nonacademics use their language and
area studies training much less frequently than those FLAS Ph.D.s
now working as academics. Respondents were asked to use a fivepoint scale in rating the extent to which they use their language and
area studies expertise on their current jobs. The differences between
academics and nonacademics are striking (Fig. 2.5). Nonacademics, as
compared with academics, are more than twice as likely never to use
their language expertise and almost five times as likely never to use
their area studies training. Conversely, academics are almost twice as
likatc to use their language expertise all the time and about one-and-

a-half times more likely to use their area studies expertise all the
time.
Although the differences between academics and nonacademics are

by far the largest, there are also significant differences in language
and area studies usage within our sample of nonacademics. For example, a significantly higher proportion of FLAS Ph.D.s in business than
in government never use their language expertise on the job. Similarly, a ,significantly greater number of those in business never use their
area studies expertise as compared with those FLAS Ph.D.s working
in either government or nonprofit organizations.
As might be expected, a significantly lower proportion of nonacademics have written books and scholarly articles. The median number
of journal articles for those who have authored such works is also
significantly lower for nonacademics. However, the median number of
books is not significantly different for the two groups, probably reflecting the fact that many nonacademics worked in academic institutions at some time during their careers. In terms of disseminating
language and area studies knowledge to the general public, it is interesting to note that approximately one-third of each group has written
articles for popular magazines and newspapers and that the median
numbers for the tAN o groups are not significantly different.
A majority of FLAS Ph.D.s have visited the region they specialize
in at least once since graduate school. However, the proportion of academics (76.5 percent) who have traveled abroad is greater than that of
nonacademics (60.4 percent). At the same time, the average number
of visits (5.29) made by those nonacademics who have gone abroad is
greater than for their academic counterparts (3.75).
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There are some differences across world areas, with East Asia hav-

ing the greatest proportion (7(L9 percent) of specialists traveling
abroad and Africa the least (61 percent). On average, Latin American
speLi-iists have made significantly more visits (6.08) than those in
any other world area, The majority of these visits abroad have been
for ten weeks or less, with only about 30 percent of them continuing
for six months or longer. There are no significant differences across
world areas in the number of longer visits by FLAS Ph.D.s. Econornihts and sociologists have made the greatest number of trips abroad,
taking significantly more than their colleagues in the other humani-

ties, linguistics, history, area studies, anthropology, and language'
and literature.
In addition to collecting information about respondents' professional activities, we also asked them to rate their current jobs on several dimensions. When we compare academics and nonacademics on
these variables, several important patterns emerge (Fig. 2.6). Theit.- is
Li- significant difference between academics and nonacademics on the
extent to which their current job affords them an opportunity to use
their graduate training, with nonacademics almost six times as likely
to rate their current job as poor on this dimension. On the other hand,
there are virtually no differences between the two groups on the extent of intellectual stimulation and development that their jobs provide. A greater proportion of nonacademics than academics, however,
rate their jobs as excellent on the opportunity it provides to work on

issues of current social and political importance and to learn new
skills. Finally, the two groups report about equal overall satisfaction
with their jobs."
Despite significant differences, then, in the extent to which they
can use their graduate training, academics and nonacademics are
about equally satisfied with their jobs. Some respondents expressed
bitterness about being trained for jobs that do not exist. However,
most have been able to adjust to these changed circumstances; find
personally rewarding jobs; and, as the next section indicates, view
their graduate education very positively. The issue, then, is not one of
personal frustration so much as one of underutilized expertise by the
country's economic and political institutions. Or, as a Soviet specialist
and one in Middle Eastern studies noted somewhat regretfully:
"The job satisfaction rating and assessment of opportunities to use their graduate
training made by FLAS Ph.D.s employed in non'tcademic jobs are very similar to those
reported by a sample of humanities Ph.D.s employed in the public sector. See Lewis
Solomon et al., Underemployed PhDs, Lexington Books, Lexington, Massachusetts,
1981, pp. 120-121.
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OW glad l fiuishecf the degree. IhivIng a Ph.D. has a certain cachet;
having half a Ph.D. Is totally worthless. My Intellectual development was
I

Vaarlainisly enhanced hut at a cost to Brown University, the govern

ment, the Ford Foundation and MIA of approximately $40,000.
What a terrible waste in the national economy!

Great to have had it !graduate training in language and area studies I; pity I can't use it to benefit my fellows, state, and nation. My
business interests now exceed the value I could, accumulate after a
lifetime in academia. Perhaps my children can use this small comfort
to pursue their abilities in professions of their choice, ...

HOW FLAS PH.D.s ASSESS THEIR GRADUATE
TRAINING
Respondents were asked to assess the amount and quality of their
training in a number of subject areas and, in particular, the effectiveness of various approaches used in their graduate language training.31
They were also asked several open-ended questions that allowed them
to comment more extensively on. various aspects of their training and

to recommend ways of improving graduate training in foreign
language and area studies.32

On the whole, FLAS Ph.D.s view their graduate education very
positively. Over half of those who commented on their training rated
it in that way, often calling their education "excellent," "rigorous," or
"thorough." The comments of a 1971 Ph.D. with a Soviet/East European specialization is representative of the majority who view their
graduate training very favorably:
My graduate work was excellent in quality.... I have been most

privileged to have studied with those instructors who taught me so
well. They instilled me with a sustaining faith in the importance of
reason and dispassionate analysis, coupled with moral commitment
to some set of principles.

An East Asian specialist expressed this same sentiment more succinctly, but no less positively:
My training was outstanding! I could not have received a more generous and thorough education.
3tThis assessment of graduate language training is presented in Chap. 3 as part of
the larger discussion of respondents' language preparation.
32The overwhelming majority of respondents took the time to write very extensive
and thoughtful answers to the open-ended questions. We are very grateful for the insights,these answers provide and have carefully read and coded over 80 percent (N =
1601) of them.
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Even many, of those whose careers have taken some unexpected turns

spoke highly of their graduate training. For example, from a Western
European specialist:
Thong') my hold 011 On academic career has suddenly heroine tenuous, I do not regret one moment of my education. It always encouraged 1 1nof to he (Aran's, and that is a lot.

And from a Soviet specialist:
At present. I'm a broker and entry-level manager in It large securities
firm. I make no direct use of my graduate training. Still, I would do
it all again, for my graduate work and urea studies experiences have
given me a perspective on world events and a foundation for day-today value judgments that I would never want to relinquish. In other
words, from my p7eI3ent vantage point, I can affirm a positive role for
area studies graduate education much like that claimed for under-

graduate lilwral arts pl fgramsit enriches through developing a humanistic perspective.

Those

who lived the open-ended questions to rate their training

negatively account for less than ten percent of the entire sample. In
addition, their criticisms relate less to the actual quality of their graduate education than to its appropriateness. Most were Variations on a
theme expressed by one 1976 Ph.D.:
Perhaps this is changing, but when I was in grad school, the attitude
was that anything other than university teaching was failure. At the
same time we were being prepared for a job market that was saturated already. Ten years earlier, mediocrities had their choice of positions and are now securely tenured, keeping out recent Ph.D.s who
surpass them in competence. I feel somewhat betrayed by my graduate school advisors. If I had it to do over again, I would stop at the
M.A.

A generally positive assessment of graduate training was further
reflected in the answers respondents gave to several close-ended questions. When asked about the amount of training they had received in
the social sciences, humanities, in foreign languages, in specific historical periods, and in non-area disciplinary courses, the majority of
respondents answered that the amount of coursework had been "about
right." Over half the sample also rated the quality of these courses as
either a "4" or a "5" on a 5-point scale.
There is one exception toy this positive evaluation. Almost half the
sample felt they had taken too Lew courses in policy analysis, statis-

tics, and computer science. This same sentiment was voiced in the
open-ended answers. In fact, the largest single recommendation that

sg
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respondents made for improving the graduate curriculum was to com-

bine the traditional disciplinary and area studies training with
courses that prepare students for nonacademic employment or for an
applied specialization. Respondents talked of mixing language training and area studies with "more practical courses in statistics, com-

puter processing, or business management." Many stressed the

importance of quantitative skills for both academic and nonacademic
employment. Although most recommended such courses as a way to
improve a student's chances in the labor market, some respondents
also view this more applied perspective as a way of enhancing the
overall field of, area studies. A Southeast Asian specialist was typical
of those, arguing such a case:
I think the quality of language and area studies would be dramatically. improved, were "applied science" questions (in agriculture, law,

public health, business, engineering, etc.) welcome in center grad
programs. Ths national interest would be better served and career
opportunities would increase.

In addition to their .concern about the lack of applied courses,
respondents identified two other areas that they feel need. improving
'despite their otherwise positive assessment of the graduate cur--riculum in language and area studies. The first is better, graduate
language training, with at least some of it done in a c,Juntry where
the language is spoken. The second is a more interdisciplinary focus
in graduate education. Respondents discussed the importance of discovering how other disciplines view a particular world area and, regardless of one's Own discipline, of understanding the history of that
area.

These recommendations emerge clearly in the answers to a question
that asked what advice respondents would give current graduate students. Here are some representative examples:
Resist the temptation to take courses that are merely "interesting."
They're a waste of time, as a rule. Take at least one-quarter of your
courses in new fields (i.e% disciplines or sub-disciplines), especially
those you might find most difficult. These will be the most valuable
in the long run. If you have basic language proficiency, don't waste
time in more formal language training (unless you want/need to
learn new languages). Instead, seek opportunities for active language use. Visit the region you are studying. This is indispensable.
Acquire a solid understanding of the history of the region. This is the
key to area studies. Don't be too confident th, ,o will end up teach.f courses that will
ing. Don't over-specialize. Take at least a c
give you some background for other possible : .ers. Keep an open
mind.

! 169
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A major in political science or economics, with Some added combi-

nation of "international relations" and even ,`business management."
A solid background in the history of the area, especially 19th20th century.
A thorough training in language(s) of the area, that is, fluent
speaking and literacy.
At least one full year living/learning in the language of the area
before completing your degree work.
Set your sights on a honacademic job in business or government.
The sine qua non is language.
I would advise the formulation of academic and non-academic goals
as early as possible and would urge the pursuit of an nterdisciplinary approach to, graduate study combining language alid area studies with a theoretical discipline and its requirements, and also 'the
acquisition of a marketable skill such as computer science, which is
becoming an essential tool for research in both academic and nonacademic pursuits. I would insist that students in Ian age and area
studies spend some time in the area using thestarget 1 nguages prior
to the time of carrying out their Ph.D. dissertation re earch. I would
make every effort to set, up a xneaningful program of study and language use in areas that benefit the student and the people s/he is

working with....

In making these recommendations and in commenting more generally about their graduate education, many resppndents expressed a
deep sense of aMbivalence. On the one hand, they view their graduate
training as a positive, intellectually stimulati fg experience, but at
the same time, criticize it for its inability to prep re them for the kind
of jobs (both academic and nonacademic) that t ey eventually iiad to
take. A 1975 Ph.D. now working in government summarizes this sentiment:
.

I feel that I have been very fortunate to have 6ne in a position in
government dealing with important and far-reaching matters of international relations with direct relevance to my area concentration.
I truly feel that my job allows me to serve the na ional interest and

directly to compensate ;the nation for the finan ial investment it
fellow-graduate
made in me through theINDFL program. Many of
students have not been as fortunate, hoViever, and attribute this to
the overly academic orientation of the otherwise ex ellent 'graduate

program in which I was enrolled. It is important to train teachers,
but it is also quite important to train public servant somehow this
second objective, which is the core of the NDFL idea, must be given
\ greater vitality.
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Yet despite these c ncerns about the appropriateness of their training
for today's labor ma lcet, the overwhelming majority of FLAS Ph.D.s

rate their graduate education highly and value it as a worthwhile
experience.

Chapter 3
LANGUAGE TRAINING AND COMPETENCE

Extensive language training is the major factor distinguishing

FLAS Ph.D.s from non-area specialists. The FLAS program requires
formal language study and specifies extent of prior language compeof foreign
tence as one fellowship selection criteria. Yet the quality
major
concern
for
those
who
train spelanguage instruction remains a
studies
community.
international
entire
cialists and for the
-

University faculty are divided in the importance they accord such
training; students express concern about the quality of language
instruction;2 and nonacademic employers report need for higher level
by
of language competence.3 Such problems are further exacerbated

the movement toward greater cost-efficiency in universities, thus
jeopardizing advanced language classes with their traditionally low
enrollments. At the same time, even the severest critics agree that
recently graduated area specialists are receiving more and better
language training than their older colleagues.
The language training and competence levels of FLAS Ph.D.s demonstrate both the strengths and weaknesses of advanced language
training. On the one hand, FLAS Ph.D.s averaged over six years of
formal language training and report greater language competence
than Lambert's earlier sample of Ph.D.s. Still, they are able to use
in
their most proficient foreign language only with some difficulty,
or
conducting
fieldwork
resuch complex tasks as teaching a course
search.
This chapter examines these issues in greater detakby focusing on
three major questions:
How well-prepared were FLAS Ph.D.s for advanced training

in language -and area-studies when they-entered-graduate
school?

language training in the United States, see

1For a general critique of foreign
from
Strength Through Wisdom, a Critique of U.S. Capability: A Report to the President GovLanguage
and
International
Studies,
U.S.
the Presidents Commission on Foreign
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., November 1979.
2McDormell et al., pp. 71-72.
3Sue E. Berryman, Paul F. Langer, John Pincus, and Richard H. Solomon, Foreign.
Policy,
Language and International Studies Specialists: The Marketplace and Public
September
1979,
p.
77.
The Rand Corporation, R-2501-NEH,
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How much and what types of language training did they receive while in graduate school?
According to their r...vn assessments, how linguistically
competent are FLAS Ph.D.s and what factors explain differ
ences in their competence levels?

UNDERGRADUATE PREPARATION
Formal Language Training
When we examine the undergraduate language training of FLAS
Ph.D.s, some interesting paradoxes emerge. On the one hand, the vast

majority received some language training as undergraduates, the
group average being more than three years, but most of them did not

study a language relevant to the world area in which they would later
specialize. Only 40 percent of those who later specialized in a none
Western region took at least some non-Western language courses as
undergraduates. For those specializing in areas like Africa, Southeast
Asia, or South Asia, not studying a relevant language as an undergraduate was primarily due to a lack of opportunity. However, many
specialists whose relevant languages are commonly taught at the undergraduate level also did not study them prior to receiving their
B.A.s. For example, less than 60 percent of the Soviet specialists studied Russian or an Eastern European language as undergraduates; less

than half the Latin American specialists studied Spanish or Por-

tuguese; and less than 60 percent of the East Asian specialists studied
either Chinese or Japanese. This pattern is consistent with the undergraduate area studies training of FLAS Ph.D.s reported in Chap. 2:
Although most took -some international studies courses as undergraduates, almost half entered graduate school knowing very little
about the area in which they chose to specialize.
At least, however, undergraduate language courses familiarized
most FLAS Ph-.D.s with -the general skifis-that -any-type-of-language--study requires. In this sense,- then, FLAS Ph.D.s entered graduate
school With relevant language preparation.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 profile FLAS undergraduate language study by
Ph.D. cohort, world area, and academic discipline. The overall averages for Western and non-Western languages are quite similar: Those
who chose to study each type studied a similar number of languages
of study and year per lanfor approximately the same total ye
guage. Beyond that, however, there re major differences both between and within the two language categories.

Table 3.1
PROFILE OF UNDERGRADUATE WESTERN LANGUAGE STUDY BY
PH.D. COHORT, WORLD AREA, AND DISCIPLINE

Item

Ph.D. Cohort
1967-70
1971-73
1974-76
1977-79

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR /E. Europe

W. Europe
Discipline
History
Language and
literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
.

Econoinics

Geography
Sociology
Political science
Professional
Other
Total
N=

Average Number
of Languages
Studied

Average Years
of Study
Per Language

Average Total
Years of
Language Study

1.87
1.82
1.69
1.64

2.30
2.22
2.16
2.24

4.05
3.67
3.54
3.41

1.47
1.46
1.98
1.83
1.44
1.45
2.11
2.55

2.31
2.00
2.41
2.10
2.00
2.06
2.52
2.41

3.20
2.81
4.16
3.66
2.66
2.90
5.30
4.81

1.58

2.09

3.19

2.08
2,38

2.51
2.28
2.14
2.20
2.14
2.18

4.83
4.88
3.30
3.70
2.85
3.06
2.64
2.66
2.99
3.04
4.00
3.67
_1769-

1.63
1.75
1.47
1.52
1.55
1.49
1.52
1.38
1.83
1.76

_1368

1.75
1.98
2.19

2.48
2.52
2.24

1361_

Three times as many FLAS Ph.D.s studied Western languages as
non-Western ones. Although we have no direct evidence about the
reasons, we suspect that it is due to differing levels of interest and the
limited opportut?,ities for non-Western language study at many of the
colleges and universities FLAS Ph.D.s attended as undergraduates.
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Table 3.2
PROFILE OF UNDERGRADUATE NON-WESTERN LANGUAGE STUDY BY
PH.D. COHORT, WORLD AREA, AND DISCIPLINE

Item

Average Number
of Languages
Studied

Average Years
of Study
Per Language

Average Total
Years of
Language Study

1.48
1.37
1.54

,1.44

2.34
2.57
2.49
2.39

3.36
3.43
3.36
3.40

1.87
1.43
1.41
1.58
1.37
1.21
1.19
1.00

2.14
2.72
1.52
2.60
2.27
2.38
1.63
1.50

3.23
3.81
2.03
3.67
3.02
2.54
2.15
1.50-

1.39

2.58

3.56

1.55.
1.77
1.25
1.66

2.45
1.82
2.68
2.48
1.95
1.71
1.83
3.05
2.90
1.50
2:50
2.45
449

3.61
2.73
3.17
4.02
2.59
2.18
1.93
3.88
3.27
2.75

Ph.D. Cohort
1967-70
1971-73
1974-76
1977-79

World Area
Africa
East. Asia

Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/E. Europe
W. Europe
Discipline
History
Language and
literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political scienceProfessional
Other
Total
N=

1.52
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.12
1.33

1.00_
1.46
451

_______2-50

,3.39
525

As would be expected, linguists, language and literature majors,
and area studies majors had more undergraduate language training
than economists and, geographers.
Although Ph.D. cohorts do not differ .in years of non-Western- language study, respondents in the earliest cohort had significantly more

years of Western language training and studied more languages as
undergraduates than their younger colleagues. In other words, on
average, each successive cohort studied fewer Western languages for
fewer years. This aspect of the FLAS sample's training reflects a
broader trend among all undergraduates, who now take less collegiate
language instruction than in the past.4
This similarity between FLAS Ph.D.s and the general undergradu-

ate population raises an obvious question: Are FLAS Ph.D.s more
likely to engage in undergraduate foreign language study than other
students? To answer this question, we compared the frequency of selected languages studied by FLAS recipients with the languages studsample of college students. In a study conducted by the
ied b:
Educe .anal Testing Service (ETS), students were given a list of modern foreign languages and asked to identify all those they had studied

while in college.5 In our survey, FLAS recipients listed all the
languages they studied as undergraduates. Since we coded no more

than two languages per respondent, the data underestimate the
number studied by some respondents. (However, only about 13
percent of the sample listed more than two Western languages and
only 2 percent listed more than two non-Western languages.).
Tabte 3.3 shows the proportion of FLAS respondents who studied a
selected set of modern foreign languages in college, as compared with
the ETS sample.5 The FLAS sample studied French and German most
4Reasons for this decline include student demands'for "relevance" that led to an
elimination of or reduction, in undergraduate language requirements, and the lower
status of language departments, which makes language'programs more vulnerable to
budgetary cuts. See Roder Paget"Graduate Foreign Language and International Studies," in President's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies: Background Papers and Studies, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
November 1979, pp. 123-124.
6Barrows, Thomas S., et al., College Students' Knowledge and Beliefs: A Survey of
Global Understanding, Change Magazine Press, New Rochelle, N.Y., 1981. A survey of
global understanding was administered to a nationally representative sample of college

students during February and March 1980..A subset of questions pertained to foreign
language background,. proficiency, and attitudes. Data from three cohort groups were
obtained: freshmen at four-year institutions (N = 1060); college seniors (N = 1046);
students at two-year institutions. (N = 908).
6Although this comparison suggests clear differences between the two groups, it
should be interpreted with caution. We are essentially comparing FLAS Ph.D.s, who
were undergraduates as long ago as 1962, with a group as much as eighteen years
younger.. At first glance, this comparison seems entirely inappropriate, particularly
because of the decline in undergraduate foreign language study over time.For example,
the larger proportion of FLAS Ph.D.s studying a given language might simply be an
artifact of the time when they were undergraduates, and not that they later became

language and area specialists. However, we found for the FLAS sample that even'

though the number of languages studied and the period of study decreased over cohorts,
the proportion studying a given foreign language did not change significantly. Just as
many younger FLAS recipients as older ones studied a foreign length* while under-

Table 3.3
PERCENT OF FLAS PH.D.S REPORTING MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY IN COLLEGE,
FOR SELECTED LANGUAGES
ETS Sample

Freshmen

Seniors

Language

(N=1060)

(N=I046)

French
German
Hebrew
Italian
Russian
Spanish

9.2%
4.0

19.7%
15.8

2-Year
(N=908)
15.2%
4.1
1.0

.8
.9

1.2
11.0

2.4
2.1
24.5

.7

.

2.5
16.7

FLAS
(N=I949)
34.6%
24.1
2.2
1.4
15.9
17.5

SOURCE: Barrows et al., App. A, p. 161.
Languages are limited to those proNOTE:

vided on the ETS questionnaire.

frequently, while the ETS sample studied Spanish more than any
other language. The high incidence of Russian study by the FLAS
sample, in contrast with the ETS group, reflects the specialized
nature of FLAS recipients. Of the 310 respondents listing Russian
language study as undergraduates, 66.4 percent later became Soviet
and Eastern European specialists. Slightly more than half (54.8
percent) of the seniors in the ETS sample reported college foreign
language study. In contrast, 70.6 percent of the FLAS sample studied
at least one of these six languages as undergraduates.

Other Undergraduate Preparation
Preparation for graduate language and area studies training can
(and ideally, should) include more than just formal language instruction. Particularly important are opportunities to speak a foreign language and learn about other cultures afforded by collegiate study,
travel, residence, or work abroad, and by Peace Corps or military service abroad. Respondents were asked whether they had any such
graduates. For this reason, we felt that the comparison could still prdvide useful,
though by no means conclusive, information about the differences between FLAS
recipients and other undergraduates.
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experience before entering graduate school and if so, whether it was
in the world area of their graduate training. Table 3.4 reports these
results.
Table 3.4
PERCENT OF ALL RESPONDENTS REPORTING ANY PRIOR EXPERIENCE
ABROAD AND PERCENT OF THOSE WITH EXPERIENCE ABROAD
IN WORLD AREA OF PH.D. TRAINING

Percent of All
Respondents Reporting
Experience Abrgad
Anywhere in the World

Percent of Those
Having Experience
Abroad who had
it in World Area
of Ph.D. Training

Foreign
Experience

Total

Collegiate study
Summer travel
or residence
Work
Peace Ctrps service
Military service
At least one type of
experience abroad

1707

30.9

61.7

1760
1646
1553
1577

55.3
24,6
11.2
15.0

59.4
69.4
93.5
50.7

1760

70.6

67.7

N

Slightly over 70 percent of the sample entered graduate school with
at least some experience abroad, but less than half had any first-hand
exposure to the region in which they later specialfied. However, for
those who were able to go abroad, the majority went to their relevant

world areas. Particularly strong is the relationship between Peace
Corps service and later Ph.D. training.
When we compare across Ph.D. cohorts, we find that a larger proportion of the most recent one had overseas collegiate study (37.2 per-dent), travel" abroad (60.3 percent), and Peace Corps service (16.7
percent) than earlier cohorts. The differences between the 1967-70
and the 1977-79 cohorts ranged from about 10 to 15 percent. The reverse trend was observed for military service, with twice as many
respondents in the 1967-70 cohort serving (20.9 percent), as compared
with the 1977-79 cohort. These opposite trends in frequency of Peace
Corps and military service are not surprising. Since the Peace Corps
was created in 1961, the increasing participation by respondents probably reflects the natural growth of that organization. Similarly, the
decline in military service may be due, in part, to the change from
mandatory service to an all-volunteer force in 1973.
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Generally, the most recent cohort's experience was also more likely
to have occurred in the respondent's world area. The 1977-79 cohort
reported more collegiate study, travel, and, particularly, work in their
world area specialties. For example, three quarters of the most recent
cohort who worked abroad did so in the world area of their Ph.D.
training, as compared with only 60 percent in the earliest cohort.
Latin. American specialists had relatively more college, travel, and
work experience abroad than other area specialists, and over 80 percent was in their world area. As a group, Africanists had fewer experiences abroad than those in other world areas, but substantially more
experience in the Peace Corps (28.8 percent). Military service was
most frequently reported by East Asianists (21.0 percent) and over 80
`percent of them served in Asia. Generally, percent of area-related
military service reflects the distribution of U.S. military installations
and operations. Thus, respondents in East Asian, Southeast Asian,
and Western European studies were more likely to have military service in their world areas because U.S. bases are located there.
Sociologists reported the highest incidence of summer travel and
residence abroad (71.4 percent), with almost two- thirds traveling in
their relevant world areas. Respondents in language and literature
were the most likely to have traveled in their world areas. As for work
experience abroad, a greater proportion of sociologists and those with
professional majors reported such experience (45.1 percent and 48.3
percent, respectively), and over three quarters of these worked in
their relevant world areas. Sociologists and professional majors also
reported the highest incidence of Peace Corps service (27.7 percent
and 29.6 percent), with all of it in their world areas.
Whereas a greater proportion of respondents in language and literature, sociology, and the professions had at least some experience
abroad, fewer of those in geography and history had any. For example, fewer geographers reported collegiate study and travel experience
.

(18:4 percent and 44,9 percent). Travel and work abroad were also less
freguently reported by historians (48.7 percent for trave1;17.7 percent
for work).
We can only speculate on the reasons for some of these differences.
The higher incidence of collegiate study abroad by Ph.D.s in language

and literature is expected because the majority of them had similar
undergraduate majors. Language majors not only have a greater incentive to pursue study abroad in a language-relevant country, but

also More opportunities to do so, as universities often establish special
programs for this purpose.
When we look at _the sum total of undergraduate prepaiation, including language study, area studies coursework, and experience
abroad, an important pattern emerges. Although older cohorts en-
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gaged in more extensive language study, younger Ph.D.s at least partially compensated by spending more time abroad. Since it is univer-

sally agreed that exposure to -native speakers improves language
competence, younger FLAS Ph.D.s may have entered graduate school
as well prepared as their older colleagues, despite less formal training.

GRADUATE LANGUAGE TRAINING

Most FLAS Ph.D.s received the' bulk of their relevant language
training during graduate school.- In this., section we examine that
training and-focus on the languages FLAS Ph.D.s studied, the length
and type of training they received, and how they view the effectiveness of that training.
Throughout our discussion of graduate preparation, we compare,
where, feasible, our data with Richard Lambert's earlier survey of foreign language and area specialists.? Since his were the last systematic
data collected on this group, such comparisons may reveal important

trends ',or changes in the graduate language training of area
specialists.

Relevani\ Languages Studied
Table 3.5 lists all languages relevant to a world area and studied by

at least 5 percent of the FLAS Ph.D.s in that world area.8 In most
world areas, at least two- thirds of FLAS Ph.D.s studied one or two
dominant languages. The distributions for' frica and Southeast Asia

differ from this pattern, with only one-half to one-third of the
specialists inkthese areas studying each dominant language.
Overall, FLAS Ph.D.s studied (both formally and informally) an
7With minor mpdifications, we used Lambert's question 12B from the "Inventory of
Individual Area Cbmpetences" (question 8B in "Language and Area Studies Questionnaire of Previous Graduate Students").

8The languages that we categorized as indigenous to each world area are listed
under Question 10 in App. B. The issue of which nonindigenous languages should be
considered relevant to a particular world area is unresolved among specialists. Therefore, we lacked hard \and fast rules for making this determination. For several reasons,
however, we decided Ito include French as a relevant language for Africa. First, scholars
conducting, national-level research in many African countries need French language
competence for interviewing elites and analyzing scholarly and official records. Second,
the Africanists in our sample were more likely than their colleaguesito name a nonindigenous language as their most proficient one, and French was most often that Ianage. In contrast, a greater proportion of respondents in all other world areas named
n indigenous language as their most proficient one.

Table 3.5
RELEVANT LANGUAGES STUDIED BY AT LEAST FIVE

PERCENT OF FLAS PH.D.S IN EACH WORLD AREA
Area

Language

Africa

Swahili
French
Hausa
Yoruba
Bambara
Twi

52.2

Chinese
Japanese
Korean

79.2
75.5
9.6

Spanish
Portuguese
Quechua

97.8
69.6

Arabic.
Hebrew
Turkish
Persian/Farsi
Aramaic
Syriad

76.9
32.6

(N=178)

East Asia
(N=457)

Latin AmerICa
(N=369)

Middle East
(N =221)

South Asia
(N=173)

21.3
9.0
6.7
5.6

7.3'

30.8
29.0
6.3
6.3
75.5
27.2
16.2
11.6
10.4
8.1
6.9
5.2

Hindi-Urdu
Sanskrit
Tamil
Bengali
Urdu
Telugu
Marathi
Prakrit

Southeast Asia

Thai

(N=101)

Indonesian
Malay-Indonesian
Vietnamese
Tagalog
Laotian
Javanese
Burmese
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_35.6
31.7

26.7
13.9
13.9
7.9

\6.9
6.9

Table 3.5---Uontinuen
Area,

Language

USSR/Eastern Europe

Russian
Polish
Serbo-Croatian
Slavic, Old Church
Czech
Thlgarian

(N=391)

95.1
33.8
26.3
21.2
15.3
11.0

Ukt.'inian

Western Europe
(N=42)

French
German
Swedish
Norwegian
Icelandic
Danish
Italian
Portugues.e

Dutch
Fipnish

'9.5
4:!.q

33.3
28.6
28.6
19.0
14.3
9.5,

7.1

r7.

average of 1.99 relevant languages, with Western European specialists studying more relevant languages (3.45) than all their colleagues.

Soviet spepialisti averaged 2.34 languages, which is significantly
greater thanfoi those focusing on theXiddle East (2.15 languages) or
Africa (2.10 languages). These three iworld areas also differ
cantly from the remaining world areas whose,pecialists studied, on,
aIerage; fewer than two-relevant languages.
Comparing the number of languages studied by FLAS Ph.D.s with
those studied by LeMbert's Specialist group reveals some important
differenCeis. First,-FLAS Ph.D.s report more laTguage'study than the
Specialists. Only 1.4 percent of FLAS respondents repott-stUdying no
languages, as compared with 18.8 pevcent of Lambert's Specialists.9
About ozie-third of the FLAS group iepoyt studying no languages or
only, one, while two-thirds report two or rhore. '14e reverse proportioni
were found in the Specialist group:, Only 35.4 pereenleelaimed skill in
two or more languages. Thesb differences are nht surprising, kiven

that our sample of area specialists,: is very select: All received

fellOwships to support foreign language and ,area studies training and

all earned Ph.D.s.. In contrast, only 31 percent' of Lambert's
nonacademic specialists and 83 percent of the academics have,Ph.D.s.
9Lambert,

Table 3.19.
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The proportion of FLAS Ph.D.., rating themselves as multilingual
or having skill in two or more languages varies across world areas.

The incidence of multilingualism ranges from 88.4 percent of Western
European specialists to 40.6 percent of Southeast Asian specialists.
The proportion of multilinguals in Lambert's, Specialist group ranged
from 50.7 percent for Latin America to 9.2 percent for Southeast Asia.
However, the relative proportions of multilinguals in each world area
is consistent across tho two samples. If we eX.:lude Western European
specialists who were not studied by Lambert we find that mLltilingu
al ism was highest for Latin America and lowest for Southeast Asia in
both the FLAS and Lambert samples. With one major exception, the
rank-ordering of world areas was similar for both samples: Africa
ranked second in the FLAS group awl sixth in the Lambert study.
This discrepancy, however, is simply an artifact of different classification schemes :__ Unlike Lambert, we included French as a relevant lan-

guage for.. African specialists, about half of whom studied that
language.

CLarly, these finuings about the number of relavaat languages

studied by specialists in each world area n.eed to ha interpreted with
care, Rather than reflecting tlw relative coiapetence of various groups
or even t}' import. tnce that each world area attaches to language
study, they represent several other factors that hive little to do with
the amount of effort that specialists in each world area are willing to
devote to language study. For example, some world areas have considerably less linguistic diversity than others, so the need to learn multiple languages is less. D.ffli..rences also reflect the relative difficulty of
learning certain languages and varying levels of opportunity for such
training. Wile+ is important, 'however, is that FLAS Ph.D.s in all
world areas were trained in more relevant languages than Lambert's
older and less select group of speciaEots.

Amount of Formal Tfaining
FLAS Ph.D.s spent considerable time, 6.63 years on average, in formal language study.o Although Ph.D. cohorts do not differ
significantly in the time each spent on formal language training, we
found expected differences among world areas and disciplines.

Western European specialists reported spending an average 9.34
years on language study. significantly longer than all other groups
Formal training was also significantly longer for East Asian, Middle
Eastern, 6oviet/East European, and Latin American specialists
°Formal training in world-area-relevant languages was reported in academic-year
equivalents, with one year of intensive language instruction counted as two.
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(range: 7.33 to 6.87 years), 4; compared with South Asian, African,
and Southeast Asian ones (5,33 to 4.14 years).11
Disciplinary diIThrence in years of formal training and amount of

training per language are consistent with other findings. FLAS
Ph.D.s in language and literature averaged significantly more formal
training (10.2,1 years total and 4.81 years per language) than respondents in all other disciplines. Area studies ranked second, with 8,.56
years total and 4.33 years per language, a significantly longer perliod
than spent by all other disciplines. As expected, sociologists, econo-

mists, geographers, and anthropologists spent the least amount of
time in language study, averaging less than 4 years of formal trining.

Type of Training
The continuing debate over foreign language instruction focuseS not
only on how much language study is desirable or necessary, but also
on how students should be taught language skills. Beyond their consensus on the importance of language study abroad, experts remain

divided about the effectiveness of ,ther instructional ,nethods. To
aquire more data on this critical issue, we queried respondents on how

they learned the languages that were relevant to their world areas
(e.g., as children, through formal study in the United States, formal
study abroad, etc.) and on the instructional techniques in their formal
language training.
Table 3.6 summarizes the results. A bare majority of FLAS Ph.D.s

received formal training in an area where the language is spoken.
Although this proportion has remained constant over Ph.D. cohorts, it
differs across world areas. A significantly greater proportion of East
As)lanists studied abroad; significantly fewer African; South Asian,
and Southeast Asian specialists reported language study iii an indige-

nous area.. These differonces reflect varying opport:' es for study
of formal
abroad, but also differences across world areas in
training. Formal study abroad is more likely for those .specialists with
more years of formal training.12
t1The pattern changes somewhat when we control for the number of languages studied. Overall, respondents engaged in formal study for an average 3.76 years per language. East Asian specialists, with 4.57 years, averaged significantly more training
than Latin Americanists (4.07 years), but both studied a language longer than all other
groups. Middle Eastern specialists averaged about three and a half years of formal
training per language, significantly longer than Africa specialists (2.62 years). FLAS
Ph.D.s in the remaining world areas spent about 3 years of formal training per language.

I2Ph.D.s in the earlier Lambert survey displayed' a different pattern of language
training sources for the first language they listed as having studied. More than a third

Table 3.6
PERCENT OF

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America

Ni We East
Sc...h Asia

Southeast Asia
USSR/E. Europe
Western Europe
Total

FLAS Ph.D.s A(":?UIRING LANGUAGE
by VARIOUS METHODS

COMPETENCE

Learned
as Child

SelfTaught

Formal Study
Where Language Spoken

Formal
Study in
U.S.

Peace
Corps

31.9
28.0
41.7
24.3
20.8
39.6
31.1
39.5

38.5
65.9
50.5
56.8
41.0
34.7
53.3
55.8

93.4

26.4

5

2.2
14.0
10.4
12.1

392
43

3.8
7.3
15.9
12.2
2.9
1.0
16.6
23.3

1949

10.7

31.4

52.8

94.8

N
182

464
372
222
173
101

9'-

92.5
95.9
93.6
93.1
96.9
90.7

24.8
.3

0

9.2

Other differences across world areas reflect expected patterns. i or
example, learning the language as a child is more prevalent in world
areas where European languages predominate (i.e., Western Europe,
USSR/Eastern Europe, and Latin America). A higher incidence in

these world areas is likely due to foreign-born respondents and

greater opportunites to learn Western languages in elementary and
secondary schools.

The importance of the Peace Corps as a language training source

for African and'Southeast, Asian specialists clearly emerges. Although

less central for the other world areas where Peace Co: ;5 volunteers
work, it still served as a language training opportunity for 10 to 14
percent of FLAS Ph.D.s specializing in these areas. In fact; when we
look solely at those respondents with Peace Corps service, we find
that over three - fourths 'studied their most proficient foreign language
while in the Peace Corps.
Since formal study in the United States remains the dominant form
of language instruction for FLAS Ph.D.s in all world ,areas, it is imof them lel;rned the language as a child; almost half were at least partially self-taught;
significantly fewer had formal study in the United States (73.6 percent as cornpred with almost 95 percent for FLAS Ph.D.$). However, the proportiyn receiving

forms.] language training abroad (slightly over half) is about the same for the two
groups. (Based on a reanalysis of Lambert's data by Sarah. Jane Moore, provided in
personal correspondence with the authors.)
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as part of this
portant 'to ii:entify the instructional technique:training. Table 3,7 'summarizes the components included in our sample's graduate language training.
Except for computer-assisted instruction, all these techniques were
included in the graduate language training of most FLAS Ph.D.s.
However, the techniques that emphasize speaking as opposed to reading or writing competence were included mewhat less often in programs of study. When we compare the inclusion. of Vafious
'instructional techniques across cohorts, we, find no systematic differ-

encesa consistency suggesting that techniques used in graduate
language training has changed very little over the past fifteen years.
Table 3.7
PERCENT OF FLAS PH.D.S WHOSE-GRADUATE
IJANdtJAGE TRAINING INCLUDED VARIOUS
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES
TcchniciLe

C,ramma: instruction
Practice in translation
Opportunities to use the language
Oral-P.ural drill
Familiarization with different
laugt173, usage styles

Time in a 1inguage laboratory
:cpaiputer-,..isted instruction

N

1854
1847
1828
1851

1823
1827
1772

93.6
91.6
'90.8

861
78.9
75.8
14.2

How FLAS Ph.D.s Ar ,ss the Effectiveness of Their
Graduate Language Training
'During our Phase I fieldwork at Title VI-funded area centers, the
ma?)rity of faculty respondents agreed that language training has improved over the past tan years because of several factors: a growing
realization that spoken proficiency is an important research tool; the
development of row materials for.- more effective teaching;clead an ac-

knowlecit, -kent by more social sjentists the language training is
Lecessary for goy :4 disciplinary research, pE

if conducted

broad. Howeve , the students we interviewed were more critical.
They complained of to little emphasis on spoken proficiency and a
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:or this skill.13 Other evidence suggests
lack of faculty app-,e'Ll
'e
language training may have decreased
that opportunities
bel,y because of budgetary constraints. For
over the past ten ye
example, funding tuk .ntensive summer language institutes has

seriously declined; several important language training renters

abroad have also closed for either financial or political reasons.
We would expect that since the availability of overseas training
opportunities and the quality of teaching materials differ by world
area, assessments of training effectiveness may also vary across world
areas. Similarly, the differing emphasis that various disciplines place
on language t dining might also inriience effectiveness judgments.
In order to test these assumptions and. find out how FLAS Ph.D.s
compare with current students and Title VI center faculty, we asked
respondents several questions about language training effectiveness.
First, respondents were asked to rate the amount and overall quality
of the language courses they took; They were algo asked to rate on a
5-point scale (1,\-- not effective, 5 = very effective) the effectiveness of

various instructional techniques used in their training. Finally,
respondents commented on their language training in several openended questions.

Consistent with the generally positive assessment that FLAS

Ph.D.s gave for all graduate coursework, most rated tf- eir graduate
language courses highly, and 64 percent felt that they had taken
"about the right" amount of language courses. This judgment was consistent across cohorts and varied little by discipline or world area.
Similarly, over half the sari' ,.,le gave ratings of 4 or 5 to their language courses. Quality asp 3sments varied somewhat by world area
and discipline. Africanistf and South Asianists rated their training
lower than colleagues in other world areas. Similary, language and
literature majors gave their language courses higher marks on quality than either economists or anthropologists.
We can get a sense of what mix of training components respondents
consider particularly effective when we exatnine the proportion of
FLAS Ph.D.s who rated each approach or instrt.ctional technique as
very effective." About 60 percent of those who stud;:-d abroad believe

that formal study in the country where a language is spoken is very
effective in improving language competence. Oral/aural drill and opportunities to use the language were considered very effective by
about one -this as compared with about one-fourth of FLAS respondents having grammar irstruction a,, practice in translation. In contrast, classroom time 1.8.5 percent), familiarization with different
13McDonnell et al., p. 72.
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styles of language usage (14.2 percent), and language lab time (10.8
percent) received fewer "very effective" ratings.
For the most part, these results are consistent with Lambert's data
on whether language and area specialists would like more or less of
these components in their language training.I1 Over 75 percent of the
Ph.D.s in his sample desired more opportunities to use the language
and to study it in a country where the language is spoken; over 50
percent wanted more oral/aural drill. Fewer program graduates
believed they needed mere classroom or language lab time. Thus, it
appears that language and area specialists generally agree that
certainxomponents of language training, 'particularly 0):portunities to
use the language or to study it, abroad, are . very effective and,
therefore, should be emphasized more.
HAS Ph.D.s expressed similar sentiments about training effectiveness in responses to open-ended questions. For example, many made
the following kinds of recommendations for students interested in
pursuing a career in foreign language and area studies:
You should obtain as much language study as possible in the area
where a language is spLiken.
You should spend at least a full year of intensive study abroad.
I would suggest that foroial language training is not the best way to
learn the language. For that I would recommend living and working
in the country of the language.
I would dilvise taking rlw languqr-, courses in the U.S., deferring
language study until DI Cne

When we examine me/:, eTvO.nness ratings for various instrucWC- find. some predictable differ'
tional strategies act% = r

71 areas with the most highly developed
pnces. Specialists in th...
..tge instruction (Latin America, East Asia, and Western Europe)
C t.0 rate almost all instructional techniques higher than respond' s'i 'il c..,a,7 world areas. South and Southeast Asianists, and most

eric, n;sts, rate almost all training approaches tess effeLt: ; ihan their '.111eagues do. Again, these judgments most likely
...dlec4 differing o, -tunities for training abroad and the developmental stage G. te, .inig materials for particular languages.'5
"Sarah Jane Moore in personal correspondence with the authors.
150ften, fewpr teaching materials are available for those uncommonly taught languages that U.ncl- a written tradition, encompass multiple dialects, or have only been
taught in '!-nericap Universities for the last twenty years or so. Partly as a result of
funding from rae ::-WA Title VI research program, at least some materials are now
available h. rest. ,,nese languages. However, the lack of a large zqmmercial market
and the high cost of such development mean that curriculum materials in, for example,
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The only real differences that occur across disciplines are for
instructional techniques that stress reading and writing competence
(e.g., grammar instruction and tranalatio, i). Predictably enough, language and literature, linguistic :, other humanities, and area studies
majors rate these techniques higher than do FLAS Ph.D.s in the
professions, sociology, anthropology, and political science.
In sum, FLAS Ph.D.s engaged in fairly extensive language training
while in graduate school. Most studied more than one language, and
slightly over half were able to obtain some language training abroad.
Still, respondents felt that more overseas training would have been

useful. Although instructional strategies stressing reading competence were slightly more prevalent in graduate language training,
most FLAS Ph.D.s were exposed to a variety of approaches. The basic

mix of training methods; however, has changed little over the past
fifteen years. These findings, while providing an overview of graduate
language training for the entire sample, mask some significant differences among world areas and , y sciplines. Basically, these differences
'reflect variation in opportunities for language study abroad, the development of effective teaching materials, and emphasis on the iinportance.of language study.
LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE
Linguistic competence is an integral part of any area studies Lyecialization and should be included in our profile of FLAS Ph.D.s. However, resource constraints and r"Iiance on a self-administered survey

limited our data base to respondents' own asse.ssmehts of their
competence.16

'.minister a langu 'Ike skills test, we looked for
.e and tap readily observable language compemeasures that are
tences. The best (..n. i; we found are those developed by ETS for its
study of college-levc) language competence. These measures include
Since we could n(

four behaviorally l 1::d items that reflect "real life" language use
situations. Three of them tap speaking ability, and the fourth, listening comprehension.17 To these four items we added two more that
some African languages, are far less extensia than for languages like Portuguese,
Chinese, or Japanese.

"Clearly, assessing the linguistic compet-nc,. of language and area specialists

would be more reliable if standardized national pr.- L..6ency tests measuring spoken and

aural comprehension as well as reading and writing skiI;s could be administered to
advanced students. Currently, Richard Lambc,-.. and his colleagues are collecting these
data on graduates of the overseas language training centers. Ho,Jver, such test results
are not available on a widespread basis.
17Barrows et al., pp. 90-94.
I11
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measure language skills directly relevant to FLAS Ph.D.s: teaching a
course in their academic discipline and conducting fieldwork research

usit,g the spoken language. Respondents were asked to assess
competence in their most proficient foreign language on each of these
six measures using a 5-point scale (1. = with great difficulty or not at

all, 3 - with some difficulty, and 5 quite easily). In making these
assessments, respondents judged their present skill level and their
competence at the conclusion of training. In addition, we included

self-ratings of reading, writing, and speaking ability in order to
collect data comparable to Lambert's. Again, respondents were asked

to rate themselves on a 5print scale (1

it at all, 3 = with

difficulty, and 5 - easily). Ttwse ratings were collected for all of a
respondent's relevant languages.

Despite some limitations, such self-assessments provide serviceable
information about the linguistic competence of FLAS Ph.D.s. In this
section, we use these measures to compare respondents across cohorts,
world areas, and d;scipli ne.:. and also with respondents in lambert's
sample. We also devel3p a z.ndtivariate model to explain differences
in linguistic competence.

Competence i

Most Proficient Foreign Language (MPFL)';

In assessing respondents' linguistic competence, we first checked to
see whether their most proficient languages were indigenous to their
world area specializations. Over 93 percent of the respondents with an
East Asian, Latin American, or Western European focus reported a
relevant world area language as their most proficient one. Proportions
were low.lr, but still within an acceptable range, for South Asia (81.6
percent), Southeast Asia (81.0 percent), and USSR/Eastern Europe
(86.3 percent). However, about 70 percent of the Middle Eastern specialists and fewer than half of the Africanists (44.6 percent) reported

an indigenous language as their most proficient one. For all world

areas (except Western Europe) the most frequently named non-indigenous language was French. (Respondents naming French varied from
1.6 percent for Latin America to 42.9 percent for Africa.)'9
Table 3.8 summarizes the average MPFL ratings that respondents
gave themselves on each of the six behaviorally based measures. On
"Defined as the one Ntotlern foreign language, other than English or a respondent's
native language, in wh;ch the respondent considers himself or herself currently most
proficient.
"Ow r - ubsequent analyses of MPFLs include only those respondents whose MPFL is
t heir world area specializations.
relevant
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Table 3.8
MEAN RATINGS or ?'1 :)ST PROFICIENT LANGUAGE COMPETENCE
nv FLAS I'u.D.s AFTER TRAINING AND Now

N

After
Training

Mach a course in your
academic discipline

1585

2.96

3.27

.968°

Conduct fieldwork research
using the spoken language

1581

3.75

3.90

4.70*

In lace,to tare (;onver!;a-

1584

4.22

4%25

1.11

Give !,imple biographical
information about
yourself

1585

4.46

4.42

-1.55

State and support with
examples and reasons a
position on a controversial topic

1585

3.33

3.52

5.25*

Describe the role played
by Congress in the U.S.
government system

1575

3.27

3.47

5.74

How well could you ii!,e

the language to

Now

t-Valne

Lion, nnder,tand a.native
speaker %.ho is speaking
slowly and carefully

*Itest for differences between correlated pairs of means,
significant at p.001, two tailed.

four of the six items, FLAS Ph.D.s rated their current proficiency significantly higher than it was at the end of formal training. Their abil-

ity to understand a native speaker and give simple biographical
information has not improved over time. Since end-of-training scores
on these items were already very high, this finding is not surprising.
Respondents simply had little room for improvement. FLAS Ph.D.s

feel that their proficiency has increased in those situations that are
more central to their profession, such as teaching a course, conducting
research, or discussing various topics. Although their average ratings
have increased over time, FLAS Ph.D.s still report that they can per-

form in those situations most relevant to their careers only "with
some difficulty."

9j

For the most part, MPH, competence both now and at the completion of training does not differ by cohort, but there are significant
differences among world areas. Latin American, Western European,
and Soviet/Eastern Eof opean specialists have significantly higher
scores than those focusing on Africa or South Asia.2" FLAS Ph.D.s

specializing in East Asia, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia

consistently rated their proficiency somewhere between these two
end-points. For example, Latin American and Western Europebn
specialists rated their current abiFty to teach a discipline-related
course in their most proficient language at 4.13 and '3.92, respectively,
while South Asian specialists' proficiency level was only 2.12.
FLAS Ph.D.s in language and literature rated themselves significantly higher than did colleagues in all other disciplines on ten out of
twelve items (six items in each of two time periods). Consistently lower competence assessments were g ven by professional majors, geographers, and economists. Their scores averaged from about one and a
half to two points lower than respondents in language and literature.
These differences are consistent with previously reported variations

in training and in disciplinary norms about the importance of language study.

Comparing FLAS Ph.D.s With Those in Lambert's Sample
In addition to asking respondents to rate their language skills on
specific behavioral indicators, we also asked them to rate themselves
on their overall reading, speaking, and writing abilities. This question allowed us to compare FLAS Ph.D.s with the. Ph.D.s in Lambert's
sample.21

Tabl.. 3.9 summarizes the differences between these two groups. For
each skill, FLAS Ph.D.s rate themselves more linguistically-.dOmpetent than did their: older colleagues. These differences are significant
and indicate that, consistent with increases in the amount of graduate

language training, language competence has significantly improved
over time. A second finding applies to both groups: Respondents rate
20This was true for Africa on every item; and for South Asia on 9 out of 12 items.
211n order to make our respondents' scores comparable with those in Lambert's sample. we receded the (Lim from our 5-point kale to coincide with Lambert's 3-point scale.
To transform tFe data, we assigned the values and skill levels used by Lambert: 1 = 1
(not at all); 2 or 3 3 (with difficulty); and 4 or 5 = 3 (easily).

'f'able
MEAN LANGUAGE COMPETENCE SCORES

OF FLAS Pii.i).s FOR READING,
SPEARING, AND WRITING
Lambert. Ph.D.so

FLAS

2.46

2.63
2.42
2.21

Heading
Speaking
Writing

:!.11

Maximum possible score

NOTE:

1

3.

`Lambert data provided by Sarah
Jane Moore.

b,

i ren.nce
FLAS
in Lambert's sample
0.01) for each
(p
i

!.cores

in Mean competence
Ph.D.s and those
is significant
skill level.

their reading skills significantly higher than either their speaking or
writing skills. This finding is also consistent with the greater empha
sis on teaching strategies that stress reading competence. In comparing these two groups of Ph.D.s, then, we find that although language
competence has improved over time, the gap between reading and
speaking abilities remains.

Explaining Differences in Language Proficiency
The discussion thus far indicates that language proficiency varies
uy world area and academic discipline. Given faculty and student
evaluations of various training strategies, we can also hypothesize
that proficiency levels will depend on the type and amount of training
students geceive. To test this assumption and asses. the independent
effect of several differ it factors, we specified a multivariatermodel.

This model allows us to answer questions about those factors most
nwe of FLAS Ph.D.s. For ex-

likely to influence the-language .c(

world areas have lower
arriple, we know that respondent;
.er, we also need to know
skill levels than their colleagues.
whether this relationship persists if FLAS Ph.D.s in different world
areas receive the same type of training for an equal length.of time. In
other words, can training strategies be adjusted to diminish the effect
of more diffictilt languages qr less-developed teaching materials?
.

PI
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Table ;l.10 shows the factors found to be significant in predicting a
respondent's language competence at the end of formal study. The
proportion of variance explained by this model is relatively low because we lacked data on several important individual-level measures,
such 1is linguistic aptitude and course' grades. Still, the model provides some insight into language training.
v.- selected Africa as the referent odd area category because our
zonal analysis indicated that the proficiency of Africanists was
among the lowest for all world areas, However, when we control for
other factors, we find that only Latin American, Southeast Asian, and
Soviet specialists are likely to have reported significantly greater language competence than Africanists. Consistent with the correl itional
results, we also found that only language and literature majors are
likely to have reported significantly higher competence sco,.es than
historians.
The indepuudent effects of various training strategies are consistent
with conventional wisdom about the most effective ways to learn a
foreign language. Clearly, years of formal .study and the amount of
graduate coursework devoted to language study, regardless of the
training methods used, are significant predictors of competence. But
certain methods, namely, learning the language as a child, formal
study abroad, and Peace Corps service, are likely to increase language
competence even more. In other words, the sheer amount of training
is important, but will be even more effective if it includes opportunities for direct interaction with native speakers and firsthand exposure to countries where the language is spoken, This notion is also
supported by the finding that undergraduate preparation,---number of
language and areas studies courses and relevant experience.abroad
significantly influences end-of-training proficiency.
These findings suggest that even though high levels of language
competence are more difficult to achieve for students in some,.world
areas, training strategies can significantly mitigate these differences.
The data support the argument that students should have greater
opportunities for language study abroad. At the -same time, the data
suggest that universities can increase the language competence of the
FLAS Ph.D.s they train by requiring a longer period of graduate language study and more extensive undergraduate preparation.22

curie

22Respondents were also asked to rate their current level of language competence on
the same set of behavioral indicators. However, we were unable to specify a model that
adequately explains variation in either increases or attrition-of language compptence
between the end of formal study and now. The major reason for our inability to specify
such a model is most likely the lack of changes in language competence over time.
Although over one-third of the sample reported some attrition In language skills since
graduate school, these differences were not large enough to produce much variation on
ble.
the dependent
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FAcr(ms AFFEcTING COMPETENCE IN MOST PIMEICIENT
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AT CONCI.I.,:sPt4
Standardized

Item

RI.

es.S ion

Gue.

icient

World areaa
-.03
.21**
-.02

Asia
Latin Amorfta
Middle t7ast.

.01

South Asia.
Southeast Asia
USSR/Eastern Europe
Westeru Europe

.06*
.09*
,01

Academic dim:iplitto

1V

Language and literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political science
Professiowl
r'
Other

.01

-.1

.U4
-.04
vS

flow competence acquired
Learned as a child'
Self-taught
FOrmal study where language spoken,
Formal study in U.S.
Peace Corps

%

.12**
-.00
.15**

-.0Z
.05*

1

i

Proportion of vaduate.cours'ework in language study
Years of formal study
Extent of undergraduhe preparationb
Whether received Ph.D. from One of. 14 institutions
producing the most Ph.DA
2

R
N

= .25
= 1495

See f6llowing page for footnotes.
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.p6*
.20**
.09**
.02
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abroad; did them in the ,world area of graduate trail(itog (2 points eacl
Scores on this index could range from 0 to 23 poin't.. Thirty reOver half
Spoildents,received i;e1-0; tia highest score was 10-points.
(X = 6.36,, s.d.
to 6 points.
the sample (56.5 percent) scored from
3,31, median = 5.85.)
.I,

tent. of with

(

initiate prtitstration is an index,

II

1

1

-.',Significant at the .05 level.,

at the .01

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

_

This .examination of language training and rpsulting competence
levels suggests a mixed picture. FLAS Ph.D.s enter graduate school

with more language training than the ,average ,undergraduate. The,:
majority of them also have sonte priorlexperience abroad and the pr;aportion of those with first -hand exposurotnheir area of later specialization is increasing. At the same time' howev' er, undergraduate
study of Weste'rn languages. is declini even for FLAS Ph.D.s. In
addition, only about half the FLAS oup enterLd graduate school
,

7'7

with any prior language training appropriate to the region in which
they then specialized.
At the ---,,luate level, the picture is much more positive. FLAS
Ph.D.s spent a considerable time in graduate language study. Many
studied more than one language and slightly over half the sample
were able to obtain some formal language training abroad. Still, these
general findings mask significant differences in training opportunities across world areas and disciplines. For example, almost, twice as

many East Asianists as Southeast Asianists were able to study
abroad. However, there is no question that the FLAS sample as a

whole received more extensive language training than the older specialists included in,Lambert's study.
This increased training is further reflected in higher language
competence levels for the FLAS group as compared with their older
colleagues. Nevertheless, reported competence levels for such tasks as
teaching a course in the respondents' most proficient foreign language
probably ought to be higher, given their designation as language specialists. Additionally, the gap between reading and speaking skills
continues, despite an overall improvement in linguistic competence.
In sum, the data presented in this chapter suggest that significant
strides have been made in the language training of FLAS Ph.D.s, but
the need remains for more extensive undergraduate prep 'don and
more comparable training opportunities across world areas.
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Chapter 4
EXPLAINING DIFFERENCES IN EMPLOYMENT
AND SKILL UTILIZATION

Thus far, we have described the training, employment, and skill
utilization levels of FLAS Ph.D.s and indicated what factors are asso-

ciated with high and low values on each of these variables. In this
chapter, we expand our examination of FLAS employment and skill
utilization through a series of multivariate analyses that allow us to
assess the independent effects of such factors as world area, academic
discipline, Ph.D. cohort, and language competence on the employment
of FLAS Ph.D.s and on their job-related use of language and area
studies skills. For example, we know from the descriptive analysis in

Chap. 2 that nonacademic employment is highly correlated with
Ph.D. cohort, but we do not know whether that relationship persists
once we control for academic discipline and world area.
To answer such questions, we developed three models: One identi-

fies the factors that influence whether an FLAS Ph.D. is currently
employed in an academic or a nonacademic job, while the others assess the determinants of on-the-job use of language and area studies,
first among academics and then among the nonacademics in our sample. These models essentially test a number of hypotheses formulated
during our Phase I fieldwork at 25 Title VI-funded centers and, earlier, during data collection for a report prepared by Rand for the President's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies.1

FACTORS AFFECTING ACADEMIC AND
NONACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT

Our inteiviews with center faculty and their graduate students
indicated that employment patterns seem to vary by world area and
academic discipline. Given that most FLAS graduates plan to teach,
our Phase I research led us to hypothesize that Southeast Asian and
Soviet/East European specialists would be more likely to take nonacademic jobs than their counterparts with a Latin American or East
Asian focus, simply becaulse it seemed that more academic jobs are
'Berryman et al.
78
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available in the latter two areas. We assumed that the effect of other
world areas would not be significant in determining what type of job
a FLAS Ph.D. currently holds. Similarly, our Phase I findings led us
to assume that social science majors would be more likely to find academic jobs than their colleagues in the humanities, again because of
an apparent shortage of new academic jobs in the humanities. On the
other hand, we also realized that some economists and those in professional fields take nonacademic jobs because they prefer to, not because no academic ones are available, and the norms of their
discipline do not discourage such work.
A number of other factors were also believed to be important. For
example, we assumed that FLAS Ph.D.s with more undergraduate
preparation and greater language competence at the conclusion of
graduate study would be more likely to obtain academic jobs because
they could compete more effectively for them. Similarly, we expected
that those who collected dissertation materials in their region of specialization would also be more competitive in the academic labor market.
Although we had no specific information about its effect on the em-

ployment of language and area specialists, we included sex in our
model because of the continuing policy debate over sex discrimination
in higher education employment generally. Given the traditional underrepresentation of women in this sector, we assumed that it would
be more difficult for them to obtain academic employment.

Field data from our two earlier studies indicated that graduate institutions differ in the aggressiveness of their placement strategies:
Some draw upon a diverse range of employer contacts and work very
hard to place their graduates, while others primarily leave students to
their own devices. Another institutional variable that clearly affects
employment outcomes is the prestige and institutional quality of the
university from which a Ph.D. earns his or her degree. Unfortunately,
at the time we began analyzing the FLAS Ph.D. data, the most widely
accepted ratings of graduate departments were over ten years old and
therefie judged to be invalid indicators for our purposes.2 Also, we
know that most of the institutions in our sample are among the best
in the country for training language and area specialists, so variation
in quality is quite small. Consequently, the only other institutional
variable we were able to include is one that distinguishes between the
2The last comprehensive rating of graduate programs was published in 1970. See
Kenneth D. Rouse and Charles J. Andersen, A Rating of Graduate Programs, American
Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 1970. The National Research Council has
since compiled new graduate program ratings; but they were not available at the time
we conducted our. analysis.
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graduates of the fourteen institutions producing the most FLAS
Ph.D.s and graduates of the other 86 institutions in our sample.
Ph.D. cohort is the final variable that we included in our model.
Given both anecdotal evidence and the bivariate relationships between Ph.D. cohort and employment status, we expected that it would
be the most significant factor in explaining the current employment of
FLAS Ph.D.s.

Table 4.1 shows the factors found to be significant in predicting
whether or not a respondent currently holds an academic job. World
area is less important than expected, with East Asianists significantly
less likely than Western European specialists to have an academic job
and Middle Eastern specialists more likely. Otherwise, world area is

not a significant factor.' Somewhat surprisingly, we found that
humanities majors do not differ significantly from those in the social

sciences in their chances for an academic job. Rather, the only
significant differences relate to two disciplines, economics and
professional fields, where Ph.D.s have a choice about whether to
pursue an academic or a nonacademic career. In other words, the fact

that economists and professional Ph.D.s are more likely to have a
nonacademic job reflects choice, rather than necessity.

The language-related variablesextent of undergraduate preparation, language competence at conclusion of training, and whether or
not dissertation research was conducted abroadare not significant
in predicting type of job. Sex was also not significant. As expected,
however, Ph.D. cohort and whether respondents attended one of the
institutions producing most FLAS Ph.D.s were both significant in predicting whether or not they have an academic job.
Because conditional logit coefficients are difficult to interpret in
causal terms, it is useful to map their effects directly by simulating
the effect of changes in particular independent variables on the value
of the dependent variable.5 As an example, the predicted probabilities
3There are obviously other factors, particularly ones measuring personal characteristics of individual FLAS Ph.D.s that affect their type of current employment. However,
these could not be included in our model because we were unable to collect such detailed
data,

4We also ran this equation using other world areas as the referent category and
found the pattern discussed above to be generally consistent.
"The equation for estimating the predicted probability of currently having an academic job is derived from the logit equation:

Xb = log:t = bo + xibi +
P

+ 1kbk

exp(xb)

I + exp(xb)

where P = the probability of having an academic job, x = the value of an independent
varir, ble, and b = the logit coefficient.
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Table 4.1

FACTORS AFFECTING ACADEMIC VS. NONACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT

r--OLAS PH.D.s
Conditional Logit
Item
Wo:

Cuefficibitta

Areal'

Africa
Asia
Ells.
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR /Eastern Europe

-1.26
-l.48*
-.73
-1.51
-1.53
-1.39

Academic Discipline
LA111411.1140 and literature

Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political science
Professional
Other

Extent of undergrldunte preperntionc
Language competence at conclusion of study'[
Whether received Ph.D. from one of 14 institutions'
producing the most Ph.D.s
Ph.D. cohort
Whether conducted dissertation research abroad
Effectiveness of job placement assistance receied°
SPX
intercept

.30
.29

1.96
,IG
.31

-.74*
.00
.54
.01

-1.69**
.37

-.03
-.01
.57**

-.36**
.29

.21**
-.11

2.49**

Peecent correctly predicted = 78.0
N = 1220.

'71lecause the dependent veriable'in this model is a dummy(0,1)
The coefficients arc interpretvariable, logic analysis was used.
able as the increase in the logarithm of the probability of curacademic jeb attributable to a specific independent
rently having
variable, when entered in an equation with all other independent
variables.
b

area and academic discipline are dummy variables, with
Worl
Western Europe and history the referent categories.
cExtent of undergraduate preparation is a 23-point index that
combines measures of undergraduate anguage and area studies training and a respondent's relevant overseas experience before entering
It is discussed at length in Chap. 3.
graduate school.
d Language competence at conclusion of study is a 25-point index

that combines a respondent's self-ratings o.five behavioral indicaIt is also discilsed in Chap, 3.
tors of language competence.
'?Effectiveness of job placemert assistance is\a 5-point index
that measures a respondent's assessment of the asii,stance provided
by the person primarily responsible for helping the\respondent find.
Responderii- SWbo received
a job after completion of his or her Ph.D.
no help in finding a job we-e assigned a 0 on thi: index, '
"Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .01 level.

of having an academic job are listed below for a male Western
European historian with average undergraduate preparation and
language competence, average placement assistance, and after having
conducted dissertation research abroad:
Predicted
Ph.D. cohort from one
Probability
of the 14 large schools
.96
1967-70
.94
1971-73
.91
1974-76
.89
1977-79
1977-79 Ph.D. cohort from one of the
.82
86 schools producing fewer FLAS Ph.D.s . .

We can identify the impact of effective placement assistance by increasing the value of that variable from its mean sample value to 4
out of a maximum 5 points. The predicted probabilities for the same
Western European historian in the 1977-79 Ph.D. cohort would then
be 0.91 and 0.85 for one of the 14 large schools and one of the 86
smaller schools, respectively.
Several general findings emerge from this analysis. First, and perhaps most important, the probability of FLAS Ph.D.s having an academic job is still very high, even when Ph.D. cohort, type of
institution, and amount of placement assistance are set at their least
favorable values. Those FLAS recipients who want academic jobs
have a strong, probability of finding them even if they earned their
Ph.D.s recent)§, graduated from an institution producing few FLAS
Ph.D.s, and received little placement assistance. Despite a steady decline in the probability of having an academic job, then, most FLAS
Ph.D.s are still able to find such jobs.
Second, contrary to anecdotal evidence, a FLAS Ph.D.'s choice of
world area and academic discipline does not signficantly alter his or
her probabilities of obtaining an academic job. Finally, although some
personal characteristics that we were unable to measure .(e.g., personal presence, dissertation topic, etc.) may be important ir. predicting

employment outcomes, the two we did measureundergraduate
preparation and language competeticehad no significant effect on
the type of job that recipients hold. Undergraduate preparation is
likely to affect graduate school admissions and fellowship decisions,
and we are assuming that greater language competence increases onthe-job usage of language and area studies skills. But neither these
characteristics nor- what a respondent chooses to study significantly
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influences whether or not he or she obtains an acudeinic jot). Rather,
the most significant are Ph.D. cohort, a secular phenomenon /er
which respondents have little control, and the institution from which
they received their Ph.D.s. Effective placement assistance is also important and, as the predicted probabilities show, is slightly i lore important for graduates of smaller institutions than of larger ones.
These last findings have several implications for the Department of

Education and individual institutions. Certainly there is no way of

determining from our data the independent effect of FLAS funding on
the higher probability of academic employment for FLAS recipients at

the fourteen institutions receiving the bulk of FLAS fellowships.
Clearly, such other factors as .tudent self-selection, differential resource levels, perceived status, and broader placement networks help
account for this difference across types of institutions. However, our
data at least indicate that FLAS policy is consistent with outcomes

that at present maximize language and area studies usage
Our data also suggest that by improving the effectiveness of their
placement strategies, institutions can influence job placement outcomes, at least marginally. This implication is a particularly important one to consider since over one-quarter (29.8 percent) of our
s. I/31e reported receiving no job placement assistance at all.
In sum, the effect of Ph.D. cohort on employment, outcomes cannot
be denied. At the same time, those who want an a,:ademic position
still have a high probability of obtaining one and individual students,
the institutions they attend, and the Department of Education can
still exert considerable leverage over factors that partially mitigate
the secular effect of Ph.D. cohort.

LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES USAGE BY
ACADEMICS

Because language and area studies usage varies considerably for
academics and nonacademics, we developed separate models to predict

on-the-job usage for each group.' The dependent variable for the
6This is not to suggest that academic jobs are generally preferable to nonacademic
ones. We do know, however, from the discussion in Chap. 2 that academics are more
likely than nonacademics to use their language and area studies training. Hence, we
are calling academic placement a more desirable outcome only from the standpoint of
skills utilization.
7We initially attempted to specify a model that would explain usage for all FLAS
Ph.D.s, regardless of where they are employed. However, we found that the most significant factor in explaining variations in usage is whether respondents have an academic.job or not. Consequently, we decided that separate models were needed for the
two sectors.

.
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acadvaic model is at index that includes respondent ratings of
current on-the-job language usage, another measuring area studies
usage, and a respondent's average score on the questions that asked
academics whether their teaching, research, and other professional
activities focus more on their discipline or on their regional specialty.
Combining these three variable; resulted in a 15-point scale."
As with the previous equation, we assumed that world area, academic discipline, and language competence at the conclusion of study
would all affect a respondent's score. We also assumed that university
faculty would have more opportunity to use their language and area

studies training than their colleagues in four-year colleges, and in
turn that four-year-college faculty would use it more than junior college faculty. Similarly, we believed that the presence of an organized

language and area studies program in a respondent's world area
would increase usage by facilitating greater contacts among faculty
specializing in the same region and by providing such resources as
travel grants that stimulate the use of skills. Although we did not
have strong priors about the direction of its effect, we assumed that
academic rank would also influence language and area studies usage.
Table 4.2 shows the independent effect of these variables on language and area studies usage by academics. We found that world area
is not significant in explaining variations in usage. When this same
equation is run without the world area variables included, neither the
percent of explained variation nor the constant changes noticeably. In
other words, faculty of equal academic rank, teaching in the same
discipline at a similar type of institution, will have the same predicted
usage score, regardless of their world area specialization.
On the other hand, all disciplines except area studies and the other

humanities are significant in predicting usage, with faculty in all
these areas using their training less than historians do. As expected,
we found that those teaching in universities use their skills more
than those teaching in two- and four-year colleges, and those in four year colleges use them more than their colleagues in junior colleges.
The presence of an area studies program also increases the extent of
skills usage. On the other hand, academic rank is inversely correlated
with skills usage: Assistant professors use their language and area

studies training more than either associate or full professors, and
associates use it more than full professors. Although we lack systematic data on the question, we can speculate about why this rela8We used the same criterion in forming this index as we did for the indices in Chap.
3. Where responses to two or more items were assumed to be tapping a single underlying dimension (e.g., language and area studies usage), they were combined. The test
used for assessing the statistical reliability of such combinations was Cronbach's alpha,
for which we used a cut-off of 0.6.

Table 4,2

FACTORS AFFECTING LEVEL OF LANGUAGE AND
AREA STUDIES USAGE HY ACADEMICS
Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

Item

World area
Africa'
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/Eastern Europe

7.05
.04
.03

-.04
-.02
-.07
-.07

Academic discipline
Language and literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
Political science
Professional
Other

'-.08*
-.20**
-.06
-.15
-.19**
-.18**
-.12**
-.21**
-.15**
-.09**
-.14**

Type of academic institution
Academic rank
Whether institution has organized
language and area studies program
Language competence at conclusion of study
R
N

2

.08**
-.08**

.19**
.07*

= 0.25
= 860

NOTE: World area and academic discipline are dummy (0,1)
variables, with Western Europe and history the referent
categories.
*Significant at the .05
**Significant at the .01 level.
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tioship exists, Perhaps younger faculty use their skills more because
they are closer in time to their training and dissertation research,
which often requires constant. use of these skills. The pressure on untenured faculty to conduct research and publish in their field may also
help account fbr differences in usage. In addition, senior faculty may,
over time, develop new research and teaching interests that take
them farther away from their language and area studies training.
To provide a more concrete idea of how each of these factors affects
a respondent's skill usage, we can calculate predicted scores for different types of academics. Listed below are examples of predicted scores
on the 15-point index of language and area studies usage Tor various
types. of academics, and assuming average language competence at
conclusion of study:9

Predicted Usage
Score u°

Historian, assistant professor at a university with
a language and area studies program
Historian, assistant professor at a university
without a program
Historian, professor at a university with a program
Historian, professor at a university without a
program
Historian, professor at a four-year college without
a program
Linguist, assistant professor at a university with
a program
Linguist, professor at a four-year college without
program
Economist, professor at a four-year college without a program
Sociologist, professor at a junior college without
a program
Professional field, professor at a university with
a program

12.80
11.64
12.19
11.04

10.43
10.03
7.67

6.89
6.41

7.74

This multivariate analysis and the predicted scores derived from it
illustrate, once again, the critical relationship between academic discipline and international studies. Just as discipline shapes training
patterns, it also influences how much academics then use that training. Not only do FLAS Ph.D.s in disciplines such as history receive
more language and area studies training than those in economics and
9These scores are based on the same equation as shown in Table 4,2, but with world
area deleted. Thus, with only one dummy variable in the equation, the constant represents the predicted score for historians, controlling for all other variables.
Inhe actual mean score for the entire sample is 11.07.
I
N.1

.*
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80601(114Y, but, once they start teaching, they use
n1011.. 'MPH(' (1111.19141(TH reflect, varying incentive structures that de-

not only \Aid) professional activities are rewarded by disciplinary colleague., but also what opportunities a faculty member has
to teach specific courses or to work on certain types of research,
and diSadV1111)iir analysis also points to the relative
Loges of language and area specialists teaching in a broad range of
institutions. As we mentioned in Chap, 2, because FLAS Ph.D.s are
now widely dispersed in all types of colleges and universities, a more
diverse group of students currently has the opportunity to take international studies coueses. The expectation, then, is that this dispersion
of FLAS Ph.D.s will contribute to a botterinfortned and more cosmopolitan citizenry. On the other hand, our analysis indicates that
academics teaching in two- and four-year colleges use theitt training
less than those in universities, If not using this training leads to significant skill attrition, then there is some cost attached to the dispersion of FLAS Ph.D.s,
At the same time, we also Ibund that regardless of the type of institution, the presence of an organized language and area studies program on a campus contributes to greater skill usage by academics.

tV111

This finding suggests that skill attrition need not occur, even in
smaller or lower status colleges, if strong institutional support exists
for language and area studies.

LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES USAGE BY
NONACADEMICS
In identifying the factors affecting language and area studies usage
among nonacademics," we assumed that the world area, academic
discipline, and language competence at the conclusion of study would
help explain skills usage for this group much as they do for academics.

We also assumed that just as the type of institution that academics
teach in is important in predicting their usage levels, type of
employer would also be important for nonacademics. In addition, from

the bivariate relationship discussed in Chap. 2, we knew that FLAS
Ph.D.s in business use their language and area studies training less
than those working in either government or nonprofit organizations.

We expected that this relationship would persist even after we
controlled for the effect of other factors. Finally, we included a
11The dependent variable in the nonacademic model is a 10-point index based on the

same respondent ratings of on-the-job language and area studies usage used in the
academic model.
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variable that indicates whether n respondent's current, job requires
any type of loreign language skills. Although we expected that. this
would he It very good predictor or usage, there was 501110 prior
evidence to suggest that it Wright. not he. James Ruchti, in his paper
for tIll' ['resident's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies, noted that, except. for those with a Russian or
Slavic specialization, only one out of every three area specialists
employed by die federal government is currently using his or her
training. The proportion of Soviet specialists using their skills in the
study cited by Ruchti is one out of two; for African specialists, it is
only one out of six."
As Table 4.3 indicate:4. almost all the explained variation in language and area studies usage by nonacademics is accounted for by
whether or not a job requires foreign language skills. This finding
suggests several things. First, at least for FLAS Ph.D.s, being able to
find a job that requires language skills is likely to translate into actual on-the-job usage of these skills. HAAS Ph.D.s in such jobs, then, are

fortunate: Unlike some of their colleagues, particularly those in government, language requirements are more then pro forma for them

In this sense, FLAS Ph.D.s may differ from a large majority of
nonacademic area specialists who (as Ruchti's data indicate) hold jobs
with language requirements, but who do not then have the opportu-

nity actually to use these skills.
As with academic usage, world area is not significant in explaining
variation among nonacademics. Unlike the academic model, however,
neither academic discipline nor language competence 'at the conclusion of study is significant for nonacademics.
Although less important than the presence of language requirements, type o0employer is also significant in explaining skills usage
among nonacademics. FLAS Ph,D.s employed by government at all
levels-and by nonprofit orga nations like foundations and in' 'naI2James R. Ruchti, "The U.S. overnment Employment of Foreign Area and International Studies Specialists," P esident's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies: Background apers and Studies, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., November 1 79, p. 190.
I,n its report for the Presiden 's-Commission on Foreign Language and International
Studies, Rand identified a major factor that explains this skill underutilization by the
federal government. Career incentives, particularly in the Departments of State and
Defense, encourage generalists at the expense of specialists, thus discouraging longterm area assignments and career commitment AO, one particular'world area and its
languages. These agencies generally do not grant their highest career rewards to people
who are typed as language or area specialists. Hence, many people who hold jobs in the
federal government that require foreign language skills as a condition of their being
hired may actually use these skills only at the beginning of their careers and then have
little need for them as they move up the career ladder in their respective agencies.
Berryman et al., p. x.v.
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Table 4.3
FACTORS AFFECTING LEVEL OF LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES
USAGE BY NONACADEMICS
Standardized
Regression

Item

Coefficit

World Area
Africa
East Asia
Latin America
Middle East
South Asia
Southeast Asia
USSR/Eastern Europe

-.31
-.42
-.42
-.31
-.35
-.22
-.39

Academic Discipline
Language and literature
Linguistics
Other humanities
Area studies
Anthropology
Economics
Geography
Sociology
' Political science
Professional
Other

-.02
-.06
.00
.03

-.02
.03

-.02
.09
.01

.

-.02
-.04

Whether employed by
government or a nonprofft organizations
Language competence at conclusion of study
Whether current job requires any foreign language skills
R
N

2

.10*
-.08

= .62
= 232

World area and academic discipline are dummy (0,1) variables
NOTE:
with Western Europe and history the referent categories.
a

This is a dummy variakle, with those employed by either government
or a nonprofit organization assigned a value of 1 and those working for
profit-mak-Prig organizations, a value of O.
*Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .01 level.
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tional agencies use their language and area studies skills more than
those working for profit-making organizations. This difference may be
due to several factors. First, businesses are more likely to value skills
like managerial and financial expertise over language and area studies training.I3 Second, responses to open-ended questions and
respondents' use of the "other" employment category indicate that the
proportion of FLAS Ph.D.s employed in jobs peripheral to their
graduate training is higher in the profit-making sector than in the
nonprofit sector. Consequently, the effect we are observing is due both
to business's lower demand for such skills and the fact that those
FLAS Ph.D.s who cannot find jobs relevant to their training are more
likely to be working in the private sector.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite variations in the factors that explain type of employment
and skills utilization, one common theme emerges from the analyses
presented in this chapter. Individual FLAS Ph.D.s, the institutions at
which they train and then work, and the Department of Education all
have considerable influence over employment and utilization outcomes. The secular effect of Ph.D. cohort on employment, and the
consequent effect on skills usage of not teaching at a university, are
real and should not be dismissed. However, student decisions about
which school to attend, ED decisions about whom to fund, and institutional decisions about placement strategies and program support have
the potential to shape employment and utilization outcomes and to
mitigate the impact of these other secular forces. In addition, the effect of world area and academic discipline on employment outcomes is
much less than most observers assume. Consequently, students interested in international studies need not feel unduly constrained by the
job market in their world area and disciplinary choices. In sum, our
data indicate that those involved in training and employing FLAS
Ph.D.s have greater,. control over eventual outcomes than they may
have assumed.
°Berryman et al., pp. xii-xiii.
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Chapter 5
A PROFILE OF NON-PH.D. FLAS
RECIPIENTS

Although the majority of FLAS fellowships are awarded to students
expecting to earn a Ph.D., many recipients leave graduate school before completing their doctorate. Almost half these non-Ph.D.s never
use their foreign language or area studies expertise in their current
jobs, but about a quarter of them use it all the time.
This finding suggests that ensuring a maximum payoff from FLAS
fellowship funds requires more than simply targeting such support to
those students most likely to complete their doctoral studies. In fact,

to the extent that the FLAS program wishes to encourage diverse
applications of language and area studies skills, non-Ph.D.s who regularly use their training need to be supported and encouraged.- At the
same time, the proportion of Ph.D.s who frequently use their training
is significantly higher than it is for non-Ph.D.s, regardless of the sector in which they are employed. Therefore, if the FLAS program is to
maximize its investment, it needs to target its funds on two different
groups: those students who are most likely to earn a Ph.D. and those
who choose not to earn one, but who eventually find employment that

utilizes their language and area studies training.
Unfortunately, as this chapter indicates, identifying these two
groups with any precision is very difficult. Based on those variables
which can be measured by a survey, we found that non-Ph.D. FLAS
recipients differ very little in their preparation and training from
Ph.D. fellowship recipients, and non-Ph.D.s who currently use their
skills differ little from peers who never use such skills. However, it
appears that as a group, non-Ph.D.s have less commitment to a language and area studies specialization, at least as represented by a
Ph.D. Most entered graduate school planning to earn a Ph.D., but
today few expect to do so. Similarly, the majority began graduate
training either with no specific career objective or with plans to teach,
yet only about a quarter of the non-Ph.D. sample are actually teaching now. Although there are marginal differences in the quality of
FLAS Ph.D.s and non-Ph.D.s, their receipt of a merit-based FLAS
fellowship- indicates that quality is probably not a critical factor in
distinguishing between the two groups. Rather, our data-indicate that
non-Ph.D.s were less committed to an advanced degree and hence
were more influenced by what they judged to be an unfavorable job
91
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market for Ph.D.s. Consequently, these students changed their career

plans, and most now work in jobs unrelated to the training their
FLAS grant supported.

At the same time, about a quarter of the non-Ph.D. respondents
who are not employed in academic institutions report using their language or area studies expertise all the time in their current jobs. Although they receved basically the same amount and type of training
as peers who left the field, they were still able to find jobs that de.
mand relevant language and area studies skills. Given that more and
more specialists (even those v, ith Ph.D.$) must now seek employment

outside academia, these frequent users are an important group to
study. If FLAS fellowship policy and the various training institutions

are to maximize the number of available specialists who can actually

use their language and area studies expertise, they need to know

what personal or job-related attributes distinguish high users of international studies skills from low users, and how those attributes might
best be supported during the training process. As part of the profile of
non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients, this chapter explores that issue. The
chapter's main purpose, however, is to compare non-Ph.D.s with their
Ph.D. counterparts on undergraduate preparation, graduate coursework, language training and competence, employment pattarns,
and skill utilization.'

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF NON-PH.D. FLAS
RECIPIENTS

One of the most striking differences between non-Ph.D. FLAS

recipients and their Ph.D. counterparts is the proportion of women in
the two groups. Women constitute less than 25 percent of the Ph.D.
sample, but about 40 percent of the non-Ph.D. sample (Table 5.1).2 We
cannot explain with certainty why this discrepancy exists, but several
findings suggest that a traditional reason for women dropping out of

graduate schoolmarital or parenting responsibilitiesis not a

primary one for this sample and that the proportion of women earning
advanced degrees is increasing over time. Only 7.9 percent of the

sample cited marital or parenting responsibilities as their primary
'Because of resource and time constraints, the analysis of non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients is less detailed and complex than that of the Ph.D.s. Hence, only one chapter is
devoted to non-Ph.D.s and only descriptive statistics are presented. This less comprehensive analysis of non-Ph.D.s is a function of the research design discussed in Chap. 1
and in no way reflect their importance to foreign language and area studies.
2The incidence of women in the non-Ph.D. sample is about what it is in the entire
population of FLAS recipients (35.8 percent).
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Table 5.1
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF

NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS
(N = 537)

Characteristic
Sex--

59.9

Male
Female

40.1

Racial/ethnic group
White/Caucasian
Minority group
Black
Hispanic
Asian
No report

92.1
5.3
1.7
0.3

3.3
2.7

Age in 1982
Under 35

36.1
30.5
20.9
7.3

35-39

40-44
45-49
50-54
55 or over
No report
Median age (years)

1.9

1.3
1.3
36.2

M.A. Cohort
Pre-1970
1970-1974
1975-1982
No M.A.

30.9
28.3
30.5
10.4

As discussed in Chap. 1, the
NOTE:
non-Ph.D. sample was weighted to correct for the oversampling of smaller
institutions and our inability to track
an equal proportion of respondents from
each fellowship cohort. To avoid any
biased estimates that might result
from at artificially large weighted
number of cases, all weights were
divided by a constant so that the
weighted number of cases corresponds
to the actual sample size. All the
analyses reported in this chapter are
based on this weighted'sample.
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reason for not earning a Ph.D., and women were no more likely to
give this reason than men. In addition, the proportion of women in the
most recent M.A. cohort (44.5 percent) is significantly higher than it
is for the earlier two (37 percent). Finally,.a fifth of the women in the
non-Ph.D. sample are now full-time doctoral students, as compared
with only 13.6 percent of the men. This finding is consistent with the
increased proportion of women in each successive Ph.D. cohort
(discussed in Chap. 2). Women still constitute less than a majority of
fellows'_ recipients and of those with M.A. and Ph.D. degrees, but
over time, the gap between men and women with advanced degrees in
language and area studies is closing.
Table 5.2 shows the distribution of non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients by
world area, acad3mic discipline, and M.A. cohort. Area studies constitutes the largest single category of M.A. majors across all world areas

except for the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. As with the Ph.D.
sample, over half of those with a Soviet specialization majored in the
humanities, primarily in language and literature. This distribution
has potentially serious implications for the U.S. government's growing need for Soviet specialists trained in the analysis of Soviet society,
its economy, and particularly, Soviet foreign policy.3 (This apparent
mismatch between training and national need is discussed in Chap.
6.)

Although 10 percent left graduate school before completing even
their Masters' studies (Table 5.1), almost a fifth of the sample earned
more than one M.A. Over half (58.8 percent) of these additional degrees are in the professions or economics. When these second degrees
are combined with those M.A.s earned singly, we find that 20 percent
of tht-3 sample have at least one advanced degree in economics or the
professions. Lawyers and librarians each constitute about 4 percent of
the sample, and M.B.A.s and economists each represent approximately 2 percent.
Non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients obtained their Masters' degrees at 83
different institutions, but the majority of these (61.7 percent) were
earned at the same 14 institutions that produced the bulk of FLAS
Ph.D.s. However, several other institutions (e.g., the Universities of
Hawaii, Pennsylvania, and Texas) produced as many FLAS M.A.s as
some of the "Big 14" institutions.
When they entered graduate school, 68.5 percent of the sample expected to earn a Ph.D. At the time of our survey, however, only 33.7
3The need for more specialists to assist in government analysis of Soviet policy has
received considerable attention in the popular press recently. For example, see Robert
B. Cullen, "Wanted: Soviet Scholars," Newsweek, October 25, 1982, p. 129, and Anne C.
Roark, "Sovietology: Some Signs of Revival," Los Angeles Times, December 15, 1982,
Pt. I, p. 1.
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Table 5.2

,

NON -PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS BY WORLD AREA, ACADEMIC
DISCIPLINE. .tND M.A. COHORT
Total,
All
Fields

Discipline &-d Cohort

(N -463)

Academic disciplines
11.0%
History
24.9
Humanities
38.0
Area studies
5.7
Anthropology and sociology
Political science
9.5
Professional and economics° 8.4
2 6
Otherd
M.A. cohort
Pre-1970
1970-1974
1975-1982
NOTE:

34.5
31.8
33.6

East

Africa

Asia

(N -41)

(N110)

12.1%
21.7
27.5
13.5

14.5%
16.9
49.7
1.7

6.7

10.3

18.6
0.0

4.7
2.3

20.0
48 7
31.3

39.0
25.7

35.3

South/
Southeast
Asia

USSR/
Eastern
Europe

Latin
America

Middle
East

(N50)

(N -85)

(N -71)

11.0%
24.0
30.3
7.6
5.4
14.4
7.3

11.5%
9.7
48.6
3.1
11.6
13.7
1.8

4.2%
14.1
45.1
16.9
12.7
1.4
5.6

11.3%
54.2
19.8
0.4
7.8
5.7
0.7

32.6
' .4
32.0

39.9
32.5
27.6

25.7

24.7
49.6

38.2
34.1

(N -106)

27.7

Table includes only respondents who earned M.A. decrees.

a

Because of the small sample size, several academic disciplines were combined to. allow
meaningful comparisons.

bIncludes language and literature, Unguistics, religion, and philosophy. About 80
prcent of the respondents in this category are language and literature majors.
c

Includes business administration, agricultural economics, library science, and edu-

cation.

d

Includes general social scieas, archaeology, and miscellaneous fields not categorized by respondents.
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percent still expected to do so. In other words, more than a third of the

sample changed their educational plans after entering graduate
school. In addition, over a quarter of those still expecting to earn a
Ph.D. now pia:. to do so in a different discipline from their M.A. Respc,nses to open-ended questions indicate that about half 'f these stuhealth, agricultural
dents changed to professional fields (e.g.,
economics, clinical psychology, environmental planning).
Two-thirds of thccr; trot planning to earn a Ph.D. listed either "career interests that did not require a Ph.D." (35.9 percent) or "employ-

ment ;-,rospects seemed limited or uncertain for Ph D.s" as the
primary reasons for their decision not to continue for a more advanced
degree.; money problems were cited by only 5 percent. Most of those
who entered graduate school planning to earn a Ph.D. and who then
ch:Inged their minds did so after earning an M.A. However, almost a
quarter of the group (23.7 percent) left graduate school after completing all required coursework for a Ph.D., thus making a considerable
investment before shifting to other pursuits.

UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING
About 60 percent of the non-Ph.D. sample majored in either history
or the humanities as undergraduates. Over two-thirds of them took at
least three area courses on some region of the world as part of their
undergraduate training and about half the sample took three or more
courses on the region in which they would later specialize. There is
some difference in the amount of relevant preparation that each M.A.
cohort received, with a significantly greater proportion of respondents
in the two latest ones taking area studies courses on any world area
and on their region of later specialization.
Eighty percent of the sample studied at least one Western language
as undergraduates, and 28 percent a non-Western language. Over half
the sample studied at least one language relevant to their later world
area specialization. This undergraduate language preparation ranged
from over 60 percent of the Soviet/East European specialists studying
a relevant language to 24.5 percent of the South and Southeast Asian
specialists. The proportion of non-Ph.D.s having some exposure to lan-

guage and area studies as undergraduates is very similar to that of
FLAS Ph.D.s. However, the Ph.D.s, on average, had significantly
more years of undergraduate language training, with approximately
a half year more of Western language study and, for those who studied non-Westera languages, about a full year more.
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Although non-Ph.D.s had less formal preparation than FLAS
Ph.D.s, the proportion with informal exposure to other cultures is
about the same for the two groups. Table 5.3 indicates that, like FLAS
Ph.D.s, a majority of non-Ph.D. fellowship recipients entered graduate
school with some first-hand experience abroad, 'and most who were

able to travel outside the United States visited the region in which
they would later specialize. Although there are few differences across
academic disciplines in the proportion of respondents with first-hand
experience abroad, there are some differences across world areas.
Latin Americanists have significantly more travel and work experience abroad than those in other world areas, and Africanists enrolled
in the Peace Corps in far greater numbers. In addition, each succeeding M.A. cohort has been able to travel, study, and work abroad in
greater proportions than the preceding one.
Table 5.3
PERCENT OF ALL RESPONDENTS REPORTING ANY PRIOR EXPERIENCE
ABROAD AND PERCENT OF THOSE WITH EXPERIENCE ABROAD
IN WORLD AREA OF M.A. TRAINING
(In percent)

Experience
Collegiate study
Summer travel
or residence
Work
Peace Corps service
Military service
At least one type of
experience abroad

Percent of Those
Having Experience
Abroad Who Had it
in World Area of
M.A. Training

N

Percent of All
Respondents Reporting
Experience Abroad
Anywhere in the World

471

34.6

59.9

480
439
422
418

52.1
20.7
10.6
10.3

61.4
80.3
93.1
42.0

537

69.9

49.5

The undergraduate grade point average (GPA) for the non-Ph.D.
sample is 3.4 with 37 percent earning an A (3.7) or above. According
to this one indicator of student quality, then, non-Ph.D.s are comparable to those FLAS recipients who would later earn Ph.D.s.4 In sum,
FLAS recipients strongly jemble their Ph.D.
4However, there are some significant differences in undergraduate performance
among the non-Ph.D.s themselves. Those who entered graduate school planning to earn
a Ph.D. had significantly higher GPAs than those wh)1 only planned teearn an M.A.

similarly, those who" now plan to earn a Ph.D. had significantly higher GPAs than
those who have since decided not to pursue a doctorate.
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counterparts in undergraduate training and performance, and for the
most part, the two groups entered graduate school equally prepared.

GRADUATE TRAINING
Non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients were motivated to specialize in a particular world area for much the same reasons as those who earned a
doctorate. Although intellectual interest was the primary factor for
alinost half the sample, over a quarter were motivated by their personal experience in the area (e.g., travel, the Peace Corps). As it was
for FLAS Ph.D.s, the Peace Corps served as a powerful force in motivating advanced language and area studies training. Almost 70 percent of non-Ph.D. FLASgrecipients who served in the Peace Corps
listed that experience as the primary reason for their entering graduate language and area studies.
Table 5.4
INITIAL MOTIVATION FOR WORLD AREA SPECIALIZATION

OF NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS
(N = 533)

Intellectual interest or curiosity
An undergraduate course or teacher
Travel experience
Peace Corps service in the area
Native (or family's native) country/region
Family lived in the area
Missionary/religious work abroad
Military service in the. area
Research in the area
Contact in U.S. with area nationals
Other

41.3%
17.4
10.3
6.5
6.2
3.2
2.6

2.4
2.4
2.1

5.4

On average, non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients spent almost five years officially enrolled in graduate school:When this average is disaggregated

by the milestones that students face in their training, we find that
non-Ph.D.s spent considerable time meeting these various require. For example, it took them an average 4.5 years to complete all
requirements for a Master's degree, 6.1-T,elits to complete all Ph.D.
coursework, and a total of 7.2 years to reach the point of collecting
data or materials for a Ph.D. dissertation. Since most FLAS

448.

were able to complete their studies after having been enrolled in grad-

uate school for only an average of 5.7 years, it appears that the
amount of time officially enrolled in graduate school is an important
factor distinguishing Ph.D.s from non-Ph.D.s. Non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients took longer progressing toward their degrees, and that extra time
may itself have eventually become an obstacle prompting them to adjust their training plans.

Graduate Financial Aid
On average, non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients received about two years of

support from the Title VI program, significantly less than the 2.5
years received by the Ph.D. sample.5 Respondents also ,received, en
average, an additional 1.3 years of financial aid from one or two other
sources.6 The most common ones were internal university fellowship
funds, received by about 25 percent of all respondents,--and NDEA
Title IV fellowships, awarded to approximately one-fifth of those in
the three earliest M.A. cohorts.' About half the sample supported part
of their training with their own savings or nontraining-related work.
Approximately one-third worked as teaching assistants, and a quarter
as research assistants.

Twenty-five percent of the non-Ph.D. sample reported that the

availability of certain types Of financial support affected their choice
of a world area or specific Country for study. For example, respondents
reported selecting Middle Eastern instead of African studies because
more support was available for the former. Others reported selecting
one country over another within the same region (e.g., Indonesia instead of Thailand) because financial aid was available for the study of
one, but not for the other. For most respondents, however, the avail5There were no significant differences in length of FLAS support across world area,
academic discipline, or M.A. cohorts.
6In comparing across world areas, we find that only Latin American and East Asian
specialists show any significant differences in the total years of financial aid received.

On average, Latin American specialists received support for the shortest period (2.8
years) and East Asianistp for the longest period of all world areas (3.7 years). Differences across academic disciplines are owe distinct, however:21mile in economics and
the professions received aid for an aveliige of only 2.5 years; WCisFin area studies and
'7the humanities for about 3.5 years; and anthropologists arid sociologists for an average
4.6 years. Other differences among disciplines were not significant. Non-Ph.D. respondents in the most recent M.A. cohort received financial support for a signifidantly longer period (3.7 years) than those in the earliest cohort (3.2 years).
7The NDEA Title IV program was last funded in 1971, so those who received their
_ M.A.s after 1974 were unlikely to have been in graduate school prior to 1971 and, thus,
eligible finliCich-a fellowship.

ability of financial support was not a critical factor in their decisions
about graduate training.

Graduate Coursework
With one notable exception, non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients resemble
their Ph.D. counterparts in the proportion of time spent in various
types of coursework and in the dist bution of that coursework across
world areas and academic disciplines. That exception is the proportion

of coursework devoted to language acquisition: Non-Ph.D.s in all
world areas and disciplines spent a significantly greater proportion of

their coursework in language study than Ph.D.s in the same world
area or discipline. However, given that non-Ph.D.s engaged in fewer
total years of language study than FLAS Ph.D.s, this difference is
probably due to the concentration of language study at the beginning
of graduate school and to the fact that non-Ph.D.s average these initial language courses over a smaller total number of courses. (Figures
5.1 and 5.2 compare, by world area and discipline, the proportion of
non-Ph.D. graduate coursework spent in language acquisition.)
In comparing academic disciplines according to the proportion of
graduate coursework devoted to world area courses within a respondent's own major, we find that history and area studies majors spent
almost half their time (46 and 44 percent, respectively) on such
courses; humanities majors a third of their time; and professional/
economics and anthropology/sociology majors, a fifth of their time.
This measure of the centrality of area studies to various disciplines is
similar for both Ph.D.s and non-Ph.D.s.
About half the non-Ph.D. sample took at least some area studies
courses outside their academic majors. Middle Eastern specialists
spent the greatest proportion of time in such courses (17.2 percent)
and East Asian specialists the least (11.9 percent). Those majoring in
economics or a professional field were the most interdisciplinary in
their training, spending a significantly greater proportion of their
time taking area courses outside their academic major than respondents in all other disciplines (23.7 percent as compared with a 13.9
percent average for the entire sample). Even at the M.A. level, then,
language and area studies training is not very interdiscliplinary in its
approach.

As with the Ph.D. sample, only about a quarter of the non-Ph.D.s
took any policy analysis, statistics, or computer science courses, and
for those who did, only about 11 percent of their coursework was devoted to such subjects. The relatively low priority accorded to these
applied subjects has remained fairly constant over time, with no significant differences across cohorts in the proportion of coursework de-
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voted to them. In sum, non-Ph.D. fellowship recipients closely resemCble FLAS Ph.D.s in how they allocated their graduate training. Like
those who chose to earn a doctorate, the non-Ph.D.s spent little time

in interdisciplinary, study and in taking applied courses. Furthermore, the amount of time devoted to area studies courses depended on ,

their choice of an academic discipline and its amenability to area
studies.

GRADUATE LANGUAGE TRAINING AND
LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE

Language Training
The most striking fact about the language training of FLAS nonPh.D.s is the extent to which it differs in length and breadth from that
of FLAS Ph.D.s. Non-Ph.D.s studied significantly fewer languages
relevant to their world area specializations, and for a shorter period
than their Ph.D.. counterparts; still, they spent. considerable time in
language study. On average, they studied 1.87 relevant languages for
a total of 5.75 years. Soviet/East European specialists studied significantly more languages. (2.34) than students in all other world areas,
'with East Asianists studying the fewest languages (1.56). However,
East Asianists, together with Soviet and Latin American specialists,
spent more time in language study than those in all other world areas.
African specialists spent the least amount of time (3.64 years),in rele- .
vant language study. As with the FLAS Ph.D.s, ymanities majors

spent more time in language training than those in all other- disciplines (an average 7.89 years as compared with a low of 4.34 years f§t;
anthropology and sociology majcirs). Humanities majois also studied
significantly more languages than non-Ph.D.s in other discipline,s.,

Like the Ph.D.s, about one percent of the non- Ph.D,s reported
studying no foreign languages. However, only 58.3 percent of the nonPh.D.s studied, two or more languages, a significantly lower propor-

tion than the 63.9 percent of FLAS Ph.D.s who can be classified as
multilingual. In addition, a slightly lower proportion of non-Ph.D.s
was able to obtain language training in a country where the language
is spoken.

As Tables 5.5 and 5.6 in 'cate, the ways in which non-Ph.D.s obtained their language trai 'ng, and the instructional techniques used
in teaching thein, are qu e similar to those for Ph.D.s (Tables 316 and
3.7). Differences across orld areas essentially reflect varying opportunities for different pes of training, particularly study abroad.
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There is little variation in the distribution of training methods and
instructional techniques across M.A. cohorts, suggesting that, as with
the Ph.D.s, non-Ph.D.s have received basically the same type of language instruction over the past fifteen years.
Again, like FLAS Ph.D.s, non-Ph.D.s assessed their language training quite favorably. Fully 71 percent of the sample felt that they had
taken "about the right amount" of language courses, and close to 60
Table 5.5
PERCENT OF NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS WHOSE
GRADUATE LANGUAGE TRAINING INCLUDED
VARIOUS INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES
N

Technique

Grammar instruction
Practice in translation
Opportunities to use the language
Familiarization with different
language usage styles
Time in a language laboratory
Oral-aural drill
Computer-assisted instruction

%

523
523
519

94.5
94.5
90.0

513

83.0

5:11

78.5
77.7
11.0

521
499

Table 5.6
PERCENT- OF NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS ACQUIRING
LANGUAGE COMPETENCE BY VARIOUS METHODS

World Area

N

Learned
as Child

SelfTaught

52
Africa
131
East Asia
60
Latin America
93
Middle East
South/Southeast Asia 79
USSR/Eastern Europe 114

2.4
7.0
8.2
9.5
4.2
6.6

28.8
21.0
40.5
28.9
22.2
22.6'

529

6.5

26.1

.Total

Formal Study
Where Language Spcken

Formal
Study
in U.S.

38.5
39.8

98.0
98.2
94.1
98.7
96.5
97.2

49.7

97.4

31.7
62.7

53.4
58.7

Peace
Corps

23.0
1.5

6.2
14.3
14.3
0.0
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percent rated the quality of their language courses as either a 4 or a
5 on a 5-point scale. However, their assessments differ sharply among
instructional techniques, and indicate the type of language training
they found most useful. For example, 60 percent of those who studied
abroad found such training very effective, but only one-third rated
oral/aural drill, grammar instruction, and opportunities to use the
language very effective. Classroom time (22.9 percent), familiarization with different styles of language usage (16.6 percent), and language lab time (11.9 percent) received even fewer "very effective"
ratings.

Linguistic Competence
Consistent with their having engaged in fewer years of language
study, non-Ph.D.s rated linguistic competence in their most proficient
foreign language (MPFL) significantly lower at the end of training
than FLAS Ph.D.s did. According to self-ratings on six behaviorally
oriented measures, non-Ph.D.s also show significant attrition in language skills over time (Table 5.7). As we will see in the next section,
this attrition is not surprising, given the relatively low utilization of
language skills in their current jobs. Nevertheless, the skill attrition
of non-Ph.D.s contrasts sharply with that of FLAS Ph.D.s, who report
increased linguistic competence over time.
Within the non-Ph:D. group, patterns in MPFL competence across
world areas, academic disciplines, and M.A. cohorts are very similar
to what they are for Ph.D.s. Over 90 percent of the East Asian and
Latin American specialists reported an indigenous language as their
MPFL. Proportions were considerably lower for the other world areas,
with only 82.5 percent of the Soviet specialists, 70.5 percent of the
South and Southeast Asian, and 64.5 percent of the Middle Eastern
specialists reporting an indigenous language as their MPFL. Africanists had the lowest proportion of specialists with indigenous language
competence, 28.6 percent reported such skill with an additional 46.9
percent listing French as their MPFL.
There were no differences across cohorts in MPFL competence at
the end of training. On four out of six items, the most recent cohort

rated their current competence higher than the earliest cohort did;
however, this merely reflects a shorter period since the end of training. Consistent differences in linguistic competence appear across
world areas: Latin American, East Asian, and Soviet specialists report higher average competence than those in other world areas, with
Latin American specialists having the highest average competence,
and Middle Eastern and African specialists the lowest on most items.
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Table 5.7
MEAN RATINGS OF MOST PROFICIENT LANGUAGE COMPETENCE BY

NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS AFTER TRAINING AND Now
How Competent
Are You to:

Teach a course in your
academic discipline
Conduct fieldwork research
using the spoken language
In face to face conversation,
understand a native speaker
who is speaking slowly and
carefully
Give simple biographical
information about yourself
State and support with
examples and reasons a
position on a controversial
topic

Describe the role played by
Congress in the U.S.
government system

N

After
Training

411

2.84

2.74

-1.71

411

3.49

3.26

-3.33*

412

4.20

3.84

-5.80*

412

4.49

4.02

-8.03*

412

3.13

2.9

-3.34*

412

2.99

2.81

-2.87*

Now

t-value

*t-test for differences between correlated pairs of
means, significant at p <'.001, two-tailed.

Differences across academic disciplines are less marked. On nine out

of twelve items, there are no significant differences; on the other
three, those in the humanities report the greatest level of competence.
In sum, non-Ph.D.s received essentially the same type of language
training as FLAS Ph.D.s in si6ilar world areas and academic disci-

plines. However, they studied fewer relevant languages and for a
shorter period, a difference that is subsequently reflected in their significantly lower levels of lingulstic competence.

CAREER PATTERNS AND SKILL UTILIZATION

Employment Status and Salary
Two very clear findings emer\ e from an examination of non-Ph.D.
employment. First, as would be expected, about three quarters (74.3

%.

percent) of the sample hold nonaca ornic jobs (whereas 75 percent of
FLAS Ph.D., have academic jobs). A second, and perhaps more surprising, finding is that a large majority (68.2 percent) of non-Ph.D.s
who are employed full-time work outside their field of graduate study.
Nevertheless, they work in a wide variety of occupations and find
these jobs satisfying, despite the lack of opportunity to use their graduate training.
Table 5.8 summarizes the employment status of non-Ph.D. FLAS

recipients. Consistent with this group's longer tenure in graduate
school, almost a fifth of those who received FLAS fellowships in the
1970s are still full-time students."

Men and women in the non-Ph.D. sample differ significantly in
their employment patterns. Women are almost four times as likely to
be employed part-time as men (11.7 percent versus 3.0 percent). Those
women who do work full-time earn considerably less than men with
full-time employment (Table 5.9). In addition, a quarter of the men
employed full-time work in their field of graduate study, while only
15.1 pei,:ent of the women do.
Table 5.8
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF NON -PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS
AS OF OCTOBER 1, 1982
(N = 525)
Status

Employed full-time
In field of graduate study
In field other than field of graduate study
Employed part-time
Not employed
Saeking employment
Not seeking employment
Retired
Full-time Ph.D. student
Full-time student, not earning a Ph.D
Other

66.5
21.1
45.4
6.5
23.0
3.3
1.5

0.7
16.2
1.3

4.0

8The unemployment rate for non-Ph.D.s is only slightly lower than that for FLAS
Ph.D.s (although the difference is statistically significant). It is also likely that the rate
for non-Ph.D.s is artificially depressed because a larger proportion of recent fellowship

recipientsthose most likely to have trouble finding jobsare still full-time students
and thus are not counted in the pool of people seeking employment.
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Table 5.9
MEDIAN 1982-83 ANNUAL SAL kRY OF NON-PH.D.
FLAS RECIPIENTS EMPLOYED FULL-TIME BY SEX,
M.A. COHORT, AND TYPE OF EMPLOYER
(In $ thousand)

Item

SON
Ndle
Female
M.A. Cohort
Pre-1970
1970-1974
1975-1982
Employer
Academic
College and University
Elementary /Secondary
Nonacademic
Business/industry
Government
Nonprofit organization

Salary

$30.0
24.0

32.1
28.0
23.0

20.0
22.4
30.0
34.=4

22.1

Sex, however, is not the only dimension along which employment
patterns vary. Whether or not a non-Ph.D. is working outside his or
her graduate field also varies by world area and academic discipline.
Latin American and East Asian specialists are the least likely to
work outside their field, although even in these world areas, a majority of those employed full-time do (63 and 57 percent, respectively).
Soviet/East European and African specialists are the most likely to
work outside their field of graduate study, with three quarters of
those employed full-time doing so. Major differences also exist across
academic disciplines. Fully 80 percent of the non-Ph.D. historians who
are currently employed full-time work outside their field of graduate
study. This compares with just over half the political scientists, economists, and professionals who work outside their training fields; other
disciplines fall between these two extremes. Despite differenceiacross
world areas and academic disciplines, this pattern is quite consistent
across M.A. cohorts: The proportion of people working outside their

field of graduate study is not significantly different in the most recent
cohort as compared with the previous two.
There are probably two reasons why the link between training and
employment is so weak for non-Ph.D.s. First, many entered graduate
school with only vague career plans. Those currently employed in the
private sector seem to have been the least certain of career intentions;
62 percent of them entered graduate school either expecting to teach
or with no specific career objective. On the other hand, 78 percent of
those currently holding academic positions expected to end up with
such jobs. A majority of the non-Ph.D.s now working in government
(57 percent) also entered graduate school expecting to teach or having
no career objective. We can only speculate on the consequences of

these transitory or nonexistent career goals at the start of training.
However, it seems reasonable to assume that because they lacked
firm plans, many non-Ph.D.s were less committed to a particular type
of job, and were therefore more open to employment outside their field
of study if other factors such as salary and location were attractive.
A second reason why non-Ph.D.s work outside their training fields

may be the lack pf assistance they received in job placement. A
majority of the non-Ph.D. sample (54.4 percent) reported that no one
helped them find a job after completion of their graduate training.
This contrasts with FLAS Ph.D.s, 70 percent of whom received some
type of job placement assistance. About 30 percent of the non-Ph.D.s
reported that those assisting them wrote individual letters of reference. However, less than 5 percent of the sample reported that those
assisting them in job placement made inquiries of potential government employers. Similarly, only 3.5 percent reported such contacts
being made on their behalf to private sector employers, and less than
10 percent of the sample had any type of job interviews arranged fOr
them. In other words, students' lack of commitment to capitalizing on
their training investment was compounded by universities' inability
or unwillingness to help find suitable employment for non-Ph.D. students.
Table 5.10 indicates how diverse are the employers and work activi-

ties of non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients. Consistent with their lack of a
Ph.D., half of those employed by academic institutions are lecturers,
instructors, or assistant professors. About a third of the non-Ph.D.s
'employed in colleges and universities do not have academic rank and
most of these are librarians. Also consistent with their non-doctoral
status, 69 percent of the academics who teach, teach only undergraduates. Like FLAS Ph.D.s, over half of the non-Ph.D.s employed in academic institutions work in ones with an organized language and area
studies program.
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Table 5.10
CURRENT EMPLOYERS AND PRIMARY WORK ACTIVITIES
OF EMPLOYED NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS

N=421
Employer
Junior/2-year college
Four-year college
University
Elilmentary/secondary schuol
Private sector financial institution
Pdrsonal service sector (hotel, airlines, etc.)
Manufacturing firm
Management consulting firm
Law firm
Retail or wholesale .ales firm
Communications
publishing, etc.)
(newspaper,
Real estate or insurance firm
Private foundation
Museum or historical socIPty
Research library 7r archiv,:s
Nonprofit organizotion
International agency
U.S. Government
State or local go/ernment
Self-employed
Othera

3.6%
4.0
14.0

4.0
6.4
1.4

6.4
2.6
3.0
2.4
2.1
1.9

0.7
1.0
1.9
7.1
0.7
16.4

3.8
9.0
7.1

N = 41R
Primary work activity
Teaching
Basic research
Applied research
Report or other technical writing
,.Journalistic writing
Curatorial/librarian
Management or administra,:ion
Sales or ma:-Pecing
Diplomatic
.

Othei/'

.

20.8
2.4
5.5
3.6
3.6
7.2
22.5
7.2
4.5
22.7

8Includes 111 -;...nTILLients employed by nonacademic
organizations,F0,...; c,ad not place themselves in any of,
the given categorie !..g., employees of computer firms,
clergymen, and plan.-..ng consultants).
b IRclicates nonacademic work activities that could
not be classified it the specified categories (e.g.,
farming, computer programming, secretarial, and artistic

work).
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The approximately three-quarters of the sample who hold nonacademic jobs work for a wide variety of employers and are engaged in an
equally wide range of activities. When those who coded themselves as
"other" are reclassified, the distribution of nonacademic employers is
as follows (N = 330):
Profit-making organizations
Nonprofit organizations

Governmentall levels
Elementary and secondary schools

53.9%
15.3
26.4
5.4

Of those employed outside academia, about the same proportion of
non-Ph.D.s as Ph.D.s are working in government and teaching in elementary and secondary schools. However, a significantly greater proportion of non-Ph.D.s are working for profit-making organizations..
Unlike FLAS Ph.D.s, the majority of non-Ph.D.s who work outside
academia are doing so because they want to, not because they were
unable to find academic jobs. Only 30 percent of the non-Ph.D.s reported that given a choice, they would prefer to work at an academic
institution. This compares with the over 90 percent of FLAS Ph.D.s
holding nonacademic jobs who took their jobs because appropriate
academic positions were unavailable. However, lack of interest in an
academic job is not equal across M.A. cohorts. Non-Ph.D.s in the most
recent cohort are twice as likely as those in the earliest one to prefer
an academic job, if given a choice. We cannot identify with any certainty why the employment preferences of M.A. cohorts differ in this
way, but there may be several reasons. First, by reason of their seniority, older FLAS recipients may simply have better-paying and more
challenging jobs than younger ones, thus making a nonacademic job

objectively more appealing in their eyes. Or, older specialists may
have had more time to rationalize their career choice and thus feel
more content with it. On the other hand, a substantial number of
younger non-Ph.D.s, like their Ph.D. counterparts, may have taken
nonacademic jobs not because they preferred them, but because the
current job market offered no alternative.
Respondents were asked to rate their current jobs on several dimensions. Although the pattern was generally the same for FLAS Ph.D.s
and non-Ph.D.s, differences between those working for academic institutions and those not doing so were less for the non-Ph.D.s. As Fig. 5.3

indicates, those non-Ph.D.s employed by private sector firms were
about three times as likely as academics to rate their jobs as poor with
regard to opportunity to use graduate training. This compares with a
differential of about six for the Ph.D.s. Those working in government
or for nonprofit organizations were also more likely than academics to
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Intellectual Stimulation and Development

Opportunity to Use Graduate Training

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Academic institution
25.0

4.1

15.8

9.8

45.2

7.9

8.1

26.2
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33.4
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46.0

10.7

21.8

8.0
N

13.5
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Government (all levels)
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17.0
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N
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Fig. 5.3-Current job rating by non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients
(in percentages)
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Fig. 5.3-Continued
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rate their jobs as poor on this dimension, but at a lower rate than
those in the private Fedor, Almost halt' of those working fir nonprofit
organizations rated their job as excellent on its ability to provide intellectual stimulation land development; this compares with about a
quarter of those in academia and the private sector, and a third of
those in goveramf'.nt. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, those working
in academia and the private sector give their jobs about equal ratings
on the opportunity to work on issues of current social and political
importance. Non-Ph.D.s employed by nonprofit organizations report
the greatest overall job satisfaction, with academics second, and those
in government and the private sector in third place. Despite these
differences across sectors in job satisfaction, however, the vast majority of non-Ph.D. respondents in all occupations rated their job satisfaction as either a 4 or a 5 on a 5-point scale.

Skill Utilization
Although the skill utilization patterns are the same for non-Ph.D.s
and for Ph.D.s (i.e., a greater proportion of academics than nonacademics use their skills all the time), non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients, both

inside and outside academia, use their language and area studies
skills less than FLAS counterparts with Ph.D.s. In comparing Fig. 5.4

with Fig. 2.6, we find that the differences between Ph.D.s and non
Ph.D.s are significant for both academics and nonacademics: A
greater proportion of Ph.D.s use their language and area studies skills
all the time than non-Ph.D.s employed in the same sector.
Some significant though small differences exist in the skill utilization patterns of non-Ph.D.s employed outside academia. For example,
a significantly greater proportion of those employed by private sector

firms use their language expertise all the time, while a greater proportion of those employed by government and nonprofit organizations
use their area studies skills all the time. However, the majority of
non-Ph.D.s employed outside academia, regardless of their specific
employer, never or rarely use their language and area studies training in their current job.
Slightly more than one-third of the non-Ph.D.s employed o tside
academia work in organizations having no other employees with simi-

lar language and area studies skills. On the other hand, about 10
percent work in organizations employing 10 or more people with similar skills. Approximately one-third of the nonacademics are employed
in jobs that require at least some type of language skill (i.e., reading,

writing, or speaking) and 13.6 percent work in jobs that require all
three language skills.
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Although the vast majority of non-Ph.1).s working outside academia
do not need or use their language and area studies skills, a considerable number do. Over 40 percent of the nonacademics in our sample
listed either language skills or area studies knowledge as the most
important skill when they were hired for their current job. This suggests that although other skills (disciplinary background, managerial
skills and experience, and writing and communication skills, and the
like) were most important, in the hiring decision for a majority of the

sample, a substantial minority were hired primarily for their language .and area studies expertise. However, not all those who were
hired for such skills actually use them regularly. Only about a quarter of the nonacademic sample reported spending at least part of their
work week on activities that require language and area studies exper-

tise. The greatest amount is spent making decisions or providing
analysis and advice based on respondents' world area expertise (a
median 19.7 percent of the work week). Other activities, such as using

foreign language expertise in various ways, account for less than a
median 10 percent of the work week of those who engage in such
activities. Although it is not done regularly, the most common way in
which non-Ph.D.s outside academia use their language and area studies expertise is in communicating with clients and foreign officials;
almost a quarter of nonacademics report having done this at some
time.
The most obvious conclusion is that foreign language and area studies skills are little used among nonacademics. A possible implication,

then, is that non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients are a questionable investment; but although that may be true for many, it is still important to
remember that almost a quarter of all non-Ph.D.s working outside
academia use either their language or area studies skills all the time
in their current jobs. Rather than dismissing non-Ph.D.s as a questionable investment, then, we need to examine these high users further. We also need to assess whether FLAS fellowship policy and the
universities receiving such funds can stimulate the training of more
high users of language and area studies skills.
To address such issues, we compared non-Ph.D.s who work outside

academia and who use their language or area studies skills all the
time with those who do not. We wanted to determine whether there
were any significant differences between the two groups in Overall
preparation, language training and competence, the nature of their
jobs, or in their expectations about earning a Ph.D. In many ways, the
frequent .users of language and area studies skills closely resemble
those who 'never use such expertise or who use it infrequently. There
are no § ignificant differences between the two groups in the extent pf
their undergraduate preparatiOn, the number of relevant languages
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studied, the years spent studying them, or in linguistic competence at
the end of training. Although a greater proportion of frequent users

have either a Middle East or East Asian specialization, there is no
significant difference between the two groups in their choice of an
academic major. Even primary work activity is less of a distinguishing characteristic than might be expected. Infrequent users of language and area studies skills are twice as likely to be in sales and
marketing as frequent users; over half of those in the diplomatic corps
are frequent users as compared with lawyers, more than 80 percent of

whom are infrequent users of such skills. Beyond these, however,
there are no significant differences between the two groups in the
distribution of their primary work activities. In fact, in reading the
responses to several open-ended questions, one is struck by the diversity of occupations that use language and area studies expertise. For
example, current jobs of non-Ph.D. respondents include international
banking, political risk analysis, agricultural development abroad, international freight forwarding, and foreign broadcasting.
Despite strong similarities between the two groupi3, however, three
basic factors differentiate them. First, frequent users are overwhelm=
ingly concentrated in jobs that either require foreign language exper-

tise or for which language or area studies expertise, was the most
important variable in the 'hiring decision. Of the frequent users, 70
percent listed these skills as the most important factor in the decision
to hire them; this compares with only 18.6 percent of the infrequent
_users. Similarly, 83 percent of the -frequent users work in jobs that
require some type*f foreign language skill (i.e., reading, speaking,
"writing), as compared with only 24.7 percent of the infrequent users..
A second factor is the job placement assistance that each group received. Half of the frequent users receivedsome assistance, while only
about a third of the infrequent users did. Frequent users were also
more likely- to have specific job placement actions taken on their behalf, such as having interviews with prospective employers arranged
for them: The final factor distinguishing frequent and infrequent users is their expectations" about earning a Ph.D. Frequent users are
almost three times more likely to report that they expect to earn a
Ph.D. (37.7 percent as compared with 13.0 percent of the infrequent
users).9

This descriptive information about frequent users is consistent with
the multivariate analysis presented in Chap. 4.Yhether FLAS recipi9The only other major difference between frequent and infrequent users is the expected result of their current skill utilization levels: Frequent users report a significant
increase in linguistic competence since the end of training, while infrequent users report significant attrition.
-
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ents are able to use their language and area studies skills depends
less on the nature of their training and their linguistic competence
than on whether they can find a job that requires, or at least highly
values, such expertise, and whether their training institution provides assistance in finding that job.
Differences in expectations about earning a Ph.D. are more problematic to interpret, however. We have no information about the direction of causality: Do more frequent users expect to earn a Ph.D.
because they were always committed to such a goal and their job is
merely one indication of that prior commitment, or has their job
subsequently motivated them to pursue the further specialization provided by a Ph.D.? Because we cannot answer this question, and because future Ph.D.s and non-Ph.D.s are virtually indistinguishable at
the time fellowship awards are made, it is unlikely that FLAS funds
could be targeted between these two groups with any more precision
than they are currently. However, this profile of frequent users does

suggest that universities can exert a far greater effect on the later
skill utilization levels of their graduates if they provide more informa-

tion about jobs that value language and area studies expertise and
then assist students in seeking those jobs.

HOW NON-PH.D. FLAS RECIPIENTS ASSESS THEIR
GRADUATE TRAINING
Like their Ph.D. counterparts, the majority of non-Ph.D.s rate the
quality of their graduate training as either a 4 or a 5 on a 5-point
scale. Most of them also believe that they received about the right
amount of training in the social sciences, the humanities, specific historical periods, and non-area disciplinary courses. However, over 40
percent of the sample believe that they took too few courses in policy
analysis, statistics, and computer science, and 44.7 percent believe
that they took too few professional school courses.
Respondents expressed similar sentiments in their answers to several open-ended questions.'° Most described their graduate education
favorably and were particularly positive about its intellectual quality.

In addition, a number of those who have since left the field of
language and area studies argued that the skills they acquired from
loThe majority of non-Ph.D. respondents took the time to write comprehensive and
thoughtful answers to several open-ended questions. They helped us greatly in understanding the diversity of non-Ph.D. experience and how FLAS recipients view their
training some years after leaving graduate school. We read and coded over 50 percent
of these responses (N =
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such training have served them well in other occupations. The
remarks of a Middle Eastern specialist who is now working for a
management consulting firm are typical:
My graduate training provided me with several skills that I have
applied in my, current work: communication skills (i.e., writing,
speaking, lecturing); a sense of organization and working within specific timeframes/deadlines; a holistic perspective which allows me to

more easily see the Big Pictureimportant for management and

long range planning; and an understanding of systems, which I have
been able to apply to all areas of my life.-

Like their Ph.D. counterparts, those non-Ph.D.s with negative assessments of their graduate education criticize it for its lack of utility,
not its quality. Their most common complaint is that their graduate

education has little relevance to their present careers, with some
respondents expressing regret that, from this perspective, their training turned out to be a questionable investment. An FLAS recipient
now working in a clerical position described his graduate education in
this way:
Graduate study did much for me intellectually and in other ways. I
emerged a different person from it; I am glad and grateful that I had
the opportunity to experience it. However, it did not help me find a
job, and it did not bear any helpful or even discernible relation to
anything I have done since. In this practical sense, the one I ignored
and perhaps scorned when I was younger, my graduate training in
Russian language and literature was a total waste of my time and
your money.

Similar sentiments were echoed by a journalist and a librarian:
I enjoyed every moment of the studies themselves and gained immenselyintellectually--from them. But they were of no help whatsoever occupationally, and I remain, wistfully, in the newspaper
business to earn a living.

... I personally benefitted from good training and an enormous widening of my horizons but the fact that I am now an informed citizen
and a public librarian with surprising competence in the Middle East

does not really justify the money spent on my trainingand I suppose I'd like to tell someone I'm sorry!

Non-Ph.D.s other major complaint was that they received little or
now using
no job-placement help. Even some respondents who.
their language and area studies skills made this criticism. For..exarnple, an FLAS )recipient working in international banking described
the problem in \this way:
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There was no effort whatsoever to help me find a nonacademic job.
This despite the fact that the demographics of graduate students in
the early to mid '70s would have indicated that no institution could
have placed all ics students in academic jobs.

A student currently in the job market described a similar problem:
As it stands now, students receive far too little information and counseling at an early stage about employment prospects in various areas

and about how to tailor their training to make their qualifications
attractive to a wider range of prospective employers.

Consistent with this concern about the lack of placement assistance

for students not wishing or-able to pursue an academic career is a
frequent recommendation that training institutions establish better
links with nonacademic employers. A number of respondents suggested that universities establish internships in business and government as part of the training process for language and area specialists.
Short of that, respondents argue that more information about various
career options needs to be made available by training institutions.
In sum, non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients assess their graduate training
in 'much the same way as their Ph.D. counterparts. They view its
quality very positively and are grateful for the intellectual experience

and challenge. At the same time and to a much greater extent than
the Ph.D.s, many non-Ph.D.s now question the relevance of their
training, given their current jobs. Some admit that the fault lies, at
least partially, with them: They entered graduate school without wellspecified,career goals and thus were more easily shunted aside in a
tight job market. Nevertheless, most also blame the universities they
attended for not providing adequate information about career opportunities and for not helping them find jobs that would use their language and area studies skills.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In their preparation and training, non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients closely. resemble peers who continued on to earn a Ph.D. The most striking

differences between the twos groups do not really appear until they
decide whether or not to seek a Ph.D., and in their subsequent skill
utilization levels. Our data can only suggest several reasons why nonPh.D.s did not earn their doctorates: As a group, they entered graduate school less certain of their career plans; took longer to complete
required training milestones; and seemed to have been more discouraged than FLAS Ph.D.s by the tight job-market. As a result, the
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majority abandoned their earlier intention to obtain a Ph.D., and de-°
spite a generally positive assessment of their training, left graduate
school. In contrast with the relatively high usage of language and
area studies expertise among FLAS Ph.D.s (over 40 percent of whom
use at least one skill all the time), the majority of non-Ph.D.s now
work outside their field of graduate training and less than a quarter
use their language and area studies skills all the time in their current
jobs.

Although usage levels are higher on average for all Ph.D.s, regardless of the sector in
ich they are employed, we know that much of
the differenc
ween Ph.D.s as a group and non-Ph.D.s is due to the
Ph.
mployment as academics. In fact, our data indicate that as
ore and more FLAS recipients, including those with Ph.D.s, must

seek employment outside academia, overall skill utilization levels
will fall. Given the condition of the academic job- market, then, it
seems that the policy problem is not the failure of some fellowship
recipients to complete their Ph.D.s; instead, the real cause for concern

for the FLAS program and the institutions that receive fellowship
funds is that many student recipients never use the unique skills they
gain in graduate school, and that this waste of resources is likely to
increase over time. We have already seen the role that job requirements and placement assistance can play in expanding utilization,
and it is to this issue that we turn in our final chapter.

Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND STUDY IMPLICATIONS

Throughout this profile of former FLAS recipients, one finding has
emerged repeatedly: The training of language and area studies specialists has remained much the same, while major changes have occurred in the job market and in skill utilization patterns. This chapter
reviews the study's major findings and explores the policy implications of this discrepancy between training and application.

THE PREPARATION AND TRAINING OF FLAS
RECIPIENTS
The FLAS fellowship program has functioned well as a meritocratic
system that has brought good students from a wide variety of under
graduate institutions to the best universities in the country for language and area studies training. Between 1967 and 1979, most FLAS
recipients majored in history or the humanities; fewer majored in the
social sciences, and fewer yet in professional disciplines. The humanities orientation of the FLAS program is most evident among Soviet
specialists, half of whom majored in language and literature.
The portrait of the typical FLAS recipient that emerges is that of a
serious student who entered graduate school with some prior exposure
to international studies and who, while in graduate school, spent col
siderable time in language training and related disciplinary study.
On average, FLAS recipients obtained more language training than

the average undergraduate, and the vast majority had some firsthand experience in another country or region of the world. Although
only about half had either coursework or first-hand experiencein the
region in which they-later specialized, most-of them entered graduate
school with at least the skills required for foreign language study and
the motivation to immerse themselves in the study of another culture.
Although all FLAS recipients spent considerable time in graduate
school, the amount of time needed to complete various milestones in
the training process is one of the major distinctions between.studenta
who did and did not earn Ph.D.s. Non-Ph.D.s spent significantly more
time reaching each milesitteiand this extra time may have eventually influenced their decision to leave graduate school.
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In most other respects, however, the training of these two types of
FLAS recipients was remarkably similar. The distribution of graduate coursework for both groups was quite consistent across cohorts,
with students in the late 1970s receiving basically the same education
as those in the mid-1960s. Since the proportion of graduate training
devoted to area studies courses largely depends on a student's academic major and its amenability to international studies, historians,
humanists, and area studies majors were able to spend more time in
such courses than those in economics, sociology, and various professional fields. Only a quarter of all FLAS recipients took any type of
applied courses (e.g., in statistics or policy analysis) or ones offered by
professional schools. Despite the FLAS program's emphasis on interdisciplinary study, only about half of all FLAS recipients took courses
outside their academic majors, and even these people spent little time
in such courses. Consequently, most FLAS recipients have little ap-

plied training and only a cursory introduction to the way that disciplines other than their own approach the study of foreign cultures.
FLAS non-Ph.D.s studied fewer languages and for a shorter period
than their Ph.D. counterparts; nevertheless, both groups invested considerable time in language study, and received more extensive training than the older specialists included in Lambert's study. Similarly,
self-ratings of linguistic competence indicate that FLAS recipients
also possess greater language skills than the earlier generation of
specialists.
However, these overall improvements mask continuing differences

in training opportunities and competence" levels. For example, only
about half of all FLAS recipients are able to obtain some language
training in a country where the language is spoken. In addition, students in a world 'area like East Asia are twice as likely to have such
an opportunity as those specializing in Southeast Asia. Consistent
with the shorter duration of their language study, non-Ph.D. FLAS
recipients report lower levels of linguistic competence at the end of
training than Ph.D.s; and unlike the Ph.D.s, who report increased
language competence over time, the non-Ph.D.s report significant
skill attrition. Even Ph.D.s, however, report difficulty in performing
some tasks that might reasonably be expected of language and area
specialists (e.g., teaching a course in their most proficient foreign language). In addition, a significant gap between reading and speaking
skills persists, despite an overall improvement in linguistic competence since the time of Lambert's survey.
On balance, the FLAS, program has played an impOrtant role in a
training process that has attracted a broad base of competent and
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highly motivated students.' These students spent considerable time in

language and area studies training and now rate that training very
highly. To the extent that comparisons are possible, FLAS recipients

are receiving more training than older specialists did, with a

resulting increase in competence levels. At the same time, they report

serious concern about the lack of opportunity for language study
abroad, and the seeming unresponsiveness of the graduate training
process to a changing job market for their skills.

EMPLOYMENT AND SKILL UTILIZATION PATTERNS
The vast majority of FLAS Ph.D.s are currently teaching in colleges
and universities, but the proportion doing so has decreased steadily
over cohorts. Ph.D.s in the most recent cohort are more than twice as
likely to have nonacademic jobs as those who earned their doctorates
some ten:years earlier. FLAS Ph.D.s with academic jobs are teaching
in many different colleges and universities, and most work in institutions that are non-selective in their undergraduate admissions policies. In this very important way, then, the specialist expertise
produced with FLAS assistance is now being disseminated broadly to
undergraduates in all types of institutions. In addition, the majority
of academics, regardless of the type of institution in which they teach,
report using their language and area studies expertise all or most of
the time.
For Ph.D.s working outside academia, however, and for most nonPh.D.s, the picture is quite different. Most report that they never or
'As we indicated in Chap. 1, the study design required by ED did not allow us to
determine in any definitive way the extent to which FLAS fellowships have mode a
difference in the overall training of language and area studies specialists. Although a
small number of FLAS alternates were originally included in the Ph.D. sample for
comparison purposes, the small size of the non-Ph.D. sample did not permit the inclusion of alternates in that group.
However, we do know from the survey results that while financial aid was not a
critical factor in decisions about graduate training, the availability-of FLAS support did
affect some students' (approximately 25 percent of each sample) choice of a particular
world area or country specialization. Students also reported in responses to open-ended
questions that FLAS support and its accompanying requirements provided them with
the opportunity and motivation to engage in more language training than they knight
otherwise have. In this sense, FLAS ensures that recipients are better-trained-tha.
-they would-be without-the-fellowship.
We know that a significantly lower proportion of alternates earned Ph.D.s as compared with FLAS recipients. However, this may be due as much to the effectiveness of
campus selection procedures (i.e., more competent and better-motivated students are
selected as recipients) as to the fellowship itself. At the same time, we know that alternates who earned their Ph.D.s do not differ in any significant way from FLAS recipients with doctorates.
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only rarely use their language and area studies expertise in their
current jobs, and over 60 percent of non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients employed full-time are currently working outside their field of graduate
study. Nevertheless, about a quarter of those working in nonacademic
jobs have been able to find positions that make extensive use of their
specialist training. These former FLAS recipients work in jobs that

either require language skills or that weighed language and area
studies expertise heavily in the hiring decision.
To demonstrate more clearly what these patterns mean for a given
group of FLAS recipients, Table 6.1 uses the data from our two surveys to show what is likely to happen to 100 hypothetical FLAS
recipients who are currently beginning graduate school. Most will
complete their Ph.D.s, although some will spend considerably longer
doing so. However, only 48 percent of the group are likely to take
academic jobs, and a similar proportion will use their language and
area studies skills in a significant way. In other words, this current
group of students is likely to deviate significantly from the traditional
model of FLAS specialists who work inside academia and use th'ir
skills frequently in the course of teaching and research. Unless usage
patterns outside academia change markedly, the majority of future
FLAS recipients may be unable to use their skills, thus jeopardizing a
critical national resource.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Although the primary purpose of this study was to present a detailed profile of FLAS recipients, findings about their training and
employment raise a number of policy issues for the federal government, the institutions that train these specialists, and the organizations that employ them. None of these institutions by themselves can
resolve the problem of skill underutilization; instead, a full resolution
will probably depend on major changes in the American economy and

the way in which the United States deals with the rest of the world.
Still, our findings suggest some modifications in the training and
placement process that may mitigate the problem.
The question of whether the United States is producing too many or
too few language andarea-specialists-inevitably-arises-in-discussions
about future training needs. Since this study focused on only one select group of specialists and did not collect data on either aggregate
demand or supply, we cannot address this issue directly. Our data`
indicate that unemployment rates vary somewhat by discipline and
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Table 6.1
PH.D. COMPLETION AND. SKILL UTILIZATION PATTERNS FOR A
HYPOTHETICAL GROUP OF FLAS RECIPIENTS
Of 100 Recipients:
44 will earn a Ph.D. within approximately 8 years, and
16 will earn one several years later.
Of the 60 Ph.D.s:
39 will become academics, of whom
26 will use their FLAS expertise all or most of the time, and
13 will not.

21 will take nonacademic jobs,8 on which
9 will use their FLAS expertise all or most of the time, and
12 will not.

Of the 40 non-Ph.D.s:
9 will work in academic institutions, where
4 will use their FLAS expertise all or most of the time, and
5 will not.
31 will take nonacademic jobs, on which
9 will use their FLAS expertise all or most of the time, and
22 will not.
These projections are based.on the data, presented in Chaps.
NOTE:
1,'2, and 5, on Ph.D. completion rates and the distribution of academic
and nonacademic jobs among Ph.D.s and non-Ph.D.s. Skill utilization
estimates are based on the proportion of various respondent types (i.e.,
Ph.D. versus non-Ph.D., academic vs. nonacademic job) who scored their
language or area studies usage as either a 4 or a 5 on a 5-point scale.
a
We are making a conservative estimate here and assuming that the'
proportion of FLAS Ph.D.s taking nonacademic Jobs will grow at about
half the rate that ivdid during the past decade.

have increased over time. However, it also seems justified to argue
from our data that the real problem is not unemployment, but rather
underemployment or' underutilization of skills. Most former FLAS
recipients can find some type of employment, and most repnit that
their jobs are satisfying and Challenging, but often inapproPriate, given their training. Of course, some might argue that since existing

language and area Audi es exp-ertise-remains-tmderutilizeclione-might
.

reasonably infer that too many specialists have been produced, givencurrent demand levels. We do not believe that our data warrant such
a Conclusion. Furthermore, we would' argue that before drastic and

not easily reversible cutbacks are even considered, it makes much
r- 1/2.°
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more sense to examine how existing training and placement policies
can be profitably modified.
Our data raise several issues about the distribution of FLAS fellowships. The first relates to the disciplinary majors of recipients special-

izing in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Recently,

1.7 O.

government officials have expressed concern about the lack of P tia-

lysts qualified to examine social and political trends in the soviet
Union. Our data suggest that this lack may be due at 1.2.1; ,:; p- : dally
to the concentration of FLAS fellowships in language - .1d li4erAture.
Soviet specialists are being produced, but not in the el,Is for which

the U.S. government has a critical need. Consequently, we have a
*tuation where not only is there above-averaje unemployment
aiiaong FLAS Ph.D.s with this area specialization, but also at least
mo st demand for Soviet specialists with a different disciplinary
focus. t the same time, U.S. policymaker; have expressed concern
about a decline in the number of Russian language speakers. Therefore, lan age and literature needs to be maintained as one disciplinary focus of FLAS fellowships for Soviet specialists. A solution here,
then, is to r distribute some fellowships away from language and literature and irn the social sciences.
Our comparis n of Ph.D. and non-Ph.D. FLAS recipients raises a
second question a out the distribution of fellowships. Because of the
declining academic abor market, there has been some discussion over
the past few years a 1.1t awarding a greater proportion of fellowships

to terminal M.A. cand.dates and fewer to doctoral students. Only a
few institutions have m ved in any significant way toward this strategy, and even for these in titt . - '4- is too early to tell how success-

ful this approach has been. Ti .. .4f.,' 4, of non-Ph.D.s we surveyed
entered graduate school expe\cting to earn a Ph.D., and less than a
third were actually terminal M.A. candidates at the time they received their FLAS fellowship. We do know that a significantly greater

proportion of those with terminal Masters' degrees currently report
little, not great, use of their language and area studies expertise.
However, this finding should be interpreted with caution. Most of
those in our sample -were enrolled in\ graduate school before the increased interest in joint area-studies/professional degrees that has
largely occurred within the last three years. Even the non-Ph.D.s in
our sample who earned professional degrees often did so to acquire a
marketable substitute for their area studies degrees, not complements
example are the lawyers-in-our-sample, almost all of
to them. A
whom do not currently use their language and area studies expertise,
On the other hand, although cell sizes are too small_to make any valid
statistical inferences, the experience of area specia ists in our sample

with degrees in such areas as public health and piisiness suggest that
such combinations can result in high levels of skill-utilization.
We have concluded that FLAS recipients' deeisions on whether to
earn an M.A. or a Ph.D. are much less important than the extent to

which they later use their language and area studies expertise.
Nevertheless, training institutions should encourage students to be
clear about their intentions and their course of study, so that they do
not spend an inordinate amount of time reaching milestones in the
training process. A prolonged stay in graduate school discourages
most students and makes them more 1;kely to drop out. Unfortunately, as our data indicate, it is not easy to distinguish ahead of time
betWeen those who will and will not finish graduate school. Often, the
two groups look quite similar in their qualifications and preparation,
and it is only some five or more years later that distinctions between
the two become evident. However, to the extent that fellowship deci-

sions are based on clear statements of purpose from students and a.
well-specified plan of study, aimless "wandering" through graduate \school can be minimized.
The predominance of history and humanities majors among FLAS
recipients raises a final distributional question. In our earlier report
on the institutional, aspects of the FLAS program, we explored the
reasons for this dominance.2 History and the humanities as academic
disciplines have been much more amenable to area studies than other

disciplines, particularly economics, sociology, and many of the
professions. Consequently, the best students in history and the
'humanities are often attracted to area studies and are therefore in a
competitive position to win 'FLAS fellowships. On the other hand,
those in such disciplines as economics have to fight strong
disciplinary norms against area studies, and as our survey indicates,
find it difficult to take as many ianguage and area studies courses as
those in more supportive disciplines.. At the same time, we found that
FLAS recipients in economics, sociology, and the professio are
easily employable and some are using th %ir language and area udies
skills in interesting and important ways. This suggests that there
should not be a major shift away from history and the humanities, but
that the FLAS program should strive to attract more economists and
professional students- to area studies. Such an effort can take any

number of forms, same of which were suggested in our Phase I
reportfor example, a protecteil competition for those in disciplines
with a low amenability to area studies, more flexible requirements for
_

___language_study_(such_as intensive-atunmertraining), and postdoctoral
2McDonnell et al., p. 108.

awards that would allow students to concentrate on area studies after
they complete their disciplinary training.3
Our training profile of FLAS recipients suggests several other areas

where changes might be made. In both surveys, respondents
expressed the serious concern that they had taken too few applied
courses and too few area studies courses outside their own discipline.
They argued that courses in statistics, computer science, policy analysis, and those offered by various professional schools not only were
likely to make them more competitive on the job market, but also that
such knowledge provided yet another set of research tools that could

be used to understand a particular world area, whether specialists
were working in academia or outside of it. Similarly, respondents believed it is important to understand how other disciplines approach

the study of a world area, and particularly, for those in disciplines
other than history to have a good grounding in the history of an area.
The need for interdisciplinary study is becoming even more important
as area specialists find themselves working either in colleges and universities or in nonacademic institutions that have no other employees
with a similar world area specialty. In these cases, the area specialist
needs to function as a generalist with broad knowledge of his or her

world area. Respondents' assessments of their training confirm the
appropriateness of the FLAS program's emphasis on interdisciplinary
approaches to area studies and its increased interest in the link between area studies and applied disciplines. Changing what has basically been a static curriculL\I
m to include such emphases makes sense
not only in light of the curate t job market, but also as a way to expand

the theoretical and analytiea 1 perspectives that inform the study of
other cultures.
3lbid., pp. 158-159.

As we indcaW in Chap. 1, ED's p ctice of listing priority disciplines for each
world area has exerted little influence o er university selection procedures, largely
because such priorities often run counter the strengths of individual centers and
their best students. However, to the extent hat ED wishes to continue this practice, it
can take guidance from Table 2.2, which s owe the underrepresentation of language
and literature majors among African, South, and Southeast Asian specialists and an
overrepresentation among Soviet specialists. Similarly, this distribution shows that
economics, geography, sociology; and the profs lanai disciplines are underrepresented
in all world areas except Southeast Asia and, r the professional Ids, Africa. If emplpyment is the criterion, instead of a broad re resentation of disci lines among area
specialists, then (based on Table 2.6) FLAS awa ds ttreconomists, political scientists,
and historians should be encouraged because their unemployment rate is significantly
lower than it is for language and literature and linguistics majors. On the, other hand,
if the priority disciplines are predicated on xvhether majors in a particular discipline are
likely to use their language and area studiessskills in their employment, then the type
of job a specialist holds is a far more significant predictor of usage than either world
area or academic discipline (see Chap. 4). AmOng academics, however, historians (re-

gardlesS of their world area affiliation) are more likely than those in all other disci-

plines to use their language and area studies skills, with sociologists, linguists,
anthropologists, and economists the least likely to do so.

The 'international studies community universally agrees on the
need for language study in a country where the language is spoken,
and our data confirm that judgment. We found that language study
abroad is a significant factor in predicting linguistic competence at
the end of training. At the same time, we also found that only about
half of all FLAS recipients receive such training, and that students
specializing in Africa, South Asia, and Southeast Asia are much less
likely to obtain this type of training than those in other world areas.
Therefore, we can only reiterate what others have argued: If the U.S.
government wantsto assure an adequate supply of people who are
linguistically competent in non-Western languages, it will need to
support more language study abroad and help equalize such opportunities across world areas.
The finding that a large proportion'of FLAS Ph.D.s are teaching in
smaller institutions, with only a few other faculty members specializing in their region of the world, suggests yet another important role
for the large universities that train FLAS Ph.D.s. In our earlier visits
to Title VI-funded centers, we found that some centers provide seminars, workshops, and library privileges to those teaching in nearby
colleges as part of their outreach program. We suggested then that
such a use of center resources was one of the most effective types of
outreach. Out findings from the current FLAS survey confirm this
earlier recommendation. If the area specialists working outside major
centers are to maintain their skills and not feel intellectually isolated,
they need to participate regularly in professional activities that bring
numerous colleagues together. We also know from our analysis that
having an 'organized program in language and area studies, even at
smaller institutions, is a significant factor in the Vity of academics
to use and maintain their skills. This suggests that institutional support for programs at smaller institutions is also necessary if the goal
-oft disseminating language and area studies knowledge broadly is to,
be met.
The final change that this study implies for training institutions
may be the most difficult to make. Universities have well-established
placement networks for helping graduates find academic jobs, and altough not all are assisted in finding jobs, most are. However, the
situation is very different for those graduates who want or must accept nonacademic jobs. Respondents noted both the( reluctance and
inability of their professors and academic departments to assist in the
placement process for nonacademic jobs.
t Since our data indicate that more and more FLAS recipients will
need to look to the nonacademic labor market over the next feW years,

it seems that training institutions have little choice but to strengthen
their nonacademic placement networks. Universities now need as
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much information about nonacademic jobs that use language and area

studies skills as they have about academic jobs. There are several
ways to obtain such information. One is to keep track of graduates

who are now working in these types of jobs. Such graduates can be a
useful source of information about other positions in the same field
and about the training needs for these jobs; but we found in tracking
respondents that universities know the least about their graduates
working outside academia.
A second way to build an effective placement network is to develop
systematic links with government, nonprofit, and private sector organizations that use language and area studies skills. This can be done
as part of center outreach programs or as part of the graduate train-

ing process. For example, a number of respondents suggested that
internships in such organizations be included as part of the training
process, and some universities have already begun to incorporate
these into their international studies programs. Although such internships may not, lead directly to permanent jobs, they at least give
students a realistic sense of the range of available options, and of the
ways in which their expertise is likely to be used outside academia.
Internships can also provide universities with information about
training needs as they work to update their curriculum, and such a
Program will alert potential employers to a pool of available
expertise.4
Up to this point, we have focused on the clear need for FLAS policy

and graduate institutions to modify their approach to specialist training and placement. At the same time, however, the changes that universities can bring about will make no more than a marginal
difference if American employers, particularly those in the private
sector, do not alter the way they do business. Because of attitudinal
and organizational factors, many American businesses have chosen
either not to expand into international markets or to rely on foreign
nationals in staffing their overseas operations. For example, American firms have often been reluctant to compete abroad because high
initial start-up costs (e.g., the long lead-time needed to negotiate coproduction agreements) work against the short-term profit horizons of
most companies. In addition, we found in a previous study that when
American firms do engage in business overseas, they tend to use foreign nationals for the kinds of tasks that language and area special\

4A number of international studieprograms directed at the B.A. and M.A. levels
routinely include such internships as pitrt of student training (e.g., at Michigan State,
Stanford, and Yale). For a discussion of these programs, see Robert E. Ward, "Reflections on a Conference on Innovative Curricula in International Studies," sponsored by
the American Council on Education's Commission on International Education, Washington, D.C., November 8, 1982.

ists can perform. These corporations argue that such an arrangement
is cost-effective and allows them to hire Americans solely for what
they consider to be more important managerial skills.5
Convincing more U.S. firms that expanding into international markets can be profitable and that using American language and area
specialists has advantages over relying on foreign nationals is not
something that universities can or necessarily should be expected to
do on their own. It seems'that if increased U.S. trade abroad is in the
national interest, the federal government should lead the way in encouraging American businesses. Major incentives clearly involve various type- of tax and subsidy arrangements. However, agencies like
the Commerce Department might also help U.S. firms by providing
information on how other firms have effectively used area specialist

expertise. Although there were relatively few in our sample, responses to open-ended questions from those employed by banks suggest that this sector might be a, worthwhile one to examine in some
detail. Several major American banks are using such expertise more

extensively than other types of firms, and even given their widely
publicized problems with foreign loans, these banks are still earning a
large proportion of their profits from overseas operations.6
Consequently, they might provide a manpower utilization model for

firms in other sectors. Language and area studies expertise is not a
substitute for technological and price competitiveness, but it can, for

example, be a critical tool in marketing and risk assessment.
However, many American firms remain to be convinced of that fact.
The profile of former FLAS recipients presented in this study suggests that language and area studies are now moving through a transitional period. There is no question that universities have provided
high-quality training to a group of talented and motivated students.
The task now is to reshape that training in the face of new realities so
an important national resource will not go unused.
6Berryman et al.
6Michael Wines, "Betting on Brazil," National Journal, Vol. 15, No. 13, March 26,
1983, p. 663.
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Appendix A
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Survey data collection involved five tasks:
Establishing the universe of i'LAS recipients, using ED Division of International Education (DIE) files;
Identifying those recipients who earned Ph.D.s;
Selecting separate samples of Ph.D.s and non-Ph.D.s;

Obtaining current addresses for all potential respondents;
and
Mailing questionnaires and conducting follow-up procedures.

The composition of the two samples and the process by which they
were selected are discussed in Chap. 1; the remaining data collection
tasks are described below.

ESTABLISHING THE UNIVERSE OF FLAS
RECIPIENTS
The universities that receive FLAS fellowship quotas are required
to file end-of-year reports with DIE, listing 'the students who were
awarded FLAS fellowships during the preceding academic year. These
records constituted the major source for our study's sampling frame
(all graduate students who received academic-year FLAS fellowships
between 1962 and 1979). Prior to 1973, however, a number of undergraduate and summer fellowships were also awarded. Consequently,

in building the sampling frame, these undergraduate and summeronly recipients had to be deleted. In addition, the duplicate names of
students who received fellowships in multiple years were also deleted.
UnfOrtunately, DIE records were incomplete for the years 19731979./Therefore, we had to request information directly from the 51
universities, whose DIE files were incomplete. (Information on recipi.

ents' at the other 49 institutions receiving FLAS fellowship quotas
was/obtained entirely from DIE files.) These institutions were able to
supply about '70 percent of the data missing from DIE files. The remaining information was reconstructed by Rand staff, using other
sources such as university correspondence with DIE and individual
file cards on fellOwship nominees (information from the latter source
133 7
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had to be verified because not all nominees eventually receive fellow
ships).

Using this combination of procedures, we were able to identify the
entire population of FLAS fellowship recipients (N = 9534) and designated alternates who never received any FLAS support (N = 11,000).

In addition to the names and permanent addresses of recipients and
alternates, DIE records also provided data on the institutions that
students attended, the languages they studied during their fellowship
period, and the year(s) in which they received or were alternates for
fellowship support.

IDENTIFYING RECIPIENTS WHO EARNED PH.D.S
DIE receives no information about the final degree status of FLAS
recipients from either the recipients themselves or the institutions
they attended. Therefore, we had to identify the FLAS recipients who

subsequently earned Ph.D.s by using sources other than DIE. The
most efficient and reliable method would have been to computer
match our file of FLAS recipients and alternates against the master
file of earned doctorates maintained by the National Research Council
(NRC). Since doctoral students are required to file such information

with NRC as part of the degree-granting process at their individual
universities, NRC's Liles are quite complete. However, NRC's confidentiality assurances to its respondents prevented us from obtaining
access to its master file. Instead, NRC agreed to let us use their file of
commencement bulletins from all institutions that grant doctorates as
an alternative data source. NRC staff hand-checked our file against
relevant commencement bulletins for the years 1967-1979.
Our subsequent reliability checks indicated that this procedure
identified approximately 89 percent of all FLAS Ph.D,s. The major
source of error resulted from this method's inability to identify those
students who received an FLAS fellowship at one institution and
subsequently earned their Ph.D.s at another. Several other sources
were used to identify additional Ph.D.s not found during the search of
commencement bulletins. These included:
The Dynamic Inventory of Soviet and East European Specialists (Warren Eason, Ohio State University, Principal Investigator).
Bibliographies of doctoral dissertations' on Southeast Asia,
South Asia, Japan, and Korea compiled by Frank Schulman,
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Director, East Asia Collection, University of Maryland
libraries.'
Carl Deal, ed., Latin America and the Caribbean: A Dissertation Bibliography, University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1977.
Michael Sims, ed., American and Canadian Doctoral Dissertationsand Masters Theses on Africa: 1886-1974, Crossroads
Press, Los Anpiles, 1976.

Various Ph.D. listings published by individual universities
and area studies programs (e.g., Ph.D.s of the Program of
African Studies, Northwestern University, February 1980).
As a further reliability check, we asked several of the universities
that receive large numbers of FLAS fellowships to check our recipient
file against their own institutional records. This process included:
'The following bibliographies, compiled by Frank Schulman, were used:
For Southeast Asia:
"Doctoral Dissertations on Southeast Asia, 1968.1975: An Annotated Bibliography
of International Research." Forthcoming publication of the Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan.
"Doctoral Dissertations on Southeast Asia, 1979-1985: A Bibliography." Forthcoming publication.
For South Asia:
Doctoral Dissertations on South Asia, 1966-1970: An Annotated Bibliography Covering North America, Europe, and Australia. Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1971.
"Doctoral Dissertations on South Asia, 1971-1980: A Bibliography." Forthcoming
publication of the Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan.
For China:
Doctoral Dissertations on China: A Bibliography of Studies in Western Languages,
1945-1970. Coauthored with Leonard H.D. Gordon. University of Washington Presr,
Seattle and London, 1972.
Doctoral Dissertations on China, 1971-1975: A Bibliography of Studi .s in Western
Languages. University of Washington Press, Seattle and London. 1978.
"Doctoral Dissertations on China, 1976-1980: A Bibliography." Forthcoming pu'alication of the University of Washington Press.

For Japan and Korea:
Japan and Korea: An Annotated Bibliography of Doctoral Dissertations in Western
Languages, 1877-1969. American Library Association, Chicago, 1970.
Doctoral Dissertations on Japan and Korea, 1969-1974: A Classified Bibliographical
Listing of International Reseorch. University Microfilms International, Ann Arbor,
Mich., 1976.

Doctoral Dissertations on Asia: An Annotated. Bibliographical Journal of Current
International Research. Association for Asian Studies, At Avbor, Mica ,
"Doctoral Dissertations on Japan and-on Korea, 1n9 -1979: A Bibliovadkiy of Studies in Western Languages." Forthcoming publicatn of the Univer-, ty of Washington
Press.
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A computer ;hatch of our entire file against the master file of
M.A. and Ph.D. graduates of the University of California,
Berkeley,

A hand check c' the Stanford FLAS recipient file with the
master student file in the Registrar's Office there, and
k hand match 'if the file of FLAS recipients in South and
East Asian studies at the University of Pennsylvania with
University records.

Since these checks indicated that our error rate in identifying Ph.D.s
was less than 5 percent, we assumed that the 3291 Ph.D.s we had
identified constituted most of the FLAS recipients (and the smaller
sample of alternates) v, ho had earned a Ph.D. between 1967 and 1979.
This 5 percent error ate was confirmed when we began tracking the

non-Ph.D. sample. In contacting the institutions these FLAS recipients attended, we found that 5 percent of those assumed not to have a
Ph.D. actually earned one between 1967 and 1979. In sum, although
the procedure we used to identify Ph.D.s was less efficient than it
would have been had we been granted access to NRC's master file of
earned doctorates, we were able to construct the universe of FLAS
Ph.D.s within an acceptable margin of error.

OPTAINING CURRENT ADDRESSES FOR ALL
POTENTIAL RESPONDENTS
Since some respondents left graduate school as long as fifteen years

ago, we had to draw on several sources in seeking to obtain their

current addresses. The first step was to consult the membership directories and mailing labels purchased from the American Association
for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, the African Studies Association, the Association for Asian Studies, the Middle Eastern Studies
Association, and the Council for European Studies. We then checked
employment-related directories, such as the National Faculty Directory and the U.S. State Department Directory. We also consulted the
membership directories of such disciplinary associations as the
American Economic Association, the American Political Science Association, and the. American Sociological Association. When all printed sources were exhausted, we then compiled lists of the remaining
respondents by university and asked world area center directors to
check their records for any current addresses that they might have.
Using this combination of sources, we were able to obtain addresses
for about 65 percent of all FLAS Ph.D.s.
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The Rand Telephone Survey Group then tracked the remaining
respondents using a variety of sources. Calls were made to respondents' graduate departments, university graduate studies offices, and
alumni associations. In many cases, these sources provided leads that
were followed up through calls to respondents' parents, friends, and
employers. This tracking process produced addresses for an additional
25 percent of all FLAS Ph.D.s, for a total 90 percent located.
Tracking the non-Ph.D. sample was much more difficult because
universities have less information about such students. In addition,

non-Ph.D.s' are employed in a broader range of occupations than
Ph.D.s, thus making it less efficient to use professional directories in

tracking them. Consequently, the majority of non-Ph.D.s were
tracked through telephone inquiries to their graduate departments,
parents, friends, and employers. Current 'addresses were obtained for
55 percent of the non-Ph.D. sample. In addition to locating a smaller
proportion of this group, we also found a disproportionate number of
respondents in the most recent fellowship cohort (81 percent located)
as compared wan the oldest one (30 percent located). Consequently,
the final non-Ph.D. sample had to be weighted to take account of this
bias.

QUESTIONNAIRE MAILINGS AND FOLLOW-UP
PROCEDURES
Questionnaires were sent to all FLAS Ph.D.s in four waves (as current addresses were obtained). A postcard reminder was sent seven to

ten days later; a letter and second questionnaire about four weeks
after the first mailing; and telephone reminder calls were made at
approximately the same time. The mail-otib procedures for the nonPh.D. sample were similar; however, a second questionnaire was not
sent to these respondents. Our experience with the Ph.D. group indicated that most of the additional response was generated as a result of
the telephone reminder calls, riot by the second mailing. Therefore,
given time and budgetary constraints, it was decided to limit followup procedures for the non-Ph.D. sample to the postcard and telephone
reminders. To the extent possible, Telephone Survey staff attempted

to find new addresses for those respondents whose questionnaires
were returned as undeliverable.
Approximately 7.8 percent of the Ph.D. group and 11.8 percent of
the non-Ph.D. sample are currently living outside the United States.
These respondents were sent questionnaires along with international
money orders to cover return postage costs. Because of the expense,
this group received postcard reminders, butno second questionnaire
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or telephone reminder call. As expected, the response rate for overseas
respondents was lower than for the domestic sample; but it was still
about 50 percent for both Ph.D.s and non-Ph.D.s.

Appendix B
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire sent to FLAS Ph.D.s is reprinted here. Since the
one sent to non-Ph.D.s was virtually identical (with the exception of
several questions pertaining only to academics that were deleted),

only those questions from the non-Ph.D. questionnaire that apply
solely to non-Ph.D.s are reprinted at the end of this appendix.
Foreign Language And Area Studies Questionnaire
First, we'd Ilke some background Information.

1.

Data of Birth:

7530/

MONTH

2.

Sex:

Male

21/

2

Racial:Ethnic Identification:
White/Caucasian

4.

YEAR

1

Female
3

DAY

1

Puerto Rican

5

Black/ Negro,,Afro-Amencan

2

Oriental

6

American Indian

3

Other Asian

7

Memcan. AmericaniChicano .

4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

8

List in the table below all collegiate and graduate degrees, excluding honorary degrees
that have been awarded to ybu. PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER AND NAME OF YOUR
MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY FROM THE DEGREE AND EMPLOYMENT SPECIALTIES
LIST ON THE FACING PAGE.
I

TYPE
OF
DEGREE

ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE/
MAJOR

YEAR
GRANTED

Name

Use sPeclafities lisb
Number

GRADE
POINT
AVERAGE.

INSTITUTION
NAME

I

CITY

l

for campus)
AND STATE

Bachelor's

23.29/

Masters

3034/

Doctorate

3539/

Other
40.46/

(Specify)
in ,c4lat.ng your QrOe DO.n, Crerap. Plea" uSe

0 3 7. B .3 B.30 11.7 C 7 5 C.20
CARD 01

1391
7

59 BEST Cuil G.5.P.ABLE

AS part Of your forffigli liritmrsif uuurnv

5

follow mg

YES

NO

1

2

A Three of morn world area courses on any region of the

41,

world........... ..................

Three or more wor' 1 area courses in the some world area as
your Ph.D training

B

2

1

411

w of Years

C How many years of a Western language (including
Russian and other East European languages),
(please specify the language/5p

4r9

50 55

of Years

D. How many years of a non-Western language;
(please specify the language(s1)

5162

A Prior to beginning graduate training, did you do
any of the following?

6

0. Was it in the world
area of your graduate

!raining?

YES

NO

YES

NO

1

2

1

2

6354

Summer travel or residence
abroad

1

2

1

2

6566,

Work abroad

I

2

1

2

616L
69 70
7? 12

Collegiate Study abroad

Peace Corps Service

1

2

1

2

Military Service abroad

1

2

1

2

The next group of questions focuses on aspects of your graduate training.
7

A.

How many calendar years elapsed between your first entering graduate schooland
receiving your PhD.?
1J la
Number of Years

6.

Of these years, how many were you officially enrolled in the univers.,!?
Number of Years

CARO 01

(11

. 60

75 76,

8, A Which world area did you specialize in during your graduate training?
(If more then ono, circle only your primary world area)
Africa
Canada ..

.....
.......

East Asia

9

Pacific Island

11

12

South Asia

05

02

Southeast Asia

06

International Studio%

10

Uralic/Alta ic/Inner Asia

09

Latin America

03

USSR and Eastern Europe

07

Western Europe

06

Other (Please Specify)

66

Middle/Near East ..

B.

........ 01

......... 04

!ter

Within this world area, which country or countries did you focus on during your
graduate training?

Which one of the following initially motivated you to concentrate on these regions or
countries? (Circle your most important reason)

Mine or my lamllys native country/
region

01

An undergraduate course or
teacher

02

Travel experience

03

Family lived there

04

Contact in U.S. with area nationals

05

Intellectual interest or curiosity

06

Military service In the area

07

1980/

Peace Corps experience in the
area

Research in the area

10
11

Missionary/religious work
abroad

Other (Please specify)

12

88

CARD 01

Using the r,orf es from the language lint below, plaint; 1141111e languages yr/11 have studied

10

relevant to your world WWI training Indicate your dower) of competence, how you wino
trained, and the amount of formal training you have bad
LANGUAGE
(Use codes

DEGREE OF COMPETENCE
AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY

AMOUNT OF
FORMAL
TRAINING
List In Academic
Year Equivalent

HOW COMPETENCE WAS
ACQUIRED

.born

from list
below)

Wile
Diflicully

Noi
al all

4

3

2

I

Flucling

all appmonnlo 11 .441

Easily

Foa1
hhol

5

SO

011.10

1,41,1

On ynu 01.011ov..

lona.

lango.g..noloutIonn

Sully

Mon.,.

11111..1

Speaking

111^919
Soo.. n

be 1.10118.0

Co.',.

US

..1.0

13 25/
26 311/

395//
5764/
6547/
(c-'41113 0.-3)

1325/

LANGUAGE LIST
too AF RiC

1.5
146

L.N9.11
Lob.

101

C'hOl

1./

1.01,

102

10911111

20?
203
204
714

500

an.0.6. MI1,01 en

Moe..
Oongol.An
000901,18

Ala,

148

103

1.9 I u.o.

7,5

10. A.m...
105 A..

3011 LIIN 0111,09

10. Amnlnc

150
166
151

10/ ng,
108

BanUf

109 Barna..

110 131
111

Brnb.

112

15.,b.,

113 Bob.,
'go Ch..nba
114 Ct,..mba

115 Ch...
169 Ch.M.

Za.n..,

t

118

0090.7.

e

01101.u0

120

0.9u.no

12.
126
188

153
154
155
155
157

158
159
160

130

III

511

Solho
501.1a

*0101

181

'kVA.

138 coop.
le. aRunOt

182
183

YAP<

139

Ilr.onta,do

1/0 41,00.

1.;

1010
1011

1.3 LthnO
IA. 111.110

701

091.8.1

Tt logu

4,1

U14.0

T.Del

313 SP11.11

314 Wwso
315 Yuc.t.c

600 SOUTH EST

. 06 Clime.
. 07 M.O.
. 08

11.1111.

. 09 0.An ncAn1

. 10 Kilt

11 Il.t.n.To.c
12 070.4
113 Kurd..

II. 9a0.0010111

115 P./Frs.
. 18 Sum..
It 7

511,10

118 %Hoc. 111.001.
119 TOIY10 Lhgut
21

10004.041/n1000.6

. 22

600 WESTERN EUROPE

Ut014

Si

8.

15.1

502 0.1.
603 Bowl,.

001 CnOod.
605 C.busno
006
007
1508

11oc.no

010..110

Ind....

631

8.1100.
e02 54ton
e03

60. 11.1.0
805 Duita

800 (WC.
807 Sco11.0111C..1.t.

808

109 G.. rm.....
.8
609 11.10
Oal

609 J.v...

811

611

in.

Nor...cp

311

POMuguol.

815
313

11r0..1.1

610 410 non

1.110.11

919 Mill,-

indonmn

613

T.9.109

61 The,
615 VAInunS.
616

1110 G..,

013 110.

54411.111

016 s..o.v.

On 4.4h

900 INNER

TOO SOVIET UNION NO
EASTERN EUROPE

. 20 To..

Chins*

510..n

205
518

. 03 CooPt
. 0. Egypi... nc11111
. 05 EgyplAn 4001en

200 EAST ASIA

510..0 Old Chu/c11
51010

122

517

11001090101

801

lulu

/21

721

01

/160.
180 Sim

719
120

Punib.

/23 %v...

. 01

179

5..00 C,o.1..

Pusnto
ProN1

5i. Sns.,

. 00 WOOL E EAST

175 Nano

P9110

5.06.1.
Iwno

31? Ou0C,1

17. /c
7.,

512
513

Alta901..
Mongol.. Cl.s.a.1

515
516

311

Till

1/11

509 N..

310 Nom.

1411108.
148,..981

170
177

303 CnIrmaet

309 9..1.0

5.54.

132 42.15
133 1gbo11401
131 1(011.
175 00101190
536 ...Ay,.
.n0.
131 11

501

306 111.81.

169

4111171

30? C.mgo.,

307 M.,.

CPulliootao
000.1010.11.1

168 SA.

10112.0

Lot nun

305 Gu.r.n.
306 111.1.. Cr.!.

N0.401.
NPR",

168

1411o54

1.160.7.16

/17 Porn.m. ,Rurn.n.ani
/10 PV111,

1...'0.110 , on

173

/I.

Mu 911.11'
1.11.1n

510 Otqa

iC,811

1/7

712
113

304 Chan.

1e3 SMAM
10. SW,. dron

120 0.
129 0 .00.

711

Mor.
Wrondo

5000

111

110

316 C.13

11101

127

H.nd. WOO

505 annd
506 4.1.i.ra

Alnd.

162
185

Styli

504

115
710

fl..

Fang

111100.11

106 Gngn
109 Or. 000.7

.
503 Go,.
508 Mona.,,

WI.

161

167

000

5,9 4.1g

Son..

hluto

ss.c.1

/Oh
137

8.8.4

502

30,

SAtal,

Edo

197

Und.ngo

152 Alndo.

07

Ch..

122

11124

Alva

165

121

205 TA..

LAO

5011TH ASI

501

101

A.1047n

703

13oN20A11

901

1111,

907

11..c

,s

088

11104116

705 Czech

101

P79.17*

*7

rt!E
:

11

If you have oludiert only ono modern foinign language, answer the next Iwo questions

in term Of that particular language II you have studied morn than One language,

answer the questionn In twirl of thin language In which you consider yournelf
currently most proficient (other than your native language) Note that you do not have
to be highly proficient in your most proficient language.

Enter code number from language col() list:

11

A Immediately after you cgmPleted

11

formal language training could you

fl Today could you use
the language to

use fin language to
CIRCI Ii DIE APPROPIIIATE NUMBEII
win

(Iraal
Dillrcuily Or
Not Al All

Teach a course in your
academic discipline?

i
1

Oull

Borne

O,rl,culty

2

3

Ealrly
I

4

I

With (Joist

With

U,Ilif. ally Or

Som.
0i/Ircully

Not Al All

I

I

5

1

I

2

3

language

\e.

L
1

L

1

2

,6

4

6

3

4

1

5

1

1

1

2

3334/

I

3

5

3536/

Give simple biographical
information about
yourself (birth. com
Position of family, early
schooling. etc)

4

3

State and support with
examples and reasons a
Position on a controver
seal topic (for example,
birth central, nuclear
safety. environmental
pollution)

Describe the role
played by Congress
in the United States
government system

29 JO/

I

4

3112/

Conduct fieldWark research

-using the woken

In lace to face conversation
understand a native speaker
who is speaking slowly and
Carefully Ire, deliberately
adapting his or her speech
to surf you)

Ouita
Easily

1

3

4

5

3738/
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

3940/
1

2

5

CARD 03

U63

About what proportion of your graduate studies (including sopa diced independent
study) was dotvoled

(TOTAL. to 100%)

'1'1/

A Language acquisition

C.

D.

4144/

%

World area courses in your academic major

B.

Non-area cuurses In your academic major (e.g., disciplinary core
courses)

%

4148/

%

44 40/

____.%

61 37/

Area courses outside your academic major

E.

Policy analysis, 5tatas:Ics. computer science courses

F.

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) ..._

1116/

ere

.

100%
13

About what proportion of your total greduste coursework was In
(TOTAL to 100%)

U.

5344/

%

A Language and literature,
Art. music, philosophy, religion

_

_%

:ii 56/

..%

5166/

C.

History

0,

Social Sciences (tag., political science, sociology, geography
psychology)
Economics

%

6167/

E.

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

%

4364/

F.

317 60/

100%

14.

About what proportion of graduate coursework In your world area specialization
focused on the time period: (TOTAL 100%)

13.

C.

6567/

%

A Pro-1800
180011945

%

66.10/

1945present

%

71.17/

100%

15.

During your graduate training did you ever take any professional school courses (e.g.,
agriculture, business, education, law medicine, public health, urban planning)?
73/

Yes

1

2 III (GO TO 0.16)

No
CARD 53

164

EL;31.

"E

146

15.

15

A.

(IF YES) In which schools?

Agriculture/Agricultural
Economics

01

Architecture

02

siness.

03

Forestry

04

Law.

05

Medicine

06

Public Health

07

Urban Planning

10

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

88

B How many professional school courses did you take?

74'77/

78.79/

Nt.mber of courses
d.

Did you collect your dissertation materials/data In the country or region that you
specialized in during graduate training?
Yes

1

No

2

C'Y

CARD 03
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17.

Below is a list of sources for financial support. Using the codes Provided, please
indicate (with akne or more numbers. as appropriate) the sources of support for
different training activities and the number of years you received this type of support
ACTIVITY CODES
Graduate Coureework
2 = Graduate Language Training

3 = Dissertation fieldwork/data collection
= Dissertation writing

5 = Postdoctoral language study
e = Postdoctoral research
7 = Postdoctoral retraining for new career

8 = Other
ACTIVITIES
SUPPORTED

SOURCE OF SUPPORT

Use coCes

Own savings/ nontraining-related employment
Parental/family support
Loans
Teaching assistant
Research assistant
Employer support
Workstudy program (university)

NDFL/FLAS Title VI
NDEA Tale IV
Foreign Area,Fellowshro Progra.n (Ford)
Fulbright Hays student (Office of Education)
Fulbright Hays faculty (Office of Education)
Full:night Hays 'student (State Department)
Fulbrighl Hays faculty (State Department)
Woodrow Wilson
Social Science Research Council
American Council of Learned Societies
American Association of University Women
National Endowment for the Humanities

National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Mental Health
Ford Foundation
Rockefeller Foundation
Carnegie Foundation
Office of Naval Research
National Science Foundation
Guggenheim.,
Hazen
Russell Sage

,-AL NUMBER
OF YEARS
SUPPORT RECEIVED

(CARO 0;1)

13.18/
19.24/

25.30/
31.36/

G.I. Bill

Other internal university fellowship funds

atx.e,

.

37-42/
43-48/
49.54/
55-60/
61-66/
67.72/
73.78/
13.18

19.24/
25.30/ I

31.36/
37.42/

4348/
49.54/1

61-6 /

57.7/
13q8161106

f3J/8/-----(

,_::

,

11-24/

26.30/
.1.//-36/

97.42/
43.48/
49.54/
55 -60/

61-66/

.

..

.

61.72/-- ----

Wenner omen

73.78/

IREX

13.18

Doherty Foundation
Tinker Foundation
Inter American
Mellon Foundation'
Japan Foundation
Danforth Foundation
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

CA RO 0-13.

19.24/
25.90/

31.36/
37.42/
43.48/
49.54/
55.60/
61.66;

Other IPLEASE SPECIFY)
CARD 04/05.06,97

66

.. .

.
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18.

Did the availability of certain types of fine cial support affect either the world area and
specific country(s) you selected for study; r your choice of a dissertation topic?
Yes

2 t (GO TO 0.19)

No
A.

13/

1

(IF YES) In what way?
74 I5/

19.

Since completing your Ph.D. have you engaged in any type of formal postdoctoral
study?
Yes

A.

re/

1

No

2

(GO TO 0.20)

(IF YES) Was this study: (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

in language training

1

17/

in area studies

2

18/

in the same discipline as your Ph.D

3

19/

in a different field than your Ph.D.
(PLEASE SPECIFY FIELD)

4

10/

The next few questions seek Information about your initial career plans.
20.. When you entered Ph.D. training, where did you plan to work upon completion of your
your degree?
Business or Industry
Junior College. Two
Year College
Professional Schad!
Four Year'llndergraduate
College
University
Elementary/Secondary
School System
Private Foundation
Museum or Hi;torical
Society
Research Library or
Archive

U.S. Military Service
U. 5: Government.
Civilian Employee
State Government
Local Governnient
International Agency

01

02
03
04
05

(GO TO
0.21)

06
07

13
14

15
16
17

Other NonProfit
Organization

18

Other (PLEASE
SPECIFY)

88

No Specific Career
Objective

99

(GO TO
0.21)

10
11

(GO TO
0.20A)
CARD 08

67
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(For those with no specific career objectives when entering Ph.D. training)
20.

A.

When during graduate school did you decide where to work? (CIRCLE ONE)
During:
1 st year

20

8.

3rd

2nd.

5th

4th

6th

7th

23/

8th

Where did you plan to work'/ CIRCLE ONE)

Bustness or Industry

01

U.S. Military Service

13

Junior College, Two-Year
College

02

U.S. Government, Civilian
Employee

14

Prole. 3 to,,a1 School

03

State Government

15

Four tt r.ar College

04

Local Government .

16

05

International Agency

17

University
Elementary /Secondary
School System

06

Private Foundation

07

Museum or Historical Society

10

Research Library or Archive

11

20. C.

NonProfit Organization

18

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

88

2425/

What/who influenced you most to consider/pursue that career choice?
(CIRCLE, ONE)

CAND138

-.1s8

Language training

1

Area course work

2

Faculty memberts) in your academic
department

3

Area studies center director

4

Area studies faculty

5

Peer influence

6

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

8

26/

149

21. We are interested in the amount of Information you had or 'iripleyfnent opportunities
relevant to your graduate training. Please indicate how much information you had
about each of the following employment areas. (Circle the appropriate number)
Sufficient
information

No
Intormation

Business or Industry

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

1

2

J3I

Professional School
Four Year College

I

1

Elementary/Secondary School System
Private Foundation

Museum or Historical Society

U.S. Government, Civilian Employee
State C:.:vernment

4

I

[

3

4
1

3

4

I

I

1

2

3

1

I

I

J

31/

5

32/

5

33/

1

4

5

I

I

4.

2

3

I

I

I

2

3

4

I

I

I

5

I

I

34/

5

35/

I

5
36/

I

4

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

5
37r

I

38/

i
1

Local Government

.

2

I

30/

I

3

I

1

U.S. Military Service

29/

2

I

28/

5

4

I

I

i

I

1

I

1

Research Library or Archives

5

I

I

27/

.J

1

2

Jun or College. Two-Year College

University

I

I
1

I

i
1

I

5
39/

I

2

3

4

2

3

4

5

5

40/

International Agency
1

Non-Profit Organization

I

I

I

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

41/

42/

Other (SPECIFY)

CARO 08

Y.
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Over the course of your graduate training did you change your initial employment plans?

22.

Yes, changed career plans

No, career plans remained the same throughout
graduate training
A.

43/

1

2 * (GO TO Q.23)

(IF YES) What caused you to change your plans?

Realized job prospects were very limited in initial
choice of field

44/

1

Graduate training led to new career interests

2

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

8

In the next section we'd like to know about the employment Information, counseling
and placement assistance you received during graduate school.
23.

Did you receive employment counseling/information to assist you in any of the
following? (FOR EACH PERSON WHO ASSISTED YOU, CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE
NUMBER)
DESIGNING

MODIFYING

A

AN
EXISTING
PROGRAM

GRADUATE
PROGRAM

Not
at All

A lot

Not
at All

UNDERSTANDING
THE JOB MARKET

A lot

Not
at All

A lot

5

1

2

3

4

5

4547/

1

2

3

4

5

48.50/

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4 5

5153/

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4 5

5456/

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5749/

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

.2

3

4 5

6062/

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4 5

6355/

Other faculty

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

34

5

6668/

School placement office

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

.1

2

3

4

5

6971/

Dissertation director

1

2

3

4 5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

1

2

1

Other dissertation committee
member(s)

a

Other faculty in your discliplinary

department

Department Adviser

Department Placement
Office

Area studies center
director(s)

Other center-related faculty

CARD 08

f17

cr(17
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24. Who had primary responsibility for helping you find a job after completion of your Ph.D.
tyaining/(CIRCLE ONLY ONE) When a faculty member occupied multiple roles, code the
Primary role he or she played for you..

Dissertation.director

01

Other dissertation committee member(s)

02

Other faculty in your disciplinary department

03

Department adviser

04

Departmental placement office

05

Area studies center director(s)

06

Other center-related faculty

07

Other faculty

10

School placement office

11

7273/

No one helped

12

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

88

CARD 08

p:c:71!q

4111.F
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25.

A.

25. B. How effective was
each in helping you
obtain your first job?

How important did eact. of the
,following people conside job
placement for graduate
students?

(CIRCLE APPROPRIATE
NUMBER)

(CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)

Effectiveness Of Job
Placement

Importance Of Job
Placement
very
Important

Not at All
important

(A713CD9

Very
Errectwe

Not at All
Ellecnve

13.14/

Dissertation director

1

1

2

1

2

Other dissertation committee members

3

4

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

I

I

4

5

1

2

3

4

4

5

1

2

75.16/

I

Other faculty in your disciI
plinary department

77.78/
1

5
1920/

Department adviser

1

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

Department placement
office

4
27.22/

5

5

2

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

t
Area studies center
director(s)

23.24/

Other center-related
faculty

4

25.26/

I

4

5

27.28/

Other faculty

4

School placement
office

29.30/
1

2

3

4

5

CARD 09
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26. What activities did those who assisted you in finding a job undertake on your behalf?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Wrote one general letter of reference
to be sent to all potential employers
. Wrote individual letters of reference
to potential employers

27.

1

31/

2

32/

Made inquiries of academic colleagues
about potential jobs

3

33/

Made inquiries of potential government
employers

4

34/

Made inquiries of potential private sector
employers

5

35/

Arranged interviews with prospective
employers

6

36/

Are you currently employed?
Yes

1

(GO TO 0.29)

No

2

(GO TO 0.28)

31/

28. A Why not? (CIRCLE PRIMARY REASON)
No appropriate jobs
available

1

In the process of seeking employment

2

Marital or parenting
responsibilities

3

Health reasons

4

38/

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)
8

CARD 09

14u
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29. On the next two pages, please list the jobs you have held since leaving graduate
school, including years. organization, work activities, relationship to graduate training,

and reason for leaving. List your current job first. Use the organization and Work
activity codes from the bottom of the page where possible, If currently unemployed,
insert "18" in Column Et lor current job, then continue listing previous jobs. Also use
code "18" for previous periods of unemployment.

a

C.

pagan,. ;

Work

A
Year,

tafion

To

!

Code

' rrorn

, "al yOur
CV,renr i0b
r5rI

Code
/from lo, f)

Annual
Salary

Of

Full time 2

4344/

4545/

4751/

57/

5861/

5263/) 6465/

6670/

71/

2145/

26/

17 18/

1920/

2

16 37/

38-39/

40-44/

45/

5154/

5556/

5758/

5963/

64/

2

1718/

1920/

2125/

5

-2A-c)3

1

4

5
71/

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

5
28/

5

5
47/

1

5

1

5
66/

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

2

3

4

5.

4

28/

27/
1

'02 = Four Year College
03 = University
04 = Professional School
05 = Elementary/Secondary School System
06 = Private Sector Financial Institution
07 = Export/Import Firm
tO = Personal Service Sector (hotel, airlines etc.)
11 = Manufacturing Firm
12 = Management Consulting Firm
13 = Private Foundation
14 = Museum or Historical Society
15 = Research Library or Archives
16 = U,S. Military Service
'17 = U.S. Government, Civilian Employee
29= State Government

1

65/

26/

ORGANIZATION CODES
01 = Junior College, Two Year College

5

46/

1

011 1716/

4

27/

1

CAR

3

72/

1

3235/

Wm;

orearo
54/

53/

1

10 " '51

Poo,
eeared

Ao tk

N.,

3942/

Extent to Wh.ch Graduate Language
Tra,n,ng Prepared You tor Job

Extent to VaNch Language
ExPedse Used on Job

1

CAR

G.

F.
)Pan tone

5

1

2

3

4

19 = Local Government
20 = International Agency
21 = Non-Profit Organization
18 = Unemployed
88 = Other (PLEASE SPECIFY IN BOX ABOVE)
WORK ACTIVITY CODES

22 = Teaching
23 =-Basic-Resaarch
24 = Applied Research
25 = Report or Other Technical Writing
26 = JoUrnalistic Writing
27 = Curatorial/Librarian
28 = Management or Administration
18 = Unemployed
88 = Other !PLEASE SPECIFY IN BOX ABOVE)

CARD 09/10/11

nrm7 prm, Ptlf,01P.,91C
P

5

H.

J.

I.

If you fell a rob
reason for leayir.g job

Extent to Which Graduate Area
Studies Praoarad You for Job

Esteni to Which Area Studies
Ef Denise Used on Job

I.

0.1

Pool',
Lm. 01.0V.o

Oil

2

1

3

4

5

3

4

1

5

2

3

4

1

2

2

3

3

4

75/

2

1

4

5

1

5

3

4

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

,

76/

30/

31/

49!

50/

5

5
68/

1

2

3

4

5

29/
1

1

5

67/
1

571

5

79'
1

from The est at bottom)

56/

74 /

1

(rAter, I code 1-7

WONII ed

55/

37/

30/
1

2

3

4

5

CODES FOR J

1 = unable to use training
2 = did not receive tenure or was fired
3 = temporary position (non-renewable)
4 = offered a better job
5 = wages inadequate
6 = promotion prospects uncertain or inadequate
7 = family or personal considerations

CARD 09 /10 /1I
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30.

Over the course of your career how many of the following have you produced?
Authored books

72,23

Edited books

3435/

Chapters in edited collection

36.37/

Refereed professional journal articles

38.39/

Research monographs/technical papers

4041/

Papers :..resented at professional meetings

42-43/

Articles for popular magazines or newspapers

44-45/

The next two questions are for those who received a FLAS/NDFL fellowship, but who

discontinued their language and area studies before obtaining a PiLD. All others
skip to 0. 33.
31. When did you decide not to continue your area studies or language specialization?
During 1st year of graduate study

1

After completing 1 year

2

After completing 2 years

3

After completing 3 years

4

_

46/

After completing 4 years
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)
8

32. Why did you leave area studies? (Rank order as many of the six categories below that
apply to your case; 1=major reason for leaving area studies; 2= next reason, etc.)

Rank Order Number
47/

Too much language study needed

48/

Area courses not as interesting as I originally thought

49/

Other topics in core discipline were more interesting

50/

13.6.tier career opportunities for non-area studies
graduate

SI/

NDFL/FLAS fellowship not renewed

52/

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)
CARD I I

r:::A11 ;411
.

ire
a

33. The next set of questions only applies to those currently employed by academic
Institutions;All other respondents who are employed skip to 0.41. Respondents
who are currently unemployed please skip to CI. 49A.
34,

34.

A.

B.

34. C.

What is your present rank?
53/

Lecturer

1

Instructor

2

Assistant Professor

3

Associate Professor

4

Professor

5

Research Associate/Member of
Research Organization

6

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

8

What kind of appointment do you have?
Visiting.

1

Adjunct

2

Acting

3

Tenure track, but presently
untenured

4

Regular or tenure

5

ether (PLEASE SPECIFY)

8

54/

Are your teaching responsibilities:
Entirely undergraduate

1.

55/

Some undergraduate, some graduate ...:2
Entirely graduate

3

Not applicable. no teaching
responsibilities

9

CARD

ir

tLE

1"

lI

Have you received any research funding over the past three years?

35.

Yes

1

2 *GO TO 0.35C

No

35.- A (IF YES) What was the:
SOURCE

LENGTH 07
FUNDING

AMOUNT

PURPOSE OF GRANT
OR CONTRACT

(IN MONTHS)

.

I4.25/
26,37/

2

38 49/

3

a

35.

Generally, how difficult has it been for you to obtain research funding over the past
three years? (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)
Little or
No Difficulty

Very

Difficult

PAST THREE YEARS

35.

C.

Not
Applicable

50/

11

'2

4

3

5

9

Prior to three years ago, how difficult was it? (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)
Little or
No Difficulty

VDeif7icult
I

1

2

i

3.

4

5

Not
Applicable

SI/

9

If ytid have never taught language or aree-studies, skip to question 48.
36.

Are your current teaching, research and other activities more concerned with your
disciplinary or with your regional/area expertise? (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)
Disciplinary
Without Regional
Focus

Wholly
Concerned With
Region

TEACHING

37/

r4

5

9

4

5

9

4

5

9

53/

RESEARCH

PROFESSIONAL
ACTIVITIES
OUTSIDE OWN
INSTITUTION

Not

Applicable

54/

l
1

2

3
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37

Does your institution have an organized language and area studies program on your
region or country(s) of current interest?

A.

Yes

1

No

24* GO TO 0.38

55/

If yes. does it provide you with substantial benefits?
Yes

56/

1

2

No

51.55/

Please explain your answer

Do you use the facilities (i.e., library, etc.) or regularly participate in activities of a world
area program/center at another U.S. academic institution?

39

Yes

1

No

2

5n/

Irrespectwe of whether there is an organized world area program on your campus,
about how many faculty members (i.iduding yourself) spr, alize in your world area?
Goc ,

Number of faculty today

Number of area !acuity
v ,en you were , rst hired

40

A Vinen you were hired for your current teaching or research position, what would
you Pstiriate were the values (in terms of percentages) placed on yo:.r area
expertise is compared with disciplinary expert. ;e?
Area _

40

3

+ Discipline

'to = 1009:.

65-C 1/

if you were hired today. what would those values be?
Area

ai, + Discipline

100% ito GO TO 0.48
CARD 17
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41.

The next set of questions only applies to those area specialists currently holding
nonacademic jobs. All others who are currently employed please skip to 0.48.
Respondents who are presently unemployed please skip to Q. 49A.

42

What was the primary mason you took your current job?
(CIRCLE ONLY ONE)
Best job available

43.

1

No other job available

2

Did not want to work at an
academic institution

3

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

8

11/

Rank order each of the following skills accordiog to their importance when you were
hired for your current job? (1=most important; 2=next most important)
Rank Order
13/

Disciplinary background

74/

Language skills

75/

Area studies knowledge
Other skills (PLEASE SPECIFY)

76/

,
44. A

How many other people employed in your organization have similar world area or
language expertise as you?
77.78/

44.

B.

How many have similar disciplinary training (e.g., in political science, literature,
history, etc.)?

*
45.

A

Does your current job require any of the following foreign language skills?
)

Speaking

1

Writing

2. (.1 GO TO 0.458

Reading

.1

None required ....

4 4, . GO.TO 0.46

79410/

CAft 0 13
13/

"I
1

CARD 12/13
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15/
16/
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45

B Rank each of the.fo!lowing language skills according to your use of them In your
current job (1 = most frequently used; 2 a less frequently used; 3 = least frequently
used; 9 = not used at all).
Rank Order
1//

Speaking

46.

Writing

18/

Reading

19/

Please specify (with examples If possible) how you use your language and area
studies training on your current lob.
20.21/

99

None used at an.

47.

Has your employer either required that you obtain additional training or provided you
with onthejob training in an area outside your graduate specialization?
Yes

1

No

2

49 GO TO 0.47A

22/

47, A (IF YES) Please describe the training,
23.24/

CARD 13
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48.

How would you rate your current lob on the following dimensions:
(CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)

........

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

3

4

5

3

4

5

26/

Opportunity to learn new skills

.

30

l

I

31/

.

2

1

A.

5
29/

Opportunity to work on issues of
current social and political
imports:x.0

49.

5

28/

L.._

Interaction with colleagues in
the same world area

Overall lob satisfaction

25/

I

intallectual stimulation and
development ...........

Interaction with colleagues in
the same discipline

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Opportunity to use
graduate,traininp

how many ;lines have you visited the region you
Since graduate
specialized in during ,..ir training?
times

49.

8.

32.;

Plea, q indicate ft1e number a.' visits you have made nl teach time duration.

# of Visits

1-3 weeks
36

6.10 weoks

r

38 :

months

I year or more

40<

LARD 73
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-tmount you

As you look back on the graduate training yo,: have hod, do you tr.'
received in each of tile following areas was:
(CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)

50

About
Right

Too
Lot le

Social science courses on world

___

L

area

1

Humanities courses on world

4

3

_I

3

2

1

_I ____L___J
L

1

i___.

area

12 _

.,,,

4

Not

Acpficable
42/

5

9

__I
5

9

13/
44/

language courses

I

1

I

I

2

3

1

1

I

I

4

9

5

45/

Courses on the premodern period
In your world area
Courses on the modern period
In your world area
Nonarea courses in your
disciplinary major

1

.1

L

51.

I

I

j

46/

9

I

I

I

3

2

3

1

9

5

48/

I

4

1

I

47/

1

4

3

2

1

9

5

5

1

Policy analysis, statistics, computing I____
1
courses

I

4

L4 _J

I

2

1

I

Ccurses offered by various
professional schools

I

3

2

1

4

5

9

5

9

19/

If you were to generalize for all of your graduate courses, how would you rate
the following on their general academic quality:
(CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER)
Excellent

Poor

Social science courses on world
area

't

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

I

1

2

3

I

1-

2

3

1

Humanities courses on world

Not
Applicable

;

1

1

5

9

4

5

9

4

5

9

4

5

9

4

5I /

1

area

50/

52/

Language courses

53/

Courses on the premodern period
in your world area
Courses on the modern period
in your world area

1

1

I

54/

9

4

55/

Nonarea courses in your
disciplinary n'3jor

I
1

Policy analysis, statistics, ,omputing
courses

Courses °flared by VP'!')
_professional schocl,

1

L__.
1

_.;

.

3

4

5

9

2

3

4

5

9

2

9

4

5

9

2
1

I

56/
57/

s
1

CARD 73
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52

Listed below are some corn non components of graduate language training. Please
rate each one included in your language training for its elfecflvenels in improving your
overall language competency. (CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMIBCR)
Not effective

Vary
effective

at all

Oral aural drill
3

Grammar instructicn
Practice in translation

Not included
in own
training

5

9

---5

9

....

58/

59/
60/

1

r

Familiarization with different
styles of language usage

i_______.l

Langtorp training in country

.._

where Spoken

1

.............. 1

Classroom time

Language lab time

2
2

................. _

4

5

9

A

5

9

___--

9

63/
64/

1

2

3

4

5

9

language ........................... 1

2

3

4

5

9

2

3

4

5

9

Opportunities to uae the

,:omputer assisted training
1

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

I

2

9

3

CARD 13
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65.

66/
67.
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53

If you were advising a graduate student today who was interested in language and
area studios, would you recommend that ho or she enter Ph.D. training? Why or why

nor

(IF YES): What advice would you give about choice of discipline, rt,,:, of area
studies /language training and disciplinary courses, and ultimately about career
choices?

54

If you were to make recommendations for the future direction of language and area
studies in the U.S.. what would be some of the main points you would emphasize?

55.

Are there any general comments you would like to make about your graduate training
and its relationship to your subsequent career and intellectual development?

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
PLEASE MAIL IT BACK TO US AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
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itie:rtdeirii That Appeared Ori_dy ord the
Non-Ph.D. Survey_ Lust runient

Whim you entered graduate school, what was the highest degree you planned
lit earn'/
13/

A Mdstens degree

IL

1

A Ph

2

Other ipiease specify)

8

At this time, do you plan to earn a Ph.D?

Yes ....

.

No
It
(..;

D

8

11/

1

2 01GO TO 08)
1516/

ilf YE:ja When de you expect to receive your degree"'

YEAR

will our PhD be in the same disciple), .e; your M.A?
Yes

1 10,(GO TO 0.9)

No

2

IIF NO! r. what d:scipline do you expect to earn a PhD ?
DIscipiine

21/

IGO TO 0.9)

2130/

(FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT PLAN TO RECEIVE A Ph.D.) Why did you decide not to
earn a Ph D (CIRCLE YOUR ONE MOST IMPORTANT REASON)

rdy career interests did not require a Ph.D.

1

Employment prospects seemed limited or uncertain ler Ph.D.s

2

I lacked the necessary financial resources to complete Ph.D. training

3

I was not admitted fir doctoral study

4

I was enrolled in a Ph.D. program but my academic Performance
did not qualify me to conlinue in the program

5

Ma.iia' or parernmg responsibilities made it too difficult
for me t, complete a Ph.D

6

Other (PLEASE

tiCIFY)

8

31/

168

9

Which of the following had you completed as of October 1, 1982?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

All requirements for a Mastors degree

1

All required coursowork for a Ph.D

2

Passed Ph.D comprehensive examinations

3

Collected all or most of the data /materials for Ph D dissertation

4

Some writing of Ph.D. dissertation

5

27. Mat was your employment status as of October 1, 1982?
(CIRCLE ONLY ONE CATEGORY)

Employed full-time in field of graduate study

1.(GO TO 0.28)

Employed full-time In field other thar lick
of graduate study

2.(GO TO 0.2 t A)

Employed parttime

3(GO TO O 27 El)

Unemployed and seeking employment
Not employed and not seeking employment
Retired and not employed

5

Other (Please specify)

8

6

(GO TO 0.28)

58
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21A IF IMP) OYLD MJLL-IIML OU 13101 HELD OF GRADUATE STUDY) WII.0 rmstho
most important reason for taking the position? (CIRCLE ONE)

Preferred position outside field of graduate study ...
Promoted nut of position in graduate study field

59/

1

'2

Ileum pay

3

Locational factors

4

(GO TO 0.28)

Position in 'graduate study field not

5

Other (Plea. , vocal

B.,

270 IF EMPLOYED PARTTIME.) Were you seeking full-time employment as of October
1, 1982?
Yes

1

No

2

60/

CARD 09
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39

flank order each of the following skills according lo their importance when you were
roost important, t, next most imortant, etc)
flaw] for your current ieb9 (1
Ilan! than,

(CARO

Di',cinlinary brKkground

Language r,kills ,,,,

14/

Area studio., knowledgo
skill,, and experience

0/

Writing inn

.,,,riiinication skills

Other 'PLEASE.

(This lq

42

.

17/

.....

18/

vxpannlon of Quention 43 on Ow FLAS Ph.D. gowa(onnntro.)

How do you use your langauge and area studies training on your current job?
Translating documents

1

27/

Communicating with foreign officials and clients

2

28/

Analyzing political and socioeconomic trends in countries
of regional specialization
In other ways (PLEASE SPECIFY)

3

29/

8

30/

9

31/

.

None used at all

.100.

171

44

in an 114Indlin work

what proporf too of your tem/ rin you typ«

upon(' on the

following activities
Management or atIministral,ua
in a language indigenous to
your wurirl area special.zation
Speaking .1 language indigenous to your

k,

3635/

world area specialit 11100

Widow in a language indigenous to your
world area specialization
Ma:,ing decisions or providing analysis and advice
based on your world area expertise
Basic or applied research unrelated to
world area specialization
Basic or applied research related to
world area specianzation
Development of equipment, products, systems. data

%

1218/

..%

19.50/

W11110(3 editing

.96

Sr 62/

1311/

e 46/

%

Curatorial
Production

53.54/

55 '6/

Consulting (PLEASE SPECIFY)

96

stsn/

Professional services to Individuals

%

Quality control, inspection, testing
Sales, marketing, purchasing
Other /PLEASE SPECIFY)

%

5940/
6142/

______96

6304/

96

6066/

100%.
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